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What does Expo have in store for you?
September 28 to October 3
Commercial exhibits
open daily
Tuesday through Saturday
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

with the Stars Reception, Exhibition Hall
6:30 p.m. Dinner with the Stars
Banquet, Exhibition Hall
7 p.m. Ayrshire World Event Sale,
Sale Pavilion

Educational Forums
Monday, September 28

Main Events

8 a.m. National 4-H Dairy Cattle
Judging Contest, National Intercollegiate Dairy Cattle Judging Contest and International Post-Secondary Dairy Cattle Judging Contest,
Coliseum
7 p.m. International Post-Secondary Judging Contest Results and
Awards Banquet, Exhibition Hall
7:30 p.m. National 4-H Judging
Contest Results and Awards Banquet, Exhibition Hall
8 p.m. National Intercollegiate
Judging Contest Awards Ceremony, Exhibition Hall

Tuesday, September 29

Main Events

7:30 a.m. International Junior
Holstein Show, Coliseum
7:30 a.m. International Ayrshire
Show, Coliseum
8 a.m. FFA Judging Events, Sale
Pavilion and Sheraton
3 p.m. International Jersey Show:
heifers, Coliseum
3 p.m. International Milking Shorthorn Show: heifers, Coliseum
5 p.m. World Dairy Expo Championship Dairy Product Auction, Monona/Wingra Rooms, Exhibiton Hall
7 p.m. Top of the World Jersey
Sale, Sale Pavilion

Educational Forums

1 p.m. “The time is right for a
succession plan,” sponsored by
Badgerland Financial
Speaker: Dan Rupar, Attorney,
Ruder/Ware, Exhibition Hall

Virtual Farm Tours

2 p.m. Penterman Farm and Holland’s Family Cheese LLC, Thorp,
Wis., sponsored by AgSource Cooperative Services, Exhibition Hall

Wednesday, September 30

Main Events

7:30 a.m. International Jersey
Show: cows and groups, Coliseum
11 a.m. World Forage Analysis
Superbowl Awards Luncheon, Exhibition Hall
12:30 p.m. International Milking
Shorthorn Show: cows, Coliseum
2 p.m. International Brown Swiss
Show: heifers, Coliseum
5 p.m. World Dairy Expo Dinner
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11 a.m. “Feed refusals: Waste or
cost of doing business?,” sponsored
by DeKalb
Speaker: J. W. Schroeder, North
Dakota State University, Exhibition
Hall
1 p.m. “Adding value to calves by
breeding to beef,” sponsored by Hubbard Feeds Inc.
Speaker: Jerry Wulf, Wulf Cattle, Exhibition Hall

Forage Seminars

10 a.m. How much forage can we
feed to dairy cows?
Speaker: Kenneth Kalscheur,
U.S. Dairy Forage Research Center,
Madison, Wis., Arena Building
1:30 p.m. Managing fermentation
with baled silage
Speaker: Wayne Coblentz, U.S.
Dairy Forage Research Center,
Marshfield, Wis., Arena Building

Virtual Farm Tours

12 noon Prairieland Dairy, Firth,
Neb., sponsored by DuPont Pioneer,
Exhibition Hall
2 p.m. Meadow Brook Dairy
Farms LLC, Manitowoc, Wis., sponsored by Purina Animal Nutrition
LLC, Exhibition Hall

Thursday, October 1

Main Events

7:30 a.m. International Brown
Swiss Show: cows and groups,
Coliseum
1:30 p.m. International Guernsey
Show: heifers, Coliseum
1:30 p.m. International Red and
White Show: heifers, Coliseum
2 p.m. World Premier Brown
Swiss Sale, Sale Pavilion; World
Premier Milking Shorthorn Sale
will follow immediately after
5:30 p.m. National Dairy Shrine
Reception, Exhibition Hall
6 p.m. World Dairy Expo Youth
Showmanship Competition, Coliseum
6:30 p.m. National Dairy Shrine
Banquet, Exhibition Hall

Educational Forums

Forage Seminars

10 a.m. Cows agree with total
tract NDFD
Speaker: David Combs, UWMadison, Arena Building
1:30 p.m. Forage systems for
warm season dairying
Speaker: Dennis Hancock, University of Georgia, Arena Building

Virtual Farm Tours

12 noon Sunset Canyon Jerseys,
Beaver, Ore., sponsored by American Jersey Cattle Association, Exhibition Hall
2 p.m. Sunny Glade Farms, Blumenort, Manitoba, Canada, sponsored
by Lely, Exhibition Hall

10 a.m. Making or breaking rations
with forage digestibility and quality
Speaker: Mary Beth Hall, U.S.
Dairy Forage Research Center,
Madison, Wis., Arena Building
1:30 p.m. The secret life of rumen
microbes
Speaker: Paul Weimer, U.S.
Dairy Forage Research Center,
Madison, Wis., Arena Building

Virtual Farm Tours

12 noon SwissLane Dairy Farms,
Alto, Mich., sponsored by Quality
Liquid Feeds Inc., Exhibition Hall
2 p.m. R&G Miller & Sons, Columbus, Wis., sponsored by Organic
Valley, Exhibition Hall

Friday, October 2

Main Events

7:30 a.m. International Red and
White Show: cows and groups,
Coliseum
7:30 a.m. International Guernsey
Show: cows and groups, Coliseum
12 noon International Holstein
Show: heifers, Coliseum
2 p.m. International Guernsey
Classic Sale, Sale Pavilion
5 p.m. International Reception,
Exhibition Hall
7 p.m. World Classic 2015 Holstein
Sale, Coliseum

Educational Forums

11 a.m. “Defining factors that create
a quality heifer,” sponsored by Land
O’Lakes Animal Milk Products Co.
Speaker: Michael Van Amburgh,
Cornell University, Exhibition Hall

11 a.m. “Apps for dairying: An application for calving management,”
sponsored by Calf-Star
Speaker: Gustavo Schuenemann,
The Ohio State University, Exhibition Hall

1 p.m. “Design criteria for robotic
milking barns,” sponsored by Bayland Buildings Inc.
Speaker: Jack Rodenburg, DairyLogix, Exhibition Hall

1 p.m. “Agroterrorism threat briefing and roles of law enforcement,” sponsored by Quality Liquid Feeds Inc.
Speaker: Stephen Goldsmith,
D.V.M., FBI, Exhibition Hall
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Forage Seminars

Saturday, October 3

Main Events

8 a.m. International Holstein Show:
cows and groups, Coliseum
5 p.m. Parade of Champions and
Selection of 2015 Supreme Champion, Coliseum
6 p.m. World Dairy Expo closes

Educational Forum

11 a.m. “Lameness in dairy
cattle: Causes and consequences,”
sponsored by Hoof Supervisor
Speaker: J. K. Shearer, Iowa
State University, Exhibition Hall

Forage Seminar

10 a.m. Managing reduced-lignin
alfalfa
Speaker: Dan Undersander, UWMadison, Arena Building

Virtual Farm Tour

12 noon Trailside Holsteins,
Fountain, Minn., sponsored by Select Sires Inc., Exhibition Hall
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by Chelsey Johnson

THE SHOW AT WORLD DAIRY EXPO
represents the progress of 50 years
of breeding and passion for the industry, noted Wirt and Heisner. From Wind
Drift Countess Nora’s Supreme Champion win in 1970 (far left) to Rainyridge
Tony Beauty’s victory in 1995 (center),
to Lovhill Goldwyn Katrysha’s Reserve
Grand Champion honor during the 2014
Holstein Show at Expo, our industry’s
cows have continued to evolve.

C

HANGE is inevitable. Nowhere is this
more evident than when comparing yesteryear’s cows with their counterparts
in the ring today. Through the perspective of a longtime commercial dairyman (Russell
Wirt), a prominent industry leader (Bernie Heisner), a veteran classifier (Roy Hetts) and an experienced cattle merchandiser (Norm Nabholz), this
evolution was reflected upon during World Dairy
Expo last fall.

Rise of the balanced cow
The evolution of Expo’s cows correlates to the
changing opinions of what an ideal cow should
be. Through the past half-century, breeders have
tirelessly strived to reach ideal for the traits of
most importance in judges’ eyes. For many years,
the trait without a maximum was stature.
“We have overdone size in almost every breed
except Jersey and particularly in the Holstein
breed,” Wirt observed.
However, Wirt, Heisner, Hetts and Nabholz
all granted that attitudes toward size are beginning to evolve. Today, a tall cow no longer wins an
immediate ticket to the front of a class.
“A few years ago if a cow was 66 or 67 inches, she
would win here. Now, she better be doggone good,”
Nabholz said. “People are looking for a balanced
cow, although that term can be hard to quantify.”
“No longer in any breed do they have to be big.
You look out here in the ring, and you see cows
with quality udders, good feet and legs, nice
sweep to the rib and depth of body as well as
strength,” Heisner pointed out. “The focus is more
on quality and balance than size.”

Mammary and production match

An evolution of preparation
Without a doubt, Expo’s cows are products of
genetic progress. However, this progress has been
matched with an evolution of showring preparation and exhibitor passion.
Hetts, who showed at Madison’s first show, has
witnessed this evolution. He noted many of the
techniques used for preparing cattle for the ring
developed as the show became more competitive.
“A lot of people credit Buddy Fleming as the
first person to properly set a topline. He was an
expert of it then,” Hetts recalled.
Nabholz, who has worked with a number of successful cows through the years, equates showing
cattle at this level to professional sports.
“This is University of Kentucky basketball
level,” Nabholz explained. “For example, if a team
wants to win in basketball, they aren’t going to
start an average guard, they have to be great. It’s
the same thing here. You want to put a cow in the
ring that is going to win. So you try to get them to
look the best they can.”
In fact, Nabholz believes with the help of today’s
more competitive fitting techniques and management, some of yesterday’s Jersey cows could hold
their own in the ring today.
“Generator’s Topsy was grand Jersey at the All
American Jersey Show in 1973. I really believe
that cow, prepared the way we prepare them,
could win today. Another one I truly believe could
win again was the first grand champion here, a
cow called Sleeping Samares Babe.”
Hetts also believes that some of the elite Holsteins
of years gone by could contend in the ring today.
“The top cows could still compete very well, but
they used to bring cattle to the show that people
wouldn’t bring now, not only for the Holstein breed,”
Hetts said. “Every animal here today is competitive.”
Wirt and Heisner, who often watch the show
together, have also noticed an added competitiveness and quality in the show.
“You used to be able to go through the barn,
and you could pretty much tell who you thought
was going to win or would be right in contention,”
Heisner stated.
“We are going to sit here today, and we are
going to watch a 97-point cow in that ring,” Wirt
said, prior to Expo’s 2014 Red and White Show.
“I don’t think she has really got first place nailed
down for sure right now.”
“Right,” Heisner agreed. “They have got to come
out looking their best on show day to compete now.”

Commercial the driver
While the cows that grace the ring may look
cleaner and fancier than they look at home, the

Breeding for tomorrow
Even though today’s show exudes balanced and
quality cows from top to bottom of each class,
breeders still have areas to improve. One such
area, Hetts pointed out, is feet and legs.
“I remember hearing judges back in the ‘70s say,
if the legs are good enough to get around the ring,
they are good enough,” Hetts said. “That is changing now, and I think that is a positive thing.”
Nabholz also identified mobility as an area to
improve. “With the advent of the tall gangly cow,
we have lost a little bit of the mobility,” he said.
In addition, Hetts noted many commercial dairymen he has visited with have indicated a need to
breed more strength and width back into the cows.
“We have lost some of that width in the showring
because we have bred for extreme dairy,” he said.
All four cattle enthusiasts agreed that today’s
breeders are tasked with the challenge of effectively
utilizing the tools and technology available to meet
breeding goals. To continue the evolution of quality
balanced cows in the ring, breeders will do it differently than their predecessors as the availability of
data and development of new science are changing
the industry.
Heisner, who worked in the A.I. industry for a
number of years, pointed out how the impact of
the sire has evolved.
“The bulls were more influential for a longer
period of time just 15 years ago. When Durham
died, I said we don’t have to be too anxious to
get rid of that semen because it will become
more valuable. But that is not true any more
with genomics.”

The author is a former Hoard’s Dairyman editorial
intern and grew up on a 90-cow dairy in Minnesota. She now serves as digital communications
coordinator for a Wisconsin-based A.I. company.
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Observing Expo’s cow show today, one is marveled by quality mammary systems from the top
to bottom of each class. The cattle parading across
the colored shavings display udders that appear to
produce remarkable quantities of milk — and most
of them do — but it wasn’t always this way.
“At one point in the early days of the show,
there were conversations about putting production requirements on cows that could show here,”
Heisner remembered. “Some of the Holsteins
didn’t make 12,000 pounds of milk, and that
wasn’t sending the right image, but genetics and
performance took care of itself.”
In 1971, Kanza Matt Tippy was the first class
winner to produce 30,000 pounds of milk in one
lactation. Since this pivotal showring moment,
production has kept pace with type.
“It was amazing when the first cow that made
30,000 pounds of milk was a class winner,” Heisner recalled. “That was huge news because a lot of
the Holsteins that were in the ring at that point
didn’t make 20,000.”
Hetts echoed Heisner’s astonishment with the
high standards of mammary quality and milk

production set by Expo’s cows today.
“In the earlier days, it was easy to pick out the
best two or three in the class. Now the udders are
great all the way down the line,” he praised.

needs of the commercial dairyman play a large
role in evolving the cows that are shown.
“Eventually, we all want to equate to the commercial person in some way,” Nabholz said. “You want
to have a good set of feet and legs and a beautiful
quality udder, and when they put the milker on her
the commercial farmer is going to like her.”
Classifying Holsteins in 45 states, Hetts sees how
cows adapt to many different management systems.
He noted mammary systems bred for show match
the universal needs for commercial farmers.
“Large quantities of milk out of udders that are
always above the hock and udder depth that keeps
the udder out of harm’s way are really important
in all types of management systems,” he said.
Wirt, who lives on a 500-cow operation run
by his family, reiterated this. He believes the
improvements in the showring reflect, in general,
today’s commercial cattle.
“The biggest improvements in Holsteins, as I
see it, both as a breed and as a show, are in the
udders. Right now, you see very few 2-year-old
Holsteins in commercial herds that don’t have
quite good, high wide rear udders with a strong
cleft up the center and teats perpendicular to
the ground,” he explained. “They have done that
because of the parlors and the commercial guys
telling the industry that’s what they needed.
Whether we like it or not, advancement comes
from the needs of the commercial man.”
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Exhibitor list and guide
Locator code:

AL = Arena Level, Coliseum
MC = Main Concourse, Coliseum
EH = Exhibition Hall

TC =
AR =
TM =

New Holland Trade Center
Arena
Trade Mall

Highlighted exhibitors have advertisements in this supplement.

A

B

ABS Global .............AL 153-155; EH 3814-3815
Accelerated Genetics .. AL 191-193; EH 3601-3702
Acme Engineering & Mfg.............. EH 1317-1318
Activon ............................................... EH 6001
ADA Enterprises .................................... AR 485
ADF Milking ............................................AR 516
ADM Alliance Nutrition................. EH 1611-1712
Advanced Animal Diagnostics .............. EH 4205
Advanced Comfort Technology .... EH 1713-1716
Aesculap AG Germany .............................MC 87
Afimilk ........................................EH 1411-1512
Ag-Bag ...................EH 2601-2702; TM 664-665
AgCareers.com .......................................MC 63
Agis ........................................... EH 4001-4103
Ag-Link International... MC EB5; AL 139-140 & 183B
Agnition ................................................ AR 457
Agpro ...................................... EH 2117B-2218
Agrarian Marketing ..................... EH 4001-4103
Agrem................................................. EH 2613
Agri-Cl .................................................. TM 721
Agricultural Engineering Associates..........MC 80
Agri-Graphics ................................TM WILLOWS
Agri-King ................................ MC 47-50; EB 7-8
AgriLabs ............................................. EH 3705
Agrilac ...................................................AR 510
Agri-Nutrition Consulting...................... EH 4403
Agri-Placement Services...................... EH 6004
Agri-Plastics...........TC 908-936; EH 4305-4307
Agri-Pro Enterprises of Iowa ................. EH 1315
AgriTech Analytics ...................................MC 32
Agri-Trac ..............................................EH 1705
Agri-View............................................. EH 3403
Agrivolt ...................................... EH 4216-4217
AgroChem ........................................... EH 6003
Agromatic ............. EH 2011-2113 & 2015-2115
AgroVantage System ...................EH 4207-4208
AgSource Cooperative Services ........... EH 4515
AgVet Associates ........................EH 3511-3513
AI Total .................................................. AL 116
AIC ......................................................... EH B1
AKE Safety Equipment ............................TC 859
Akey .............................................. TC 830-831
AktivPULS ........................................... EH 3916
Albers Equipment ...EH 2705-2706; TM 690-692
Alberta Forage Industry Network ..EH 1817-1918
Alforex Seeds ........................................TC 897
Allflex ........................................ EH 4512-4513
Allstar Genetics .....................................AL 200
Alltech ....................................... EH 3201-3304
Al’s Concrete Products .......................... AR 492
Alta Seeds ............................................ AR 464
Alternative Animal Bedding .....................TC 865
Altosid ....................................... EH 3411-3412
Ambic Equipment ........................EH 1311-1314
American Agco Trading Company .... AR 496-498
American Dairy Goat Association .............MC 10
American Dairy Science Association.........AL 178
American Dairymen ............................. EH 1305
American Guernsey Association ..............AL 111
American Health & Safety........................MC 27
American Jersey Cattle Association...AL 101-102
American Milking Shorthorn Society..........MC 84
American Society of Animal Science......EH 6207
American Wood Fibers........................... AR 445
Ameriprint .................................. EH 4518-4529
Amino Plus ......................................... EH 2415
AMS Galaxy ................................... TC 809-836
AMS Genetics International ............. AL 121-122
Andis Company ......................................MC 1-5
Animal Genetics Japan ........................... AL 214
Animal Health International .........EH 3714-3716
Animart ......................... EH 2816-2918 & 2915
Animat ........................................EH 1401-1402
Anka Products............................ EH 4011-4113
Apex Valves ................................EH 3511-3513
Appleton Steel. .......................................TM HH
Arm & Hammer Animal Nutrition .. EH 2417-2518
Arntjen Germay ............................... AL 141-142
Artex Barn Solutions ................ EH 2116B-2318
Artex Manufacturing ...............................TC 827
Art’s Way Manufacturing................. TM 736-738
Art’s Way Scientific ........................ TM 736-738
Aspen .........................................EH 3714-3716
Aspen Dairy Solutions ..........................EH 1708
Associated Milk Producers .................. EH 4407
AT Films ..................................... EH 3606-3607
AutoVent ............................................... AR 468
Avery Weigh-Tronix......................EH 4505-4506
Avita Slawomir Rutz............................. EH 6302
Ayrshire Breeders’ Association ...........MC 78-79

Badger by Valmetal .................... EH 1405-1407
Bag Man ........................................ AR 416-418
Balchem .................................... EH 1804-1805
Bauer North America .................. EH 1115-1118
Bavarian Fleckvieh Genetics ................... AL 103
Bayer Health Care ...................... EH 4214-4215
Bayland Buildings...................................AR 424
BCF Technology..................................MC 51-52
Beco Dairy Automation ............... EH 3205-3306
Bella Ag .................................................AL 206
Bender Machine Works ....................... EH 3407
Betaseed ...............................................TC 821
Big Ass Solutions ....................... EH 1408-1509
Bio-Vet....................................... EH 1503-1504
BIOFerm Energy Systems .......................AR 423
Biofiber Damino A/S....................EH 3511-3513
Biomin .................................................EH 2707
Bioret Agri ..............................................MC 57
BioZyme .........................................TC 930-931
Bird Gard .............................................. AR 446
Blackhawk Technical College ................ MC 38tt
BMO Harris Bank ................................ EH 4422
BMV Technology.....................................AL 212
Bock’s Identi Company ................EH 3511-3513
Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedica .. EH 2806-2909
Boerger .................................................AR 473
Bonnie Mohr Studio ...MC WL 2-4; EH 4425-4426
Boomerang Sand Bedding Systems......AR 410-413
BouMatic/Robotics ...EH 3801-3909 & 3703-3704
Bovine Boutique........................................ TM S
BoviSync................................................TC 903
Brath Dairy and Commercial Real Estate....AL 124
Braun Electric ................................ AR 426-427
Brickl Bros. ......................................... EH 1608
Britespan Building Systems. ....... EH 4301-4302
British Columbia Forage Council ..EH 1817-1918
Brown Swiss Cattle Breeders’ Assn.........AL 189
Brown Weight Valves ..............................AL 129
Buildings by Alpha ................................. TM 720
Burrows Enterprises ..............................EH S7-8
Byron Seed ..................................... AL 147-148
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C&E Tanks and Silos ............................. AR 455
Cal Tag ...................................................MC 55
Calf Blankets by Udder Tech ........... AR 500-503
Calf-Star ................. EH 3617-3718; TM 716-717
Calf-Tel ...................................... EH 2008-2309
CalfStart.................................... EH 1213-1214
California Holstein Association ........AL 194-195
Callicrate Banders...................................MC 53
Canadian Forage & Grassland ....EH 1817-1918
Canarm ..................................... EH 1903-1906
Cardinal Scale ................................ TC 872-873
Cargill Animal Nutrition ............... EH 3401-3502
Carol’s Original Works ......................... EH 4428
Cary Sign ............................................ EH 4432
Cattlemen’s Beef Board ................... EH 4509.6
CBM Lighting ............................. EH 5012-5013
CCP Industries .......................................AL 120
Central Life Sciences ................. EH 3411-3412
Champion Tow Rope ....................... TC 800-801
Chr. Hansen ................................... AR 437-438
CID Lines ...............................................MC 67
Claas of America ... TM 656-667; EH 2603-2604
Coburn.. EH 2801-2905 & 2703-2704; TC 825-826
Coffee Wagon ........................................... TM R
Cogent Breeding Limited ........................ AL 179
Coldwell Solar ........................................TC 945
ColoQuick ........................................AL 170-171
Comfort Hoof Care .........AL 109-110 & 184-185
Comfort Slat Mat .................................... EH S1
Comstock Creamery ............................ EH 6110
Conewango Products........................... EH 1107
Conklin Company ........................EH 4207-4208
Connor Agriscience ............................... AR 491
Continental Plastic ............................ MC 88-89
Contree Sprayers and Equipment............AR 517
Cooperative Resources Intl....AL 218-225 & 221
Coopex Montbeliarde .............................AL 108
CoPulsation Milking System ....................MC 65
Cordex North America ...................... EH 4515.5
Cotran ....................................................MC 11
Cotton Incorporated ................... EH 4105-4106
Cottonseed ..........................................EH 4107
Country Silver and Gifts....................... EH 4429
Cousins Subs .............. TM Coliseum West Lawn
Cow Art and More ............................... EH 6303
CowKuhlerZ..................................... AR 474-475
Cowsmopolitan Dairy Magazine ..............AL 188
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Crawford County Grazing Initiative ..........TC 867
Creative Genetics of California ...............AL 108
CRI-Man ................................................TC 929
CRV .......................................................AL 105
Crystal Creek .........................................TC 893
Cumberland Valley Analytical Services.....AR 511
Custom Dairy Performance ......................MC 55
Cybil Fisher Photography ....................... TM AAA

D
Dairy Agenda Today .......................AL 186-186B
Dairy Applications ............................... EH 4431
Dairy Beef Quality Assurance............... EH 4509
Dairy Bulls Online................................... AL 131
Dairy Business Association.....................AL 211
Dairy Business Milk Marketing Co-op.......AL 211
Dairy Calf and Heifer Association ............TC 905
Dairy Farmers of America .................... EH 4507
Dairy Grazing Apprenticeship ..................TC 844
Dairy Herd Management ............. EH 2505-2506
Dairy Management Inc................EH 4320-4322
Dairy One...............................................AL 209
Dairy Quality ....................................... EH 5004
Dairy Records Management Systems...MC 37-38
Dairy Star ...............................................MC 34
Dairy Today ................................ EH 4516-4517
DairyBusiness Communications .............AL 196
Dairyland Hoof Care........AL 109-110 & 184-185
Dairyland Laboratories ........................ EH 4104
Dairymaster ............................. EH 2111B-2315
DairyRealty.com ......................................MC 41
DairyTuner ..................................... TM 714-715
Dane County Pork Producers ................. TM 784
DariTech .....................AR 421-422; TC 813-841
DaSilveira Southwest .............................AR 515
Datamars ...................................EH 2401-2403
DBC Ag Products ................................. EH 1814
DCC Waterbeds .......................... EH 1713-1716
DeKalb ......................................EH 4006-4007
DeLaval ........................ EH 3011-3315; TM 754
Delta Livestock Construction .... EH 2217B-2218
Delta Plastics ....................................... AR 484
Destron Fearing ................................. MC 16-17
Development Resources of Iowa ......AR 470-471
DHI Computing Service ....................... EH 4304
Diamond V ............................... EH 3005-3106B
Dick Meyer Company ............................EH 2416
Dick’s Dough ........................................ TM 787
Digested Organics ................................. AR 443
Digi-Star ........... EH 1501-1502; TM 731; MC 21
Dinamica Generale..................... EH 3613-3614
Diversified Imports .................................TC 828
Dodgeland Ag-Systems........................ EH 1505
Don Themm Enterprises .........................AR 518
Double S BBQ ....................................... TM 786
Double S Liquid Feed Services ...............AL 113
DPI Global .......................................... EH 4308
Dr. Register & Associates .................... EH 2406
Drench-Mate ...........................................MC 33
DSM .......................................... EH 3914-3915
DTN .......................................................MC 7-8
DuPont Pioneer ...........................EH 2407-2509
DVM Systems ..................................... EH 4309
DVO .................................................... EH 4206
Dynamint Udder Cream ....................... EH 4013

E
E-Zee Milking Equipment .............EH 2811-2913
EasyFix Rubber Products ............ EH 1915-1916
Eby Trailers ....................................TM 646-647
Ecolab ............................ EH 1708 & 2717-2718
Ecosyl Products ......................... EH 4203-4204
Edney Distributing .......................... TM 700-702
Edstrom..........................................TC 802-803
EJ Equipment ............................................ TM A
Elanco Animal Health ..................EH 4317-4319
Ellsworth Cooperative Creamery .......... EH 6109
Emlab Genetics......................................AL 118
Emma’s Cookie Kitchen......................... TM 788
Energrow ................................... EH 1205-1206
EnSave ..................................................AL 150
Enz-A-Bac Advanced Products ................. AL 175
Esmilco .............................................. EH 4408
Essential Water Solutions ................. MC 59-60
Estrotect ............................................ EH 3504
ETS Charriau ......................................... AR 431
EuroTier 2016 .........................................MC 13
Evolution International............................AL 208
EW Nutrition ....................................... EH 2405
Extrutech Plastics ................................EH 1707

EZid Livestock ID ...................................AL 130

F
F.S.R.C. Tanks ........................................TC 906
Fabick Cat ..................................... TC 863-889
Fairchild Industries.................................TC 946
Falls Silo Repair .....................................TC 822
Famo Feeds ...........................................TC 805
Fan Separator ............................ EH 1116-1118
Farm-to-Consumer Foundation ................TC 916
Farmeron ............................................ EH 1613
FarmFirst Dairy Cooperative ................ EH 3507
FarmMaven ......................................... EH 6008
FarmTek ...................................AR 486; TM 709
FAST Corporation ......................................TM H
Fastrack .....................................EH 4207-4208
FDA Center for Veterinary Medicine...........MC 35
Featherlite Trailers .................................... TM T
Feed Supervisor Software .......................MC 81
Feedstuffs .......................................... EH 2614
Ferguson Enterprises .................EH 4004-4005
Fieldays International Agritech .... EH 4011-4113
Fight Bac ............................................ EH 1609
Five-G Consulting ..................... EH 2117B-2218
Flatness International ............................AL 205
Forage Genetics International .................AR 472
Foremost Farms .................................. EH 4511
Förster-Technik.......................................TC 915
Forward Farm Lines ........................ TM 674-675
Fox Valley Technical College ................. MC 28tt
Foxworthy Supply .................................EH 1709
Frenchville Trailer Sales ...................TM 707-708
Fritsch Equipment .................................TM 648
FS Invision DairySelect .......................... AR 490
Furst-McNess Company ..............EH 3408-3509
FutureCow ................................. EH 5015-5017

G
G.L.G. Distributing .............................. EH 1504
Gabel Belting ........................................ AR 436
GEA. .... EH 2001-2307; 4313-4316; 4601-4603
Gehl ......................................................... TM C
GenerVations ......................................... AL 216
Genes Diffusion .............................. AL 127-128
Genesis Enterprises ............................ EH 5011
Genex Cooperative ................AL 218-225 & 221
German Genetics ............................AL 139-140
Gift Farm .................................................. TM V
Global Cow ......................... EH 4409; MC WB 8
Global Genetic Resources .......................MC 54
Global Nutritech Biotechnology ............ EH 6005
GNE Farm Equipment ............................. AL 207
Golden Calf Company .......................AL 170-171
Grande Cheese Company ........... EH 3706-3707
Grandview Concrete Grooving .................AR 514
Green County Development .................. MC 38tt
Green Source Automation...................... AR 454
Greenfreestall .................................AR 410-413
Greenhouse Supply ................................AL 199
Grober Nutrition .....................................TC 904
Guangzhou Ballya Bio-Med .....................TC 882
GVD Feed Covers ...................................TC 939
Gypsoil .................................................. AL 177

H
H&E Innovations ....................................TC 894
H&S Manufacturing .................... EH 3415-3518
Hanson by Valmetal ................... EH 1405-1407
Harvestore................................. EH 1201-1303
Hatfield Mfg. .................................. AR 465-467
Hay & Forage Grower ............................. AR 428
Haybuster ...................................... AR 403-406
Hoard’s Dairyman ... AL 213-217; EH 4327-4328
Holm & Laue Export..... EH 3617-3718; TM 716-717
Holstein Association ..........................MC 29-31
Holstein International ............................. AL 162
Holstein Plaza ................................. AL 121-122
Holstein World ................................AL 194-195
Hoof Supervisor ......................................MC 81
Hoof Trimmers Association ......................MC 66
Hoofcount ..............................................AL 136
Horizon Organic......................................TC 942
Hubbard Feeds .......................... EH 4008-4109
Huber Technic ........................................TC 884
Humane Manufacturing Company ... TC 895-896
Hydro Systems Company ............ EH 1506-1507
Hygieia Biological Laboratories ...............AL 126

I
I.D.ology ............................................. EH 4309
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IBA ............................................ EH 2501-2504
Id-Tek Calf Feeders.................................AR 518
Idexx .................................................. EH 4324
Illinois Milk Producers’ Association..........AL 160
Images Custom Embroidery ..................... EH S3
ImmuCell ............................................ EH 2914
Immuno-Dynamics ..................................MC 71
Immvac................................................EH 1706
Industrial & Environmental Concepts.......AR 444
Innovative Additives ...............................TC 881
iNovotec Animal Care .............................AL 123
International Cryogenics ......................... AL 197
International Protein Sires ..................MC 18-20
International Stock Food Corporation....EH 5005
InterPuls S.p.A. ...........................EH 2703-2704
Investors Bank/Insurance Services.......EH 4504

J
J&D Manufacturing ......................EH 1101-1106
Jaguar Animal Health .............................TC 914
Jamesway .................. EH 3001-3104B; TM 749
Jaylor Fabricating ......................................TM D
JDJ Solutions ...................................... EH 4013
Jefo ........................................... EH 1403-1404
Jetstream Genetics ................................AL 190
Jobe Valves ................... EH 4013 & 4011-4113
John Deere .................................. TM M-N & OO
John Deere Construction/Forestry ...TM M-N & OO
John Deere Financial ...............................MC 12
Johnson’s Innovations ........................... AR 453
Jones Equipment Company .............TM 638-639
Jordan Ag Supply .................................. AR 432
Jourdain S.A.S. ..................................... TM 706
Jug Waterers .................................. TC 800-801

K
Kaiwaka Clothing ...................................TC 845
Kamar Products .....................................AL 125
Kansas Department of Agriculture .. MC 45tt-46tt
Kauffman’s Animal Health ................... EH 1614
Kelly Ryan Equipment Company ...... AR 400-402
KenAg................................................. EH 1803
Kenpal Farm Products .............................MC 28
Kent Feeds .................................EH 2611-2712
Kifco ....................................................TM 685
Kirby ..............................................TM 698-699
KK Lawn & Sport .............................TC 818-820
Kleen Test Products .............................EH 2715
K-Line Irrigation .................................... AR 435
Koffmann Industries...............................TC 847
Kozie’s Express Concessions ................ TM 782
Kraemer Wisconsin Cheese ................. EH 6111
Kraiburg Elastic................................... EH 2114
Krone .......................................TC 871; TM 672
Kuhn North America ................................TM E-F
Kunafin ............................................... EH 1813

L
La Belle Colostrum .............................. EH 4015
LA-CO Industries ..............................AL 172-173
Laird ..............................................TM 636-637
Lakeshore Technical College ................ MC 30tt
Lallemand Animal Nutrition............. AR 494-495
Land O’Lakes ............................. EH 4412-4417
Land O’Lakes Member Relations ............. EH A1
LandWood Sales .............................. EH 4509.5
Larry Schultz, Artist.................... EH 4420-4421
Latham Seed .........................................TC 883
Leap Tech ..............................................AR 425
LEDWisconsin ........................................ AL 114
Leedstone .............................................AL 119
Lely .......................... AR 461-483 & 499; TM I-J
Leo Agriculture............................... TM 710-712
Let’s Ride Boots & Apparel ...................... TM AA
Linzmeier Business Solutions .............. EH 5010
LiquiTube Marketing ...............................TC 890
Lira Animal Health Products ................ EH 1614
Livestock Exporters Association .......... EH 5000
Livestock Improvement Corporation.........TC 917
Livestock Water Recycling ......................AR 513
Living Software ......................................AL 215
LOWE Equipment Attachments .............EH 1704
Loyal-Roth Mfg. .......................... EH 4305-4307
LuckNow Products ....................... TM 752-753B

M
Madero Dairy Systems ................... TC 900-926
Madison Business Improvement District... EH 4530
MAI Animal Health............................... EH 2605
MAI/Genesis....................................... EH 3503
Malaysian Palm Oil Board ........................MC 39
Manitoba Forage and Grassland ..EH 1817-1918
Manitou Americas ..................................... TM C
Manure Systems ....................................AR 425
MarginSmart ....................................... EH 5010
Mary Heinze Watercolors .........................MC 83
Mast International..............................MC 23-24
Masters Choice Hybrids ............. EH 1112-1114
Mastitis Management Tools....................AL 135
Maurer Stutz ..........................................AL 159
McFinn Technologies ........................... EH 3514
McLanahan ....................................TM 654-655
Mensch Manufacturing ................... TM 694-705
Merck Animal Health ..... EH 2411-2513; TM 732
Merial ......................................... EH 1601-1703
Merrick Animal Nutrition ............. EH 4116-4118
Michigan Dairy Tech .............................. AR 430
Micro ......................................... EH 2606-2607
MicroMist Systems ............................... AR 509

Mid-State Equipment................................. TM K
Midwestern BioAg .......................EH 1811-1812
Milk Bar ......................................... TC 825-826
Milk Specialties Global ............... EH 3413-3414
Milker’s Helpers .........................EH 5008-5009
Milkplan SA................................ EH 4114-4115
Minnesota Department of Ag ..............MC 23-24
MIOX Corporation ...................................TC 940
Miraco ....................................... EH 1815-1816
Missouri Dairy Growth Council .................MC 15
Mistral ............................................ AL 106-107
MLD Veterinary Suppliers ........................MC 44
MMi ................................................ AL 106-107
Monsanto ..................................EH 4006-4007
MOFA Global .........................AL 218-225 & 221
Moowell .................................................TC 928
Morris Concessions .............................. TM 789
Morton Buildings ................................. EH 4401
Motomco ................................................MC 14
Mousehouse Cheesehaus .......... EH 6010-6011
mpengo .............................................. EH 5004
MSA Professional Services ......... EH 6210-6211
MSW Canadian Plastics....................... EH 1304
MTech Dairy Solutions.................... AR 433-434
MTU Onsite Energy ..................... EH 2814-2815
Munters Corporation ........................... EH 5006
Mustang ................................................... TM C
MVE Chart ......................................AL 226-227
MWI Veterinary Supply................ EH 2606-2607
Mycogen Seeds ..............................AR 476-478

N
NanoEnTek..............................................MC 56
Nasco ....................................................MC 1-5
National All-Jersey ........................... AL 101-102
National Dairy Shrine .......................... MC WL 1
National Hay Association ............ EH 4310-4312
NC Dairy Advantage ............................ EH 6007
Nebraska Alfalfa Marketing Assn .. EH 2617-2618
Nebraska State Dairy Association.........EH 2414
Neogen Corporation ................... EH 3615-3616
Neptune Enterprises ......................TM 650-652
New Direction Equipment ............EH 1413-1518
New Generation Genetics .......................AL 187
New Holland ..................................TM 630-642
New York Holstein Association.........AL 194-195
Newt’s Hat Company .................. EH 4501-4503
Nexgrow Genetics ..................................AR 472
Nextire .................................................TM 644
Normande Genetics ...............................TC 843
North American Normande Association....TC 842
North Brook Farms ..................... EH 3816-3818
North Dakota Dairy Coalition .................. AL 137
North Dakota Dept of Agriculture ............ AL 137
North West Rubber............................ MC 45-46
Northeast Iowa Dairy Foundation .......... MC 29tt
Northern Dairy Equipment ......................AL 143
Northstar LED ..................................... EH 5007
Novus International .....................EH 1211-1212
Nu-Ag/Bosko ............................. EH 2603-2604
Nuhn Industries ............................. TM 676-687
NuPulse ......................................EH 2811-2913
Nutech Biosciences ...................EH 6300-6301
Nutri Linx ............................................ EH 2514
Nutriad .......................................EH 3917-3918
Nutrient Advisors .................................. AR 447
Nutrient Control Systems .......................TC 929
Nutrition Physiology .............................. AR 452

O
O&T Farms ..............................................MC 58
Octaform Systems ......................... TC 860-861
Olmix NA ......................................... AL 106-107
Ontario Forage Council ................EH 1817-1918
Organic Valley .................................TC 857-858
Orion Energy Systems .................EH 6107-6108
Osborn ...................................................MC 64
Osseo Plastics & Supply...................... EH 4325
Oxbo International Corporation .............. AR 506

P
Pacifil S.A. .............................................TC 868
Packerland Whey Products .................... AR 504
Papa Ruben’s........................................ TM 785
Papillon Agricultural Company.............. EH 1316
Parnell Corporate Services ..................... TC 817
Patz Corporation ............................ TC 850-880
Paul Mueller Company .................EH 1807-1909
Paul’s Pedicures & Equipment ................TC 913
Peach Teats ........................................ EH 4013
Penergetic Solutions ..............................TC 941
Penta TMR .....................................TM 680-682
Performance Probiotics .............. EH 3604-3605
Phibro Animal Health ........................... EH 4411
Pipping Concrete ................................... AR 448
Pizza Hut .............................................. TM 781
Platt Products ........................................AL 138
Playcel ...................................................AL 112
Polaris Industries ...................................... TM P
Polled Dairy Cattle #Polled Place ............ AL 131
Poly Dome ................................................ TM B
PortaCheck ......................................... EH 4209
Practical Ag Solutions ............................TC 866
Praedium ............................................ EH 6002
Prairie Creek Seed .................................TC 806
Premier Gunite .......................................TC 822
Priority IAC ......................................... MC 72-73
ProActive Solutions ............................. EH 3505
Professional Dairy Producers Foundation....MC 67tt

Professional Dairy Producers of WI ...... EH 4427
Professional Dairy Services .........EH 1615-1616
ProfitSource ........................................ EH 2404
Progressive Forage Grower .................... AR 458
Progressive Publishing .... AR 441-442; EH 4400
Promat ...................................... EH 1215-1218
Provimi .......................................... TC 830-831
Provita Animal Health .......................... EH 1306
Puck Custom Enterprises ...............TM 634-635
Puli-Sistem ................................... AL 176-176B
Purina Animal Nutrition............... EH 4415-4417
Purple Cow Gift Shop ................. EH 4518-4529

Q
QualiTech...................................EH 4405-4406
Quality Concessions.............................. TM 780
Quality Liquid Feeds ...................EH 4329-4330
Quality Roasting .................................. EH 3506
Quatro Boots ................................. AR 416-418
Quebec Forage Council................EH 1817-1918
Quidee................................................ EH 4209

R
R & D LifeSciences .....................EH 2713-2714
Raytec Manufacturing .............................MC 21
RCI Engineering ........................................TM O
Red & White Dairy Cattle Association.......AL 161
Red Barn Rubber ............................... MC 45-46
Red Wing Software ..................................MC 42
Redmond Minerals ................................ AR 420
Reed Footwear ............................... AR 416-418
Reef Industries ......................................AL 201
Renn Mill Center ........................ EH 1913-1914
Rinstrum Smart Weighing ......... TC 938; TM 689
Ritchie Industries .......................EH 4004-4005
River Valley Farm............................. AL 167-169
RJB Company..............................EH 1311-1314
Roll-O-Matic Curtains ......................AR 470-471
Ropapharm ......................................... EH 5014
Rostech Electronics ............................ EH 3603
Roto-Clip........................AL 109-110 & 184-185
Roto-Mix .................................... EH 3016-3318
RP Feed Components ................. EH 2615-2616
RSI Calf Systems ..................................TM 645
Rubes Cartoons ...................................... EH C1
Ruder Ware ........................................... AR 505

S
S.I. Feeders ..............................................TM G
Safe-T-Pull .............................................TC 898
Saskatchewan Forage Council .....EH 1817-1918
SCCL .................................................. EH 3405
Schaefer Ventilation Equipment .. EH 4201-4202
Schlueter Company ........EH 3916 & 4016-4018
Schuitemaker Machines ................. TM 718-719
Schwartz Manufacturing Company ....... EH 1108
SCR Dairy .................................. EH 3608-3709
Secco International ..................... EH 1617-1718
Secure Covers ................................AR 414-418
Select Sires .. EH 4001-4103; AL 167-169 & 216
Semenzoo .....................................AL 174-174B
Semex .......................................TM Semex Tent
Seven Treasures ...............................MC EB 1-4
Sexing Tech.......... AL 146 & 156-158; EH 4212-4213
Sgariboldi ................................................ TM W
Shanghai Terrui International Trade...TC 918-920
Shoof International ............................. EH 6208
Show-Me Shortline Company .....................TM Q
Shredlage .................................. EH 2603-2604
Sikkema’s Equipment ......................TC 921-923
Silostop ......................................... AR 450-451
Silver Bullet Water Treatment..................AL 132
Simply Country ............................... TM 734-735
Sioux Automation Center ............ EH 2016-2118
Sioux Steel Company ............................TM 684
Slavic Beauty .........................................AL 134
Slurrystore ................................. EH 1201-1303
Soil Net .................................................AR 425
Solutions 4 Earth ...................................TC 848
SOP S.r.l. ........................................AL 180-181
South Dakota Department of Ag .......... EH 4514
South Dakota State University .......... EH 4513.6
South Dakota State Dairy Club ............. MC 20tt
South W. Wisconsin Technical College........MC 48tt
Soy Best .................................... EH 4210-4211
SoyPLUS .....................................EH 1911-1912
Spalding Labs .................................TC 891-892
Spectrum Seed Solutions .......................TC 856
Spermex .........................................AL 139-140
SRS Crisafulli ................................. TM 726-727
SSI ..................................................... EH 1806
Steel Cow Gallery & Studios .............. EH 4515B
Steuart Labs ...........................................MC 86
Stewart-Peterson ....................... EH 1605-1606
Storti S.p.A. .............................................. TM A
Strong Animals .......................... EH 1208-1309
Structures Unlimited .................. EH 4301-4302
Sun-North Systems ........ EH 2316 & 2608-2709
Sundown Industries ............................ EH 1111
Superior Attachments .................... TM 678-679
Superior Mat & Comfort ................. TC 885-886
Supreme International ................ EH 3007-3309
Sure Step Consulting .....AL 109-110 & 184-185
Swiss Valley Farms ............................. EH 3404
Swissgenetics............................TM Semex Tent
Syngenta ...............................................AR 472

T
T-Hexx Animal Health .............................AL 198

TAG-Sexing Technologies ....................MC 69-70
Tandem Products ................................ EH 1307
Tasco Dome Covered Structures .............TC 846
Taylor-Wharton .......................................AL 133
Teagle Machinery .................................... EH S2
TechMix ...............................................EH 2716
The Country Today............................... EH 4326
Tiry Engineering .................................... AR 456
Titan International ..................................TC 932
Trakrite Equipment/ Service ............ AL 182-183
Trans Ova Genetics .........................AL 144-145
TransAgra International .............. EH 1109-1110
Trelleborg Wheel Systems .............. TM 728-729
Tri-State Scabbling .............................. EH 1207
Trioliet ...........................................TM 660-662
Triple Crown Products.......................... EH 4410
Trouw Nutrition.................................... EH 1204
Tru-Test ..................................... EH 4011-4113
Truck Supervisor .....................................MC 81
Tuffy Tilt Tables .....................................TM 688
Tulsan ...................................................AL 138
Turner .............................................TC 947-948
Twin Mountain Fence Company ...............TC 943

U
Udder Comfort ................................ AL 165-166
Udder Gun ..............................................MC 22
Udder Tech .................................... AR 500-503
UdderOne ............................................EH 3713
Uniform-Agri...........................................TC 907
University of Minnesota .................MC 83tt-84tt
Up North Plastics ................................ EH 3406
Upsi-Daisy Cow Lifter .............................TC 829
Urban .............................................TC 807-833
US Dairy Export Council..............EH 4320-4322
US Forage Research...AR Forage Superbowl Area
USDA National Ag Statistics Service......EH 4404
USDA Natural Resources Conservation..EH 4402
USDA-APHIS............................................MC 36
USDA, AMS, Dairy Market News........... EH 4404
Utah Holstein Association ...............AL 194-195
UW-Extension Dairy Team ..................... MC 21tt
UW-Madison - Dairy Science ................. MC 31tt
UW-Madison CALS ........................MC 39tt-40tt
UW-Madison School of Vet Medicine.......MC 41tt
UW-Platteville School of Agriculture........MC 35tt
UW-River Falls - CAFES ......................... MC 27tt

V
Validus ............................................... EH 6002
Valley Ag Software ........EH 4331-4332; TM 730
Valley Vet Supply .....................................MC 40
Valmetal .................................... EH 1405-1407
Van Beek Natural Science .......... EH 5001-5003
Vanberg Specialized Coatings .............. EH 4303
Vantage Dairy Supplies .......................... AL 149
Vaughan Company ......................... AR 407-408
Vault Technologies .............................. EH 6209
Ventec Canada....................... EH 2014; TC 944
Verdesian Life Sciences ................. AR 487-488
Versa Corporation ..........................TM 696-697
VES Environmental Solutions ................ EH S5-6
Vetericyn ...............................................AL 204
Vets Plus ....................................EH 2713-2714
Vettec................................................. EH 1607
ViaGen ...........................................AL 144-145
Video Surveillance Solutions ............... EH 4219
Vigortone Ag Products .................... TC 830-831
Viking Genetics ............................AL 210 & 108
VA-MD College of Veterinary Medicine.....MC 66tt
Virtus Nutrition ................................... EH 4323
Vita Plus .................................... EH 1801-1902
Volac International ..................... EH 4203-4204

W
Wagler & Associates ...............................MC 43
Wahl Clipper & Lister Shearing ...............MC 1-5
Waikato Milking Systems ............ EH 6101-6205
WeCover Structures ........................AR 507-508
Westwaard......................................AR 421-422
Westway Feed Products ..................... MC 75-76
WG Critical Care .....................................AL 115
WHRL Solutions .....................................TC 927
Wick Buildings .................................... EH 4510
Wieser Concrete Products ..............TM 658-669
Winfield ..................................... EH 4412-4414
Wisconsin Beef Council .................... EH 4509.6
Wisconsin Cattlemen’s Association.......... EH 4508
Wisconsin Cheese Makers Assn .......... EH 4423
Wisconsin DATCP ................................ EH 4424
Wisconsin Holstein Association ..............AL 104
Wisconsin Livestock Id Consortium.......EH 4430
Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board .... EH 6304-6307
Wisconsin State Farmer ..........................MC 85
Woodchuck Bedding Spreader ............... TM 649
Woolwich Dairy.................................... EH 6009
World Dairy Solutions .......................... EH 1604
World Forage Analysis Superbowl......... AR WFAS
World Wide Sires................................MC 25-26
WW Associates ...................................... AL 117
Wyoming Business Council ............. TM 670-671

X, Y, and Z
XFE Products .............................EH 6300-6301
Y-Tex Corporation ................................ EH 4014
YES JCB.............. EH 2515-2516; TM 750-751B
Yunker Plastics ..................................... AR 480
Zinpro Performance Minerals .......EH 3611-3712
Zoetis ........................................ EH 3811-3913
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World Dairy Expo
Service office
Restrooms

Concessions

Restrooms

Restroomss

Restroom
R
Restroomss

1418 1518

1618 1718

1818 1918

2018 2118 2118B 2218 2318

2418 2518

2618 2718

1117

1217 1317

1417 1517

1617 1717

1817 1917

2017 2117 2117B 2217 2317

2417 2517

2617 2717

1116

1216 1316

1416 1516

1616 1716

1816 1916

2016 2116 2116B 2216 2316

2416 2516

2616 2716

1115

1215 1315

1415 1515

1615 1715

1815 1915

2015 2115 2115B 2215 2315

2415 2515

2615 2715

1114

1214 1314

1414 1514

1614 1714

1814 1914

2014 2114 2114B 2214 2314

2414 2514

2614 2714

1113

1213 1313

1413 1513

1613 1713

1813 1913

2013 2113 2113B 2213 2313

2413 2513

2613 2713

1112

1212 1312

1412 1512

1612 1712

1812 1912

2012 2112 2112B 2212 2312

2412 2512

2612 2712

1611 1711

1811 1911

2011 2111 2111B 2211 2311

2411 2511

2611 2711

Agromatic

1218 1318

DBC Ag Products

1118

TechMix

Agpro/5G Consulting

Vital know-how in every drop

1411 1511

1211 1311

Dairymaster

1409 1509

1609 1709

1809 1909

2009 2109 2109B 2209 2309

2409 2509

2609 2709

1108

1208 1308

1408 1508

1608 1708

1808 1908

2008 2108 2108B 2208 2308

2408 2508

2608 2708

1107

1207 1307

1407 1507

1607 1707

1807 1907

2007 2107 2107B 2207 2307

2407 2507

2607 2707

1106

1206 1306

1406 1506

1606 1706

1806 1906

2006 2106 2106B 2206 2306

2406 2506

2606 2706

1105

1205 1305

1405 1505

1605 1705

1805 1905

2005 2105 2105B 2205 2305

2405 2505

2605 2705

1104

1204 1304

1404 1504

1604 1704

1804 1904

2004 2104 2104B 2204 2304

2404 2504

2604 2704

1103

1203 1303

1403 1503

1603 1703

1803 1903

2003 2103 2103B 2203 2303

2403 2503

2603 2703

1102

1202 1302

1402 1502

1602 1702

1802 1902

2002 2102 2102B 2202 2302

2402 2502

2602 2702

1101

1201 1301

1401 1501

1601 1701

1801 1901

2001 2101 2101B 2201 2301

2401 2501

2601 2701

SSI

Canarm

1209 1309

BioVet

1109

Digi-Star

Conewango

Agromatic

Fight
Bac

1110

J&D Manufacturing

TM

Biomin

1111

Agri-Plastics

4301 4302 4303 4304 4305 4306 4307 4308 4309 4310 4311 4312 CR03

6307 6306 6305

6011

6111 6211
6110 6210

6009

6109 6209

6008

6108 6208

6007

6107 6207

6105 6205

6004

6104 6204

6002
6001

6300

4601

6103 6203
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4504

4505

4506 4507

EH S1

Information

Restrooms
4427 4428 4429 4430 4431 4432

Purple Cow Gift Shop

Enter

Enter

Concessions

Mendota 1
Virtual Farm Tours

6303

Charging Station

Survey
kiosk

Restrooms

6101 6201

6301 6302

Enter

Locator Code

Mendota 2
Expo Seminars

6102 6202

4420 4421 4422 4423 4424 4425 4426

Survey
kiosk

Mendota 3

Expo Bistro
Lunch Buffet
Available
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Daily

Restrooms

Enter

4501 4502 4503

Atrium

EH S8
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Enter

6003

AgroChem

6005

4404

4400 4401 4402 4403

4602

Mendota 4

4317

C1

4603

6304

6010

4313 4314 4315 4316

ATM

OUTDOOR
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Exhibition Hall
R
Restrooms

Concessions

Concessions

Restrooms

Restrooms

Enter

4219
Roto-Mix

2818 2918

3018 3118 3118B 3218 3318

3418 3518

3618 3718

3818 3918

4118

2817 2917

3017 3117 3117B 3217 3317

3417 3517

3617 3717

3817 3917

4117

4217 5017

2816 2916

3016 3116 3116B 3216 3316

3416 3516

3616 3716

3816 3916

4116

4216 5016

2815 2915

3015 3115 3115B 3215 3315

3415 3515

3615 3715

3815 3915

4015 4115

5015

2814 2914

3014 3114 3114B 3214 3314

3414 3514

3614 3714

3814 3914

4014 4114

5014

2813 2913

3013 3113 3113B 3213 3313

3413 3513

3613 3713

3813 3913

4013 4113

4213 5013

2812 2912

3012 3112 3112B 3212 3312

3412 3512

3612 3712

3812 3912

4012 4112

4212 5012

2811 2911

3011 3111 3111B 3211 3311

3411 3511

3611 3711

3811 3911

4011 4111

4211 5011

Hubbard Feeds

4210 5010

AktivPULS

EZ Milking

2809 2909

3009 3109 3109B 3209 3309

3409 3509

3609 3709

3809 3909

4009 4109

4209 5009

2808 2908

3008 3108 3108B 3208 3308

3408 3508

3608 3708

3808 3908

4008 4108

4208

2807 2907

3007 3107 3107B 3207 3307

3407 3507

3607 3707

3807 3907

4007 4107

4207 5007

2806 2906

3006 3106 3106B 3206 3306

3406 3506

3606 3706

3806 3906

4006 4106

4206 5006

2805 2905

3005 3105 3105B 3205 3305

3405 3505

3605 3705

3805 3905

4005 4105

4205 5005

2804 2904

3004 3104 3104B 3204 3304

3404 3504

3604 3704

3804 3904

4004 4104

4204 5004

2803 2903

3003 3103 3103B 3203 3303

3403 3503

3603 3703

3803 3903

4203 5003

2802 2902

3002 3102 3102B 3202 3302

3402 3502

3602 3702

3802 3902

4202 5002

2801 2901

3001 3101 3101B 3201 3301

3401 3501

3601 3701

3801 3901

4320 4321 4322 4323

4318 4319

4324 4325 4326

5008

Int’l Stock
Feed

Van Beek
Natural
Science

4201 5001

4001 4101

A1
4415 4416 4417

4412 4413 4414

4408 4409 4410 4411

The remainder
of the Exhibition
Hall can be found
on the bottom
left of page 12.

4327 4328 4329 4330 4331 4332 5000

B1
4405 4406 4407

Future
Cow

ATM
&
on

ati

rm
Info

Enter

4509.5

Enter

EH S2

TRADE MALL

4510 4511 4512 4513
EH S3

4513.6

4508 4509

4509.6

Allflex USA

4514 4515

EH S4

Enter

4515.5

Enter

4515B
EH S5

4516 4517
EH S6

Barns
Coliseum
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Charging Station

Visitor Information/
Exhibitor Registration
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112

113

111
110
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182
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114

115
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Elevator

Information

Concessions

Restrooms
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7
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Nasco

Locator Code
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Care
117
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9
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59
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65
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Suite
501

18

45

19

20

21

22

43
42

30tt

24
24

27tt

25

29tt

41

26

27

76

39

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

N

28

40

75

35tt

37tt

38tt

39tt

40tt

41tt

23
23

44

Raytec

Suite
504
Suite
503
Suite
502

Suite
506
Suite
505

46

Suite
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103

104

106

119

177

120

107

184
184B
185

105

186
186B

121
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176B

175

122

174
174B

123

54

EB3

21

Survey
kiosk

Concessions

102

228

124

53

51

EB2

tt

WL5

Restrooms

101

223 224 225 226 227

217

216

214

208

218 219 220 221 222

213

211 212

215
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193 192 191 190 189 188 187

210

200 199 198 197 196 195 194

207

167 168 169 170 171 172

166
161 162 163 164 165 166
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tt
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Dairy Cattle
Show Ring

149 150 151 152 153 154 155
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141 142 143 144

156 157 158 159 160

126

tt
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148

135

140
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Highlighted exhibitors have
advertisements in this supplement
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147

133
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Concessions

BCF
Technologies

EB1
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134

132
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130
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Restrooms

EL1

EL2
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International
Registration

Main Concourse
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WORLD DAIRY EXPO
Coliseum - Main Concourse
Booths MC 1 - MC 99

World Dairy Expo — Coliseum Building
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rns

World Dairy Expo — Arena Building
Uddertech, Inc.

North
Coliseum

510

511

512

513

514

515

516

517

518

488

490

491

492

493

494

495

496

497

498

467

468

470

471

472

473

474

475

476

477

478

446

447

448

450

451

452

453

454

455

456

457

458

426

427

428

430

431

432

433

434

435

436

437

438

502

503

481

482

483

484

485

486

487

461

462

463

464

465

466

441

442

443

444

445

421

422

423

424

425

501

500

504

505

507

506

508

509

499
480

E
N
T
E
R

420

World
Forage
Analysis
Superbowl

DariTech, Inc.

400.5

Forage
Seminar
Stage

Barns

400

401

402

403

404

406

405

407

411

410

408

412

413

414

415

434
416

417

418

Quatro Boots/Skellerup

ENTER

Exhibition Hall,
Outdoor Trade Mall

World Dairy Expo — Outdoor Trade Mall
749

660

650

640

630

671

661

651

641

631

682

672

662

652

642

632

694

684

674

664

654

644

634

705

695

685

675

665

655

645

635

754 754B

730

720

710

700

690

680

670

731

721

711

701

691

681

732

722

712

702

692

734

724

714

704

735

725

715

736
737
738

Exhibition Hall

750 750B

751B

755

753B 753

752

752B

751

Barns, Coliseum, Arena

726

716

706

696

686

676

666

656

646

636

727

717

707

697

687

677

667

657

647

637

728

718

708

698

688

678

668

658

648

638

729

719

709

699

689

679

669

659

649

639

New
Holland
Trade
Center
(see page 15)

Superior
Attachments

789

788

787

786

785

Dining Hall

784

783

782

781

780
North
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Entrance
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World Dairy Expo — Grounds

New Holland Trade Center

South
Parking Lot
IV
North
Parking Lot
III

Locator Code
Trade Show
Cattle Barns
Information
ATM
Hotel

New Holland
Pavilion 2

Tent 1
Rusk Ave.
Entrance

U

Meetings
Banquets
Seminars

848

873

898

923

948

822

847

872

897

922

947

821

846

871

896

921

946

820

845

870

895

920

945

819

844

869

894

919

944

818

843

868

893

918

943

817

842

867

892

917

942

816

841

866

891

916

941

815

840

865

890

915

940

814

839

864

889

914

939

813

838

863

888

913

938

DariTech

V

Exhibition
Hall

823

New Holland
Pavilion 1

Information
and ATM

Agri-Plastics

Estrumate
Sale
Pavilion

T
S

Polydome

R

G

F

D
D

E

C

B

A

AA

AAA

811

836

861

886

911

936

810

835

860

885

910

935

809

834

859

884

909

934

808

833

858

883

908

933

807

832

857

882

907

932

806

831

856

881

906

931

805

830

855

880

905

930

804

829

854

879

904

929

803

828

853

878

903

928

802

827

852

877

902

927

801

826

851

876

901

926

800

825

850

875

900

925

JayLor

Outdoor
Trade
Mall

New
Holland
Trade
Center

N

RCI
Engineering

I

HH H

Globe

Coliseum
Arena Level

Semex
Tent

Arena
Building

Main Councourse
International Lounge

Information
and ATM

East Lobby
International
Registration
Bus Load/Unload
Taxi Load/Unload

Q

Food Court
Clarion
Suites

O

J

Cheese Stand

K
M

Northeast
Parking Lot

Southeast
Parking Lot

N

Patz Corporation

TM

2 in 1 protection
that kills and conditions
4XLATM pre and post teat dip
4XLA is specifically designed for daily teat disinfection before and after milking. This powerful, yet gentle,
teat dip provides fast kill of mastitis causing organisms and is a time-tested aid in the reduction of hyperkeratosis.
Disinfection

Powerful
• Killing rate of greater than 99.999% of
mastitis causing pathogens
• Effective against Mycoplasma bovis
and Prototheca
Efficient
• Maximum kill at 15 seconds

Residue Safe
• NPE free
• Leaves no residue and biodegrades rapidly
Promotes Teat Skin Health
• Emollient with 5% glycerin
• Exfoliant with Alpha Hydroxy Acid
• Replenishes the skin’s natural protective
acid mantle

For more information, please contact greg.stumpf@ecolab.com
IBA is an authorized 4XLA distributor
4XLA is a trademark of ECOLAB, Inc.

EPRINEX® (eprinomectin)

What doesn’t kill parasites
makes them stronger.

So choose EPRINEX.
EPRINEX kills more species and stages
than any other brand.1 Period.
Did you know moxidectin is believed to be a driver of resistance in some
species?2 EPRINEX contains eprinomectin. What’s the difference? More
parasite species and stages.1 More weight gain.3 More profitability. Get
the most out of your dewormer. Choose eprinomectin. Choose EPRINEX.

Get the facts at EPRINEXKillsIt.com

Based on FOI summaries and label claims.
Rendell D, et al. Anthelmintic resistance in cattle nematodes on thirty-six Victorian properties. Proceedings XXVIII World Buiatrics Congress. 2014;231-244.
3
Bec ett E cacy of pour-on ewormers i erin in active in re ient an carrier on wei t ain an fecal e count in stoc er eef cattle Colle e of A riculture Cal oly State

1

2

niversity

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION: No meat or milk withdrawal is required when used according to label.
Do not use in calves intended for veal or unapproved animal species as severe adverse reaction, including fatalities
in dogs, may result.
®EPRINEX and the Cattle Head Logo are registered trademarks of Merial.
©2015 Merial, Inc., Duluth, GA. All rights reserved. RUMIEEP1502 (01/15)

2015 WORLD DAIRY EXPO
AT LAST YEAR’S WORLD DAIRY EXPO, some exhibitors
received a new stalling location for the first time in the
event’s 48-year histor y. The two New Holland Pavilions,
spanning 290,000 square feet, are in a league of their own
when it comes to cattle housing.

New housing . . .
New opportunities
by Amy Ryan

A

S A dairy cattle exhibitor at the world’s
largest dairy show, there are many things
to look forward to in Madison, Wis., during late September and early October.
Whether it is someone’s first time showing on the
colored shavings or an exhibitor who has shown
there since the show began 49 years ago, the thrill
of competing at the highest level and the networking opportunity it offers are unmatched.
Last year’s show was met with even more anticipation than normal as the New Holland Pavilions
at the Alliant Energy Center debuted as the new
cattle housing venue. Three longtime exhibitors,
Bryan Voegeli, Monticello, Wis.; Wayne and Connie Sliker, St. Paris, Ohio; and Chris and Jennifer
Hill, Thurmont, Md., shared their thoughts about
the first year in the new pavilions.

Why was there a strong need for new facilities?
Voegeli: As a member of the WDE Dairy Cattle

What are the benefits of the new pavilions?
Voegeli: This is an amazing facility that is more
conducive to cow comfort with wider alleys, better
ventilation, better lighting and better electrical service. All of these aspects make it easier to care for
and promote animals that week. Having all exhibitors in a closer proximity also facilitates interaction
with other cattle breeders and show attendees.
Sliker: The new facilities make for a more attractive and comfortable display for cattle and people.
Hill: The new facilities now match the quality of cattle that are exhibited at WDE. The new
buildings provide a cleaner, more professional
look to the overall venue. The ventilation system
for cattle housed under one roof is second to none.
What still needs to be addressed?
Voegeli: We are constantly looking to make these
facilities more exhibitor friendly. The wash rack
area will be expanded, and the manure removal
will be done earlier in the morning. In addition, the
milking parlor and the milk pickup system will be
modified to better accommodate exhibitors.
Sliker: Among items that need “tweaking” are
washing facilities and manure removal.
Hill: Storage space and space in general is
always going to be an issue. Exhibitors will need
to continue to work together to share/conserve
space while being fair to each other. It is unfortunate that not everyone can be housed in the two
pavilions, but in order to be “comfortable,” additional space is required.
How do you feel the transition went?
Voegeli: Overall, I feel the new facilities
worked very well, and the transition was a success due to the volunteers who worked with the
engineers on design planning, the dairy cattle
superintendents who worked to accommodate all
cattle needs, and the WDE staff.
Sliker: Although we did not exhibit a full string,
we had animals present, and I also personally spent
the week at Expo. I was particularly impressed with
the ventilation system given the fact that it was the
first time it’s been used in such large facilities and
there was a large variation in outdoor temperature.

What would make it a better experience?
Voegeli: As exhibitors, I feel that everyone will
make it the experience they want. For us, Expo is a
four-generation family tradition and is something
that we have enjoyed doing for the last 48 years.
Sliker: The most obvious was a need for additional washing space.
Hill: It would be nice and fun to see a common
gathering place for exhibitors as well as visitors.
Something along the lines of the “Bullpen” at the
Royal Agricultural Winter Fair comes to mind.
Exhibitor-only parking would be a welcome
addition, too.
Why do you choose to exhibit cattle at WDE?
Voegeli: Expo is the greatest show in the world
and offers both domestic and international exposure. It is a great family experience that has
become a tradition for us to meet old and new
friends each year. While it is a lot of work in the
many weeks prior and during the show, it is something that we would never miss. Seeing family
and friends and watching the show evolve year
after year has been my favorite part.
Sliker: Simply put, it is the place to be if you’re
into high-level cattle.
Hill: We come for the competition. John Nolen
Drive may be 900 miles from home, but this is
where the best of the best come to compete. Nothing is more rewarding than hearing your name
over the Coliseum loud speaker. Our favorite part
is the camaraderie. Nothing beats being able to
spend time with old friends from across the country and meeting new acquaintances.
All in all, while there may be a few tweaks
left to be made, exhibitors felt that the transition went well and are looking toward the future.
Voegeli says, “I felt the transition was very successful and am looking forward to many years in
the new facilities. I am especially excited for the
50th anniversary celebration and paying tribute to all those who have been involved with this
wonderful show through the years.”
“During my 35-plus years of attending and
exhibiting cattle at WDE, there have been many
changes in the cattle, show management, judges,
exhibitors and now the facilities,” adds Sliker.
“Most have been positive and make for a more
attractive venue for all involved.”
The Hills conclude, “We thank WDE for addressing the need for new pavilions and actually making
it happen. This is a one-of-a-kind show that we
are happy to be a part of each year.”

The author farms with her husband and
his parents at Ryan-Vu Holsteins, an 80cow dairy in Fond du Lac, Wis.
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What is the biggest draw for cattle exhibitors?
Voegeli: World Dairy Expo is the premium dairy
show in the world, and being an exhibitor there is
a wonderful experience. I feel that, this past year,
the pavilions were a big draw for everyone. The
new facilities are both cattle and exhibitor friendly.
The Voegeli family has exhibited at World Dairy
Expo (WDE) since its inception, and they called
Barn 1 home most of that time. The family has
shown the Grand Champion Brown Swiss four
times and won the Premier Breeder and Exhibitor banners 12 times each.
Sliker: The strong level of competition, as well
as the large attendance of both domestic and international dairymen and breeders, make this show
a must for a registered dairy cattle merchandiser.
Top Acres has been an exhibitor of numerous
Brown Swiss and one All-American Ayrshire at
World Dairy Expo since 1979 and were also located
in Barn 1 prior to entering the new pavilions. The
Slikers have shown a number of champions and
received the Brown Swiss Premier Breeder and
Exhibitor awards.
Hill: The worldwide stage is Expo’s biggest
draw. This is the Super Bowl of the dairy industry. From a marketing and All-American contest
standpoint, this is a must-attend show.
Chris has been working or exhibiting at Expo
since 1984, while Jen has been showing there since
1993. They have been taking cattle together since
2004, focusing mainly on Holsteins and Red and
Whites with a small tie-in herd of all breeds. Prior
to the new pavilions, they were located in the center aisle of Barn 2. Through the years, they have
worked with an Intermediate Champion Red and
White and three Holstein Grand Champions.

Exhibitor Committee, we discussed the need to
build these facilities for cattle and exhibitor comfort to reinforce with exhibitors their true importance to the show.
Sliker: Many of the barns lacked sufficient ventilation and lighting for the quality of cattle exhibited.
Hill: The old facility was just that, old and outdated. The barns were more fit for a local fair
than an international show. The venue for the
cattle did not match the prestige of the show.

I also thought the center aisle designation for exhibitor and visitor traffic was well received and added
to the cleaner, more organized “look.”
Hill: For the first year with no “test” run, we
felt the transition went great. We knew the first
year would provide a learning curve, and at this
point, it seems that most concerns expressed
by exhibitors are being addressed by the WDE
board, staff and superintendents. We are appreciative of their efforts.
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by Hoard’s Dairyman staff

The nation’s leading dairy show — the National Dairy Cattle Congress
— was ending as dairy cattle exhibitors had known it. For the late Allen
Hetts, that opened a door for his vision — World Dairy Expo.

T

WO great traditions took root in the late
1960s, both with rich and deeply parallel
stories — one in football and the other in
the world of dairy cattle.
The Lombardi-led Green Bay Packers were en
route to their fifth world football championship
during the 1960s. As the nation began tuning television sets to watch football, the National Football
League and the American Football League merged
and created the first NFL-AFL World Championship Game. Few understood the impact that first
championship game would later have on the sport
as the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum hosted
what was far from a sell-out crowd that day.
However, as professional football caught fire
in the States, the merged NFL knew that Lombardi’s passion helped it surge past America’s
pastime, baseball. In the early 1970s, the NFL
renamed its championship game the Super Bowl.
And in honor of the larger-than-life personality,
the victor’s pinnacle achievement in football was
awarded the Lombardi Trophy shortly after the
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famed coach’s passing in 1970.
A similar story was unfolding for what eventually became World Dairy Expo. Allen Hetts was
“the man in the know” dating back to the early
1960s, as he was the lone representative for all
the dairy breeds at the National Dairy Cattle
Congress in Waterloo, Iowa. He knew the world’s
best dairy show was beginning to die a slow
death. It was at that point Hetts became the
unappointed people’s president, carrying with
him a dream for a new dairy show. Hetts was a
visionary, an engineer, a driver; he never gave up,
and hence his dream for a world class dairy show
took root.
Like the hard-driving Lombardi, Hetts died far
too young. And like Lombardi, everyone knew
Hetts was front and center. And similar to the
Lombardi Trophy, each breed champion at World
Dairy Expo receives the Allen Hetts Trophy. And
now is the perfect time for the rest of the story, as
World Dairy Expo embarks on a yearlong celebration of its 50th year. — The Editors

Allen Hetts was a self-made man. Throughout the late 1950s, 1960s and early 1970s, the
Fort Atkinson, Wis., registered Holstein breeder
fielded a very competitive showstring which more
than held its own, competing quite well with the
so-called estate herds that had far larger budgets. In early fall, you could even find the hands-on
Hetts equipping his own boxcar to transport cattle
to the shows.
Due to Hetts’ reputation among all breeders, he
was a natural to represent the dairy cattle exhibitors at the National Dairy Cattle Congress’ board
of directors meetings. That made him privy to
the events that foreshadowed the demise of North
America’s grand dairy show. At the time, no one
could fathom it. While Hetts had concerns as early
as 1960, it was the 1963 show that drew his ire.
“Waterloo is going to end as we know it,” Hetts
said one morning to Ray Kuehl, a gentleman who
tied cattle with him. With that confidential knowledge, Hetts strategically began making his way
through the barns, quietly talking to influential
people. “Allen had a way with almost everybody in
every breed,” Kuehl recounted.
By that afternoon, Hetts had garnered enough
intel and came back to Kuehl, “Ray, you just get
‘em fed and get ‘em milked. We’re going to have a
meeting tonight at the Kit Kat Club. I am going
to talk to people.”
The Kit Kat Club was a bit of a home-away-

2015 WORLD DAIRY EXPO

from-home for cattle exhibitors. It was a short
walk up the hill from the Cattle Congress
grounds and provided good food and drink. It
also provided a place for the meeting where a core
group could talk about the situation at hand.
While it is hard to recall all who were at that
meeting, the first person Allen Hetts talked to
was Gene Nelson, Gray View Farm, of Union
Grove, Wis. Even though the pair were showring
matrivals, they were tight on many show-related mat
ters. Howard Voegeli of New Glarus, Wis., was
quickly pulled into the inner circle with his deeprooted Brown Swiss connections. There were a
few others, but that first circle was quite small.
With a corner table, the group talked about the
situation, very quietly, because the public still did
not know the fate of the Iowa fall classic.
A couple of clear messages came out of that
momentous meeting. Breeders wanted to make sure
that there was still a major, national dairy show
somewhere . . . and it very likely wasn’t going to be
Waterloo, at least not at Cattle Congress.

One stood resilient
Scores of people, probably hundreds,
deserve credit for being among the driving force that launched what became World
Dairy Expo. Many who were in the know in
those days say without Allen Hetts’ energy,
contacts and dogged determination, that
show may not have materialized. Hetts’ son,
Roy, who still calls Fort Atkinson home, was a
teen then, and he recalls many meetings about
where to have a show and how to get it going.
“Dad went to Waterloo every year,” said Roy.
“He couldn’t believe they were giving up the
show at Waterloo. Dad thought Madison would
be ideal because farms get traffic and visitors
on the way to the show. A local show meant
less expense, too,” said Roy, noting proximity
was the only reward for all their endeavors.
At various times around the Crescent
Beauty Farm’s kitchen table you might
have found Norm Magnussen, sale manager
and breeder of Norvic Brown Swiss, Lake
Mills, Wis.; Howard Voegli; Gene Nelson;
Dr. Lee Allenstein, veterinarian, Whitewater, Wis.; Art Nesbitt, Nasco, International, Fort Atkinson, Wis.; Ted Krueger,
Curtiss Breeding Service, Cary, Ill.; Norm
Rasmussen, secretary of the Wisconsin
Holstein Association, Lone Rock, Wis.; and Gene
Meyer, Hoard’s Dairyman, Fort Atkinson, Wis.
That group, in turn, reached out to others they
knew who could help. Magnussen, for example,
was close to Greg Blaska, a Sun Prairie, Wis.,
dairyman who was active in Associated Milk Producers Inc., which, at that time, was the nation’s
largest dairy cooperative. They both knew Wilbur
Renk, an area seed corn grower, who also happened to be president of the Bank of Sun Prairie.
Voegli was close to Don McDowell, who was
Wisconsin’s dynamic agricultural secretary at the

time. He, in turn, had the ear of Wisconsin Governor Warren Knowles. Soon, the state of Wisconsin
pledged $50,000 to help launch a show. Plus, Ag
Secretary McDowell invited all dairy breed organizations to hold their national or regional shows
at Madison.
The state’s financial support helped, but it
was not enough. Show organizers arranged for
a $100,000 loan from the Bank of Sun Prairie.
Recollections differ on exactly how many people
signed that note. But there’s general consensus
that at least Allen Hetts, Gene Nelson and Norm
Magnussen put up their farms as collateral.
“There would not have been a World Dairy
Expo if it hadn’t been for Allen Hetts,” recalled
the late R. Dale Jones in an interview prior to
his passing. “It just wouldn’t have happened. If
there was an unappointed title before the formal
business plan, Allen Hetts was president and
his vice president was Gene Nelson,” said Jones
who served as the first-ever assistant to Nelson
on the Dairy Cattle Committee. “And the two of
them together did the driving.
“They spent days and days away from home.
They gave a lot. You have to remember, they got
nothing out of it financially. They built a respected
show,” said Jones as he recounted that the Senior
Champion cow in each breed now receives the
Gene Nelson Senior Champion Trophy.
“You have to give Allen a lot of credit there,”
said Gary Magnussen, son of Norman Magnussen. “Allen saw Waterloo going south. He
thought this (World Dairy Expo) a tremendous
opportunity for Wisconsin.”

Backed it up with a loan
As for Hetts, Nelson and Magnussen, being
among those who signed the note to keep the
show afloat, Gary vividly recounts that day. “I
kind of mortgaged the farm here a little,” said the
elder Magnussen to his sons during milking that
night. “This is going to be tough.”
“As we now know, the food-entertainment-cow
show didn’t take off. After the first food show
failed, the remaining group figured the cows
were going to make or break the show,” said Roy
Hetts who overheard many conversations on the
subject. “Hence the switch from the show’s first
name ‘World Food and Agricultural Exposition’ to
‘World Dairy Expo.’”
“There were some guys who later claimed they
were involved with signing that note, but they
weren’t,” remembered Gary. “It took a lot of guts
for my dad, Hetts, Nelson and the others.

“They were dairymen right to the heart with
their family-owned farms. They believed in the
show all the way,” said Gary. “They had to have
that show, not off in some far off place. They had
to have it here, in dairy country.”
“That core group wanted to get the show in Wisconsin. It just sort of mushroomed from there,”
said Gary’s younger brother, Norm. “When they
made it into a cow show, not an entertainment
event, it took off,” said Norm whose father’s name
is on every Junior Champion trophy awarded at
World Dairy Expo these days.
“My dad was a hard driver,” recounted Roy.
“That’s one thing I think that everybody who
knew Dad would agree on. He wouldn’t let
up. A lot of this helped the process to build the
show from the grassroots level without one paid
employee in those early days,” he said.
“The movement to bring national events happened slowly. There were a lot of naysayers in the
early days,” recalled Roy, who served on the World
Dairy Expo board of directors after his father’s
death in 1973 up until 1988 when he became a
Holstein classifier.

With a look toward the future
When asked what Allen Hetts would say about
the current show, some immediate comments came
to mind for Roy, his brother Rodney and their
mother, Doris.
“He would be elated,” said Doris. “He pushed so
hard for the National Dairy Shrine (NDS) to be
located in Wisconsin, too. Those two (WDE and
NDS) really made each other.”
“Dad would be very impressed with how the
management and the board of directors have
taken it on and grown the event,” said Rodney.
“There are so many people who put hundreds of
hours into the event without getting paid a dime.
“He would also be very impressed with where
World Dairy Expo is financially,” Rodney said of his
father. “It amazes me how well they have handled
the money and how well they have invested it.”
“Dad would be really impressed by the quality
of cattle,” said Roy. “Back when he was showing,
every class would have its top five and then it
would drop off quite a bit. Now its just amazing.
“My dad was a big believer in ethics,” recalled
Roy. “That whole process has gone so smoothly
compared to what it was . . . 30 years ago it was
kind of a train wreck. Since Expo has taken it on,
they have done an admirable job.”
“Overall, the bar has been set high,” concluded Rodney.

A SELF-MADE MAN, Allen Hetts,
recognized the demise of the National Dair y Cattle Congress early
on. Hetts, along with other area
dair ymen, put his farm on the line
to jump-start what we now know
and treasure as World Dair y Expo.
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Wilson named Guest of Honor
DOUG Wilson, CEO of Cooperative
Resources International (CRI) in
Shawano, Wis., has earned the highest recognition
from
National
Dairy
Shrine.
The Guest of
Honor
award,
presented annually, recognizes
a contemporary
Wilson
leader for out-

standing accomplishments and contributions to the dairy industry.
Wilson has dedicated more than
47 years to the cattle industry. For
45 of those years, he has served the
members and customers of CRI,
Genex and predecessor organizations. In his early days with the
cooperative, Wilson worked within
the dairy cattle breeding department. During that time, he was
instrumental in the development of

the linear type evaluation system
and led its implementation across
the industry, giving seminars in the
U.S. and around the world.
Today, he serves as the CEO of
CRI, a holding cooperative with subsidiaries dedicated to cattle genetics
and reproductive service (Genex),
agricultural testing (AgSource Cooperative Services), and advanced
assisted reproduction technologies
and biotechnology (MOFA Global).
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Under his management, the cooperative has grown to more than $191
million in revenue and more than
1,500 employees.
Wilson’s
leadership
extends
beyond CRI. The dairy industry
has recognized Wilson’s abilities by
electing or appointing him to numerous roles, including board chairman of the National Association of
Animal Breeders, Council on Dairy
Cattle Breeding and multiple breed
advisory committees.
Neal Smith spoke on Wilson’s
involvement with the American Jersey Cattle Association and overall
industry. “Doug is a visionary, deeply
committed to the development of the
U.S. dairy industry through genetic
advancement. As we at the Jersey
Association have experienced time
and again, he leads in the best sense
of our industry’s cooperative heritage. His aim is always a meeting of
the minds, something accomplished
through his unique style of personal
engagement and, quite frankly, knowing the facts better than anyone else
around the table.”
In the broader agriculture and cooperative business communities, Wilson
has been a cooperative leader serving
on the board of directors of the Wisconsin Federation of Cooperatives
for six years, including three years
as president. He also provided leadership to Iowa State University, the
University of Wisconsin-River Falls,
the University of Minnesota and the
Wisconsin State Fair, among others.
For his contributions, Wilson
has been recognized with awards
and commendations such as the
Wisconsin Honorary FFA State
Degree,
Wisconsin
Secretary
of Agriculture’s Commendation
Award for Service, World Dairy
Expo Industry Person of the Year,
Cooperative Builder Award and
the Distinguished Graduate Award
from Iowa State University.
Steven Larson, editorial consultant for Hoard’s Dairyman and past
president of National Dairy Shrine,
summed up Wilson’s many accomplishments and contributions. “In
his industry, in his state, in his community and in his family, Doug has
always gone above and beyond the call
of duty. Few individuals can match
his record of achievement, recognition and dedication. He is more than
fitting to join the ranks of National
Dairy Shrine’s Guests of Honor.”
Wilson will receive the Guest of
Honor award at the National Dairy
Shrine banquet on Thursday, October 1 in Madison, Wis. For more
information about the banquet or
about students, producers and industry representatives being recognized
by National Dairy Shrine, please
contact National Dairy Shrine at
info@dairyshrine.org.
Information
on the National Dairy Shrine membership is also available online at
www.dairyshrine.org. Dairy enthusiasts are encouraged to become a part
of the most important organization
honoring our dairy heritage, inspiring future leaders and promoting the
dairy industry.

Barham and Heijkoop
recognized as
Progressive Managers

NATIONAL

Dairy Shrine is
proud to recognize its 2015 Progressive Dairy Manager Award
winners. Each recipient receives a
travel grant of $2,000 to use for an
approved education experience.
Since taking over as dairy supervisor at Berry College, Iris Barham
has made a significant impact on
the registered Jersey herd and the
education of the students who work
there. Barham manages the daily
operations of the dairy herd, across
all areas of daily herd management.
Since
taking
her position as
manager in April
2013,
Barham
has watched the
herd’s production
and reproductive
efficiency signifiBarham
cantly improve.
Barham said, “I
believed the genetic potential of the
herd was much greater than what
the cows were demonstrating. I knew
it would take some time to achieve
definite improvements; however,
with proper nutrition and reproductive management, I believed the
herd’s performance would improve.”
In addition to developing the Jersey herd, Barham is truly focused
on the future of her students after
graduation. She said, “My goal is
to develop advocates for the dairy
industry as a result of their positive
work experiences with our herd, no
matter their chosen career path.”
The large herd honor goes to Johan
Heijkoop. Managing 1,400 cows
between two dairies, Heijkoop has
learned to embrace technology and
effectively manage people.
His two operations, Milk-A-Way
Dairy Inc. and K&H Dairy, are
semi-seasonal, modified grazing
operations. The
herds are 100
percent A.I. bred
and stress efficient production,
reproduction and
low cull rates.
Their health proHeijkoop
tocols are outstanding,
and
Heijkoop maintains extremely low
herd somatic cell counts.
In 2014, Heijkoop needed to add
a heifer raising program to K&H
dairy. With his progressive mindset,
he researched and added an automatic calf feeder. A key to Heijkoop’s
progressive mindset is developing his employees. He said, “As the
operation grows, we must continue
to find and develop team leaders.
These leaders become one of the cornerstones to the long-term success
of the dairy operation.”
Heijkoop spent time off the farm
with Farm Credit of Central Florida.
In 2010, he was awarded the Lender
of the Year Award. This experience
provided him with financial management knowledge that is key to
managing his business.
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Thought leaders recognized by National Dairy Shrine
P

IONEERS within an industry are
not simply known for what they personally have achieved, but what they
have created and shared with others.
Every year, our industry recognizes a
few of these outstanding individuals,
for their contribution and dedication
to the dairy industry. The National
Dairy Shrine has the privilege to
once again honor four individuals for
their service as an industry pioneer.
The list of individuals includes:
David Schingoethe, a distinguished
professor emeritus of South Dakota
State University from Brookings,
S.D.; Robert Rowe, a veterinarian who
had developed nonsurgical embryo
transfer technology; Lowell Lindsay,
a sire analyst for the Semex Alliance;
and Jim Borcherding, former dairy
editor of Successful Farming.

Revolutionized dairy diets
Outstanding teachers often leave
positive impressions on their students. For South Dakota State University Professor David Schingoethe, a positive impression has
been made on his students and on
an entire global
industry.
With countless
research papers
and journal articles focusing on
improving dairy
cattle
nutrition
Schingoethe
and
enhancing
protein efficiency,
Schingoethe’s work has revolutionized
the way the industry views dairy cattle nutrition. His research activities
have focused on the nutritional value
of milkfat, optimization of forage use
and the application of by-products in

feeds. Schingoethe also was a leader
in the application of cheese whey and
the use of distillers grains and sunflower products in dairy cattle diets.
In teaching, Schingoethe would
update his coursework by integrating his research into the classroom,
providing a vital link between basic
facts and cutting-edge knowledge.
Simultaneously, he set high scholarly
standards for his students and faculty in the department. His service
to the industry was further showcased by serving as president for the
American Dairy Science Association
in addition to the Federation of Animal Science Societies.
Schingoethe’s notable contributions
to dairy cattle nutrition have made
a lasting impression, not only on the
way that we look at cattle nutrition
today, but how that can positively
impact the nutrient value of dairy
products at the grocery store.

Embryo transfer pioneer
While nonsurgical embryo transfer
technology is widely practiced in both
the dairy and beef industries, its origins begin with the early pioneering
work of Robert Rowe in the 1970s.
Harvesting bovine embryos was
once a very challenging task, involving dangerous surgeries with risky
results. Rowe’s research led to the
development of an original technique
of embryo transfer, without the
need for surgery,
and in the process he created a
reliable hormone
protocol to consistently produce
responses of mulRowe

tiple ovulations from cows.
The safety and ease of this new
technique has enabled dairy and
beef producers to create more progeny from their best females for the
past 35 years.
At the time of Rowe’s discovery,
he very easily could have kept this
revolutionary development secret
and gained a competitive advantage
in the industry. However, Rowe’s
regard for the “common good” led
him to share his discovery with
all who would ask. He has trained
countless veterinarians at numerous
training sessions, helping to make
his practice known and widely accessible. Today, his discovery is common
practice, widely being used across
the country and the globe. Additionally, his work has led to other technological advances, including embryo
freezing, splitting and cloning, as
well as making it more efficient for
international transfer of genetics.
Rowe’s insight and knowledge has
touched everyone across the dairy
and beef industries, forever changing the methods used to improve
cattle genetics.

bulls he selected are now the cornerstone of the Holstein A.I. industry, and their daughters and granddaughters impact
the global dairy
world.
Lindsay
has judged over
200 dairy cattle
shows in the
United
States,
Canada, Australia,
Argentina,
Lindsay
Brazil,
Japan,
Germany, Scotland, Ireland and
Spain. Lindsay is one of only four
judges who had the chance to judge
the World Dairy Expo Holstein Show
three or more times.
Lindsay’s passion to make a difference for dairy cattle breeders globally
has led to greater profitability and
betterment for the entire industry.
Lindsay has also invested his time
with youth, as he is a founding member of the 4-H Youth Classic Show at
the Royal Winter Fair and serves as
a director of the Ontario Dairy Youth
Trust Fund.

Selecting the best

Leadership does not always roar or
charge like a bull. For some, leadership is defined in a quiet demeanor.
Jim Borcherding was a leader with
this style, possessing incomparable
human relations skills, grounded by
impeccable honesty and integrity. As
a journalist, Borcherding had dedicated his life to advancing the dairy
industry, reporting on the latest
dairy production
adva ncements
in a nationally
recognized publication. He was
diligent in gathBorcherding
ering facts and
presenting them
in a coherent fashion.
Borcherding had a keen interest
in dairy cattle and their pedigrees.
Spending a great deal of time at
World Dairy Expo, he held a special
post near the railing, watching the
cows and show people walk through
the showring. Every conversation
talking about the industry was pure
pleasure for him.
Borcherding had the innate ability
to gain the confidence and respect
of many people associated with the
registered dairy cattle industry, especially young people. He was often
in high demand to judge cattle shows,
not only for his thoroughness in giving evaluations, but for his ability
to educate through his oral reasons.
While his communication skills helped
shape his influence, his passion for
dairy and those involved with caring
for and raising dairy is what made
him a pioneer in the industry.
The dairy industry is fortunate
to have so many great leaders and
advocates that are well deserving
of the Pioneer Award each year. The
four Pioneer recipient’s portrait will
be on display in the National Dairy
Shrine Museum’s Hall of Fame in
Fort Atkinson, Wis.

Profitability for dairy producers
includes having quality genetics in
their herd. That’s a concept Lowell
Lindsay embraced early on, as he
began his career as an A.I. technician at the age of 17.
Throughout his sire analyst career,
Lindsay selected many great bulls
and took particular interest in finding cow families in lesser-known
herds at the time, including the
Roxy’s, Braedale Gypsy Grand and
Comestar Laurie Sheik. Many of the
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California dairy earns top breeding honors
A

HLEM Farms Partnership, Hilmar, Calif., has been selected as the
National Dairy Shrine Distinguished
Dairy Cattle Breeder. The partners
are William and Carolyn Ahlem and
Sabino Ahlem Herrera, D.V.M.
Ahlem Farms is home to 6,000 registered Jersey cows on three farms; of
these, and their 8,000-plus replacements, 99.5 percent carry the Ahlem
prefix. The Ahlems strive to breed
cattle that produce high cheese yield
while looking good at the same time.
Their Jersey genetic journey began
when William Jr. (Bill) graduated
from Oregon State University in
1966 and joined his father, William
Sr., on one of the two family farms.
The operation later expanded to
include more family members and
locations but eventually split off into
separate dairies. Bill is also one of
the founding members of the Hilmar
Cheese Company.
In 2002, Herrera joined the team
after he completed his D.V.M. With
his doctorate in hand, he brought
management experience and was able
to aid in improving production from
15,832 pounds per cow at his arrival
to more than 20,000 pounds in 2014.
The farm consistently ranks in the
top for milk, fat and protein yield
when compared with similar sized
herds. In 2014, Ahlem’s Jersey cattle

boasted a lactation average of 20,891
pounds of milk, 1,005 pounds of fat
and 777 pounds of protein, ranking them 12th, 17th and 12th in the
nation, respectively. To add to those
averages, 2,805 cows have lifetime
records of more than 100,000 pounds.
In addition to their outstanding herd records, Ahlem Farms has
strong interest in breeding and marketing quality males and females.
The fully registered herd takes part
in the American Jersey Cattle Association’s REAP program, where they
excel in the Jersey Performance Index
(JPI) rankings. About half of the cows
and heifers are genotyped. To date,
1,638 cows that have the Ahlem prefix have been scored Excellent, with
38 scoring between 93 and 95 points.
When the Ahlems started their
journey in 1979, they brought on Ed
Fisher, a retired agriculture teacher
at Hilmar High School and a former
teacher of Bill’s, to work with the herd
genetics. Primarily grade at the time,
Fisher helped transform the herd
to 100 percent registered through
the Genetic Recovery Program and
thoughtful genetic selections.
Today, sire selection is based on a
very complete approach to breeding.
Top traits considered include Jersey
Performance Index, Jersey Udder
Index and Cheese Merit dollars.

Ahlem Family Partnership

Additionally, they have been using
embryo transfer and most recently
in vitro fertilization (IVF) to boost
the number of animals that have
their desired characteristics.
The dairy’s most widely known
bull, Ahlem Lemvig Abe-ET, quickly
rose to the top of the JPI rankings, ultimately reaching the number one spot in August 2005, and
he remained there for the next
four proof runs. Abe is a son of one
of Ahlem’s most prominent cows,
Ahlem Sky Line Cora, EX-91.
Cora had four sons enter A.I. and
produced 10 daughters with 21,000pound records or higher. Not to mention, she is the fifth dam of Ahlem
Plus Cherokee, a Plus x Valentino son
currently sampled by Select Sires.
Ahlem Legal Vernon-ET is Ahlem’s
current top-ranked bull for JPI. Like
many others in the dairy breeding

industry, the farm is getting more
involved with polled genetics with
Ahlem Nikon-P, a polled Critic-P son
from a VG-85 Allstar.
Genetics from these and other animals are marketed primarily from
sale consignments and contract bulls.
Each year, they consign animals to the
All American Jersey Sale, National
Heifer Sale and the Pot O’Gold Sale.
They have also been able to offer
three production sales of their own.
Ahlem cows have not only performed well in the parlor but on
the tanbark. In 2012, two juniors
purchased Ahlem Action Winsome
EX-93 through the farm’s production sale. Winsome was awarded
Overall Premier Performance Cow
at the 2013 All American Junior
Show and was Reserve All American Senior Two-Year-Old in 2012.
Off the farm, Bill is very involved
in a number of dairy-related and
community organizations. In 1999,
he was appointed to the National
Dairy Promotion and Research
Board and became chairman in
2005. Other involvement includes
Western United Dairymen, California and American Farm Bureau
Federations, Hilmar Unified School
District, board of Dairy Management Inc., and Benevolent Ministries
of the Evangelical Church.

THE ELEPHANT IN THE RUMEN IS...
SUB ACUTE RUMINAL ACIDOSIS
• For the modern dairy cow, SARA is an
occupational hazard.
• Costs associated to SARA are estimated
at $1.12 per cow per day.5,6

Every day, there’s an elephant in your herd that’s being ignored. It’s silently lowering
production and dragging down performance. Sub Acute Ruminal Acidosis – otherwise
known as SARA – adds up to more than just peanuts.
Levucell® SC is a rumen-specific active dry yeast that helps increase rumen pH and increase
fiber digestibility, resulting in optimized rumen function for all life stages of cattle.

• A pH less than 6.0 has negative effects
on ruminal cellulytic bacterial activity
and fiber digestion.7
• Even cows fed a high-forage TMR or an
in-feed dietary buffer can benefit from
an active dry yeast like Levucell SC.

Be on the watch for
more messages from
Sara!
5 Enemark, J.M.D., 2008.
6 Kleen J.L., et. al. 2012.

Introducing

“Sara the Spokes-Elephant”
for Levucell SC.
Get her message today!

7 Russell, J.B., et. al. 1966.
Not all products are available in all markets nor are all claims allowed in all regions.
©2015. Levucell is a registered trademark of Lallemand Animal Nutrition.
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They’ve bred some of the best
S

IMPLY owning cattle of high
enough quality to present on the colored shavings is an achievement in
itself. If you can top a class, that’s
a remarkable accomplishment. And
Grand Champion and Supreme
Champion honors at World Dairy
Expo are a level of success reached
by only an elite few.
Another form of recognition in the
showring that carries great prestige
is the Premier Breeder award. The
winner of this award is named at
the completion of each breed show.
Points, based on class placings, are
accumulated for each animal that is
shown. Points from the six best performing animals bred by one individual or farm are totaled together,
and the breeder with the most
points is named Premier Breeder.
Earning a Premier Breeder banner
is no small feat, and for many past
winners, these banners hang proudly
in their homes, barns or offices.

Left an impression
The farm that has earned this
honor more than any other at World
Dairy Expo, a remarkable 17 times,
is the Clark and Joy Vilter family of
Four Winds Farm, Hartland, Wis.
Clark Vilter grew up on his family’s Guernsey farm and always had
an interest in cattle and genetics.
The Vilters took their first string to
World Dairy Expo in 1978. By then,
their children were old enough to
show, and that year, one of their cows
won Grand Champion at the Wisconsin and Minnesota State Fairs. That
gave them the nudge to bring their
cattle to Madison and try their luck
on the colored shavings.
Four Winds Farm is well known
for the cow Westlynn Tom Dee that
won Grand Champion at World
Dairy Expo a notable four times.
Another cow they purchased that
really stands out is Buterschoens
PW Cherry. “She was a great brood
cow,” Clark explained.
Another memorable cow from the
herd was Four Winds Destiny Child.
“She was the best cow we bred,”
Clark said. About 90 percent of the
cows in the barn at the time of their
herd dispersal in 2011 were from
those three families. “All three of
them left a mark,” noted Clark.
The Vilters’ philosophy was to
breed for type and feed for milk.
They built a pretty special herd of
cows this way over the years, which
they milked in a tie stall barn and
kept on pasture. The barn had
some box stalls in it, but Clark said
the cows “had to earn those spots.”
Thus, all cows needed to have good
feet and legs and top of the line
udder traits to do well in their stalls.
After years of experience in the
showring, Clark said, “I am still
thrilled if I place in the ribbons. That
means you are one of the top 10 in
the nation. You aren’t always going
to win on the colored shavings.”
To them, Premier Breeder is an ultimate honor. “It means that we bred
the animals that did well,” said Clark.
EXPO 24
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“The first time we won meant a lot,
but every other one meant just as
much,” added Joy.

Invest in the future
Jersey breeder Christy Ratliff
feels the same way. “Premier
Exhibitor is great, but breeding
those cows (that do well) is at a
whole other level,” she explained.
A competitive spirit runs deep in
Christy. “If you’re going to do something, do the best you can or don’t do
it at all,” she said. With this drive,
she began building a herd that
would eventually win her nine Premier Breeder awards at World Dairy
Expo in the last 10 years.
Christy grew up on a Holstein
farm in Erie, Kan., but she fell in
love with Jerseys at a young age.
Her parents let her get a Jersey calf
when she was about 10 years old.
Christy grew up, got married and
moved a few hours north, and at
first she didn’t bring any cows with
her. When her father sold his farm,
she housed some animals with different breeders. Eventually, she
and her husband, Ron, built a barn
and brought her cows home to their
place in Garnett, Kan.
Christy is passionate about building a herd from cows with solid pedigrees. Her foundation started with
some brood cows she bought from
Canada. This group of cows included
the dam of Ratliff Price Alicia, one
of Christy’s most successful and productive cows.
Avonlea D Jude Karmel was
another cow that came from north
of the border and made a home in
Kansas. She is another one of the
foundation cows of the Ratliff herd,
according to Christy. Other familiar
cows, including Ratliff Sambo Martina and Arethusa Primetime Déjà
vu, have left an impact on the herd
and will continue to do so.
When it comes to her breeding
preferences, Christy says, “You’ve
got to have cows with strength. I
like functional cows that milk.”
Today, the Ratliffs milk about 44
head. They recently built a compost
bedded pack barn to house some of
the herd. Beyond the dairy cows, the
Ratliffs own and operate a cattle sale
barn. They also run about 400 head
of beef cattle on grass. Some of these
cows carry Jersey embryos, helping Christy expand her dairy herd.
Christy’s brother, Mike Kennedy, is
also involved with the dairy, along
with three other employees who work
between the three enterprises.

New faces in the crowd
The Jacobs family of Cap-Santé,
Quebec, Canada, have been showing
cattle for decades, but their presence
at World Dairy Expo has been limited to the past few of years. The farm
began showing at Madison in 2008
when the border reopened to Canadian cattle. Soon, they were making a
splash, winning classes and capturing
the Premier Breeder banner in the
Holstein show the past four years.
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CHRISTY RATLIFF OF GARNETT, KAN., built a strong
foundation for her Ratliff Jerseys herd, which has led to
showring success, including
nine Premier Breeder banners
in the past 10 years.

FOUR WINDS FARMS has
won the Premier Breeder
banner 17 times, more than
any other farm. The Vilters,
from Hartland, Wis., have
shown at World Dairy Expo
since 1978.

The family has
140
milk
cows
and more than
300 head of young
stock at their farm,
Ferme
Jacobs
Inc. They do a
lot of flushing, and
they sell more than 200
head per year. Ysabel and her
brother Yan are the third generation
on the farm. They farm with their
parents, Jean and Marian, and other
family members.
Two main traits top the Jacobs’
breeding list: type and udder. “A
cow with good conformation and
good management will always make
enough milk,” said Ysabel. “A great
udder is tied to conformation, too. It
all comes together.”
She went on to say, “It’s easier
to start with a good udder, which
passes on from generation to generation. Once you’ve got that, then
breed for type.”
Some of the best families in their
herd carry that trait of a good
udder. Jacobs Spirit Valsie was one
such cow, that produced Jacobs
Goldwyn Valana, a Bred and Owned
Champion at World Dairy Expo, and
Jacobs Atwood Vedette, the Reserve
Intermediate Champion Holstein at
World Dairy Expo last year.
Another is the Jacobs Goldwyn
Britany family, where many members have been nominated for
awards over the years. “This is a
family of great dairy cows with
great udders,” Ysabel pointed out.
The Jacobs know that success does
not happen overnight. “You build success over years, and you cannot do it
alone. You have to be surrounded by
good cow people,” she explained.
“A lot of people have helped us reach
success,” she said. “Listen to their
advice; analyze if it’s good or bad for
you, and then take it or don’t.” She
added, “Personally, we’re always trying to get better and better.”
They also recognize that success
can be fleeting. “Any time you show,
you have to be ready to be beat,”
Ysabel explained. “No one won the
class before it starts. Things can
always change.”
Still, the Jacobs have found their

FERME JACOBS started exhibiting at World Dairy Expo
when the border reopened to
Canadian cattle in 2008. The
farm from Quebec has earned
Premier Breeder honors the
past four years.

own share of World Dairy
Expo success thus far and
don’t appear to be backing down any time soon,
bringing 20 to 25 head
to Madison each year. As
for the Premier Breeder
award, Ysabel says, “It is
like a bonus at the end of the
day, a reward for showing a full
string. You have to have a really
good day with six animals.”

Families matter
For Ferme Jacobs, cow families
are important. “Find that one good
cow,” Ysabel said, “and work from
there. Most brood cows were not
class winners.
“Buy the one you like, not the one
your neighbor likes,” she went on to
say. “Buy the one that catches your
eye. Never be ashamed of the cows
you like.”
Beyond the cows, be open to learning from other people. “Never be
shy to ask questions,” she said. “We
asked for advice, and we still do.
Take the opportunities whenever
possible,” she added.
Christy Ratliff also emphasized
the importance of investing wisely.
“Go after pedigrees,” she said.
“Pretty show cows with no pedigrees just don’t amount to much.
Invest dollars in good pedigree animals, and breed from those cows.”
Clark Vilter, who knows a thing or
two about good cow families, said, “Be
committed. Work hard. Be honest.”
He also recognized the importance in
finding those foundation cows. “Have
a good eye for cows,” he said.
And for all three farms, their human
families were just as important, if not
more so. As Joy Vilter emphasized,
“This was a family affair. It takes a
total commitment as a family.” For
anyone with aspirations of someday
standing on the colored shavings
holding that Premier Breeder banner, these successful breeders would
all agree that it takes a great team of
people and cows to get you there.
The effort is worth it, though.
Money can buy a lot of nice things,
including cattle, but sometimes, the
best things in life are those we’ve
worked the hardest for.
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by Karen Bohnert

From youth to adults: Where are they now?
THE junior show at World Dairy

Expo continues to grow, and in
2004 the Merle Howard Award
began to honor young showmen who
stood out from the rest. While more
recent winners are now completing degrees, the award’s early winners have well-established careers.
Many of them credit this award as
a launchpad to their future success.

Mentoring dairy youth
Brandon Ferry, who was raised on
a 90-cow Holstein farm in Pickett,
Wis., showed at all levels, worked
at the Great Northern Sales Arena,
and also judged on the local and
state level, credits receiving the
Merle Howard Award in 2007 with
shaping his future.
“Receiving the Merle Howard
Award made me want to become a
mentor, similar to those I had, for
youth who were similar to myself;
individuals who have a lot of passion
and want to learn more about the
industry,” says Ferry. In his spare
time, Ferry assists with coaching
dairy judging and fitting and showing workshops.
After graduating from the University of Wisconsin-Madison Farm
and Industry Short Course in 2008,

Ferry continued to fit cattle full
time, until he started farming in
2010 on a rented facility.
In April 2012, he purchased a
farm in Hilbert, Wis., and today
Ferry, along with his wife, Shianne,
own and operate Fer-Crest Farms,
which is home to 100 head of registered Holsteins and Jerseys. They
continue to show cattle at all levels.
Ferry, along with partners Greg and
Joel Bourne, bred and developed
TJ Classic Minister Venus-ET, the
2013 National Jersey Jug winner
and 2013 All American Jersey Show
Reserve Grand Champion. She was
purchased by River Valley Jerseys
and was named 2014 Grand and
Supreme Champion of both World
Dairy Expo and the All American
Jersey Show.

THE MERLE HOWARD AWARD is
given in honor of the 1954 Klussendorf winner. It is given to a top
junior exhibitor who demonstrates
exemplary skills in fitting, showmanship and overall passion for
the industry. Four of the award’s
early winners have each found
success working with their own or
others’ elite show cattle.

Making sacrifices
Kelly Lee received her first calf at
the age of 2 and always had heifers
to care for on her family’s Wisconsin dairy farm. After they sold out
in 2008, Lee decided to keep a few
head of cattle that were her sole
responsibility. She was active in all
facets of the dairy industry, and in
2008 she had the Junior Champion
of the Brown Swiss Junior Show at

World Dairy Expo.
That same year, she won the
Merle Howard Award. Some of Lee’s
showing career highlights include
having three Junior All-American
Holstein nominations in one year,
Junior and Reserve Junior Champion Brown Swiss heifers back to
back years, and winning Interme-

diate and Senior Showmanship at
World Dairy Expo.
“I was always setting goals, and
when the award came out and the
first few recipients were named, I
knew it was an award that I wanted
to receive. Past winners were people
I respected,” says Lee. “Cows and
showing were my thing; I had made
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evolved to showing at district and
state shows. Koebel recalls that in
elementary school she was reading
dairy publications and bull pamphlets, and by middle school she was
wanting to help pick out the bulls.
She, too, knew from early on she
wanted to be a dairy farmer. Koebel graduated from Michigan State
University in 2010 with a degree
in agribusiness management. She
remained involved in her family’s farm during college while also

spending a fairly significant amount
of time helping other exhibitors at
shows and occasionally sales.
Upon graduation, she returned to
the family farm where she works
full time alongside her mother,
father and uncle. Koebel currently
shares co-herdsmanship responsibilities with her father and makes
the majority of the mating decisions.
Her breeding philosophy focuses
toward breeding balanced cows that
can remain profitable and trouble-

free year after year.
“I was in awe that other people
thought I was worthy of this award,
and I was honored to be called out
into the ring,” says Koebel.

The author and her husband
work in partnership with family on a 350-cow dairy in East
Moline, Ill.

KAREN BOHNERT

some sacrifices to get to where I was.
Winning this award really meant
a lot to me because of the choices I
had made.”
Lee attended Cornell University
and was on the judging team that
won the National Contest in 2011.
She interned both for Arethusa
Farm and Oakfield Corners Dairy
where, after graduation, she became
their herdsperson, caring for elite
type and genomic cattle, assisting
with embryo transfer work, marketing of cattle, and preparing cattle
for shows and sales.

Lifelong vision

Beyond a résumé
The 2006 Merle Howard Award
winner, Greta Koebel, believes this
is a valuable award to have at Expo
because it is not strictly based on how
you look on paper. “It is something
that takes into consideration realworld performance, your ability to
interact with people and the impression you leave on your colleagues in
the dairy industry,” says Koebel.
Koebel was raised on her family’s
dairy and cash crop farm in Three
Oaks, Mich., and started showing at
her county fair at the age of 7, which
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“My entire life I wanted to be a
dairy farmer,” says the 2004 and
first Merle Howard Award recipient,
Robert Teixeira. Born and raised on
his family dairy farm in Turlock,
Calif., Teixeira received his first calf
the day he was born. He was active
in 4-H and showing Holsteins at the
local and state levels. At the National
Holstein Convention, he represented
California in the dairy bowl contest
and was also a National Distinguished Junior Member semi-finalist. Teixeira showed all over the West
Coast and exhibited his first animal
on the colored shavings in 1993.
“Next to the Merle Howard Award,
the greatest accomplishment of my
junior career was receiving Grand
Champion of the 2001 International Junior Holstein Show and
later being named Reserve Supreme
Champion of World Dairy Expo,”
says Teixeira.
Today, Teixeira is the herd manager of his family’s dairy, Gil-Tex
Holsteins, that includes 1,500 head
of registered Holsteins on two different locations. Teixeira manages the
second facility in Peterson, Calif.,
along with his wife, Kate. Their
family continues to show at numerous shows on the West Coast, along
with exhibiting cattle each year at
World Dairy Expo. Teixeira also
serves as a member of the World
Dairy Expo Dairy Cattle Exhibitor
Committee, representing the western U.S. and Canada.
“Receiving this award has shaped
my life in the respect that I continue
to strive to be the best showman and
person when it comes to exhibiting
our show string,” says Teixeira. “I
continue to help the younger generation to strive to be their best, always
be humble and work hard. I let them
know if they can do that, they will
be able to achieve their dreams.”
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The brains behind the booths
FROM fancy cows to flashy booths,

World Dairy Expo has been hailed as
the one-stop shop for dairy enthusiasts. Year in and year out, the 77,000
attendees who descend upon the
aisles of the exhibit halls range from
those who are just looking to those
on a mission. The 850 companies represented along the walkways of the
Exhibition Hall, Coliseum, Arena
Building, New Holland Trade Center
and Outdoor Trade Mall bring nothing short of their A-game.
Preparations begin well before
the Exhibition Hall’s doors open for
the first trade show goers, and the
efforts continue after the attendees
leave. No matter if the company has
been a staple at the show for years
or is a new face to the festivities of
Expo, they all have a common goal
— engaging customers. For exhibitors like Nutriad, Agri-King and
Steel Cow, that relationship begins
with designing a space that is inviting and representative of the brand
of the company.

Drawing people in
“When people walk up to our
booth, we want them to experience
the whole story of Agri-King,” said
Jessica Klendworth, sales and marketing coordinator with Agri-King.
“We want them to see how our com-

pany comes full circle from our
nutrition program and products to Silo King, our forage treatment program
and how we can help
visitors achieve their
farm’s goals.”
Steel Cow artist Valerie Miller shares a similar goal of interacting
with her customers, but
she is also looking for opportunities to show off her girls —
the cows she paints and exhibits in
her booth. Valerie and her husband,
Josh, do almost everything themselves when it comes to her paintings
and exhibits, which means that when
they decided to start exhibiting at
World Dairy Expo five years ago, Josh
built the display.
“We like to do everything ourselves,” Miller said. “That’s the type
of people and business we are, and we
wanted our booth to represent that.”
The downside of participating
in the world’s largest dairy trade
show is finding a way to stand out
amid the chaos of 850 exhibits of all
shapes and sizes. Nutriad, an international feed additive company,
draws customers in with a booth
that sticks with their brand.
“The booth has bright signs and
colors along with a nature theme

Advertorial
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By Tammy Weaver
DuPont Pioneer Dairy Specialist
With proper management practices, producers can help ensure their corn silage provides a solid
foundation for effective dairy nutrition. Two key considerations that can affect the quality of
silage are kernel processing and chop length.
Most experts agree that aggressive kernel damage creates higher starch in corn silage, but there
has been much debate over the ideal level of kernel processing at harvest. Field testing during
harvest enables producers to make timely and cost-effective adjustments.
Easy field test
A producer can use a 32-ounce cup to collect one sample each hour, spread out the silage and
remove any whole and half kernels from the sample. If the number of whole and half kernels
is more than 2 to 3 kernels, the producer is advised to discuss kernel processing adjustments
with his or her chopper operator. If the producer does not make appropriate adjustments,
unprocessed kernels will not be digested in the rumen or intestines, leading to a loss of energy.
Determining effective corn-silage chop length can also be complicated, because several factors
affect chop length, including:
• The need for physically effective fiber (peNDF) levels in the ration
• The type of storage structure
• Silage compaction capabilities
• Unloading methods — silo unloaders, bunker facers, etc.
Shorter chop can improve the rate of digestion by rumen bacteria or intestinal enzymes, because
the shorter length tends to improve compaction in the storage structure and increases the surface
area of fiber or kernels. Longer chop length increases the peNDF of the feed, but excessive
length can cause feed sorting. Understanding the primary importance of particle length in the
final ration, the producer should work with the harvesting crew and a nutritionist to decide on the
proper compromise between short and longer chop lengths.
For additional information about silage management best practices, contact your local Pioneer sales
representative or visit Pioneer.com/SilageZone.

The foregoing is provided for informational purposes only. Please consult with your nutritionist or veterinarian for suggestions
specific to your operation. © 2015 PHII. DUPPFO15043_VB_090715_HD
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THE CREATIVE TEAMS of
many companies spend the
months and weeks leading up
to World Dair y Expo preparing
the per fect exhibit to catch
attendees’ eyes.

and friendly faces,” Mari Torgerson,
United States sales and administrative coordinator for Nutriad,
said. “The five hexagons that are
prominently displayed represent
our five products.”

The perfect space
The clever designs and layouts
of the exhibits don’t come together
overnight. Preparations for Expo
begin well before the event arrives.
Before Expo in 2014, both AgriKing and Nutriad reworked their
booths to catch up with the everchanging trends of the aisles of the
trade show. Nutriad’s was remade to
more closely mirror its international
brand. The company representatives
also had to decide on what portions
of the booth to bring.
“Our space in the Exhibition Hall
only allows for us to bring about
half of our booth, so we leave some
of our technology and things like
chairs behind,” Torgerson said.
Agri-King replaced a 10-year-old
display with one that traveled easier and more prominently displayed
the bold green and black of the
nutrition company.
“We wanted something that we
could use for several years, and we
have many different representatives who take it to shows, so we
wanted something that would be
durable and simple to construct,”
Klendworth said.
With that in mind, Klendworth
helped guide the team to produce a
booth that is inflatable and can be
easily deflated and packed up after
shows. They used previous company
advertising to guide their exhibit
designs, allowing them to tie their
products, advertising and booth all
into the single brand.
Steel Cow operates from a different perspective than Nutriad and
Agri-King, since the Millers do all of
the design and building of the exhibit
in-house. Each year, they plan their
booth to meet the needs of their products. For example, they changed one
of their products for the upcoming
Expo, and Josh was able to make custom stands to exhibit Steel Cow’s new
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and improved item.
“Josh builds all our exhibits, so
we are able to be more flexible with
redoing parts of it as we need,”
Miller said. “The stands also are
built with wheels, so we can move
and adjust them as needed.”
After the exhibits are imagined and
prepared at the office, the work of
moving them to the grounds begins.
For Steel Cow, the hardest part of
preparing for Expo is selecting the
proper inventory to take along. They
try to select products that have been
popular throughout the year, plus
a fairly large selection of any new
prints. Once they hit the grounds,
though, the move-in process goes
fairly quickly and smoothly.
“We try to organize it well at
home and label it well so it unpacks
quickly and effectively,” Miller said.
When Nutriad prepares for Expo,
they plan to allow three hours for
setup of the exhibit that comes out
of six crates. Klendworth said AgriKing’s booth comes together quickly
as well. They allow one to three
hours to set up.

Man the booth
Unlike Steel Cow’s booth, which is
manned by Valerie, Josh and one or
two other people, Agri-King staffs
its booth with five to six people at
a time. Those in the exhibit hail
from across the country and contribute knowledge on various areas
of their company.
“The people working the booth all
have expertise in different areas of
the company, so they work together
to show the whole breadth of the
organization and how everything we
do ties together,” Klendworth said.
No doubt, the exhibits of the
future will change, adding more
technology and perhaps more spaces
to facilitate conversation, but people
will remain the heart and soul of
the commercial exhibits. Whether
big or small, old or new, World Dairy
Expo offers companies related to the
dairy industry the perfect opportunity to reach new and old audiences,
promote their brand and receive
feedback on their products.
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INTRODUCING A NEW WAY
TO IMPROVE CALF HEALTH.

A

FTER the Supreme Champion is selected and the lights are brought up,
spectators at World Dairy Expo flock onto the colored shavings to take a photo
of, or with, the newly crowned victor. Much in the same vein, dairy enthusiasts,
both young and old, archive their memories in front of the WDE globe, which
has served as a backdrop for some of Expo’s most notable images.
Quietly spinning throughout the week, the globe has been an iconic Expo
symbol since 1967. While the history behind the globe is sparse, two newspaper articles appearing in the Appleton Post-Crescent in 1967 and the Wisconsin
State Journal in 2014 highlight a few of its more notable details.

+

Two large semi-spherical silo roofs were
joined to form
the 1-ton globe.
The Railoc Co.
of Plainfield, Ill.,
contributed the
aluminum roofs.

100 MPH

Steel struts inside the globe brace it
to withstand 100-mile-per-hour winds.

The New Norm in Animal Health.

IMPROVING CALF CARE
AND HERD PROFITABILITY
Neonorm™ Calf supports optimal gut
health in calves less than two weeks
of age. Prompt and effective control
of postnatal health issues leads to
stronger calf populations and increased
weaning weights.
PROTECTING YOUNG CALVES
FROM DEHYDRATION
Neonorm Calf works by inhibiting
water loss from the circulatory system
to support normal health in the gut.
Maintaining natural fluid balance
protects your calf herd from
the fatal effects of dehydration.
BLENDING SCIENCE AND NATURE
The natural plant derivative in Neonorm
Calf, Croton lechleri, works at the
cellular level to inhibit fluid loss and
promote natural stool formation.

It spins only for the duration of
World Dairy Expo each year.

The globe revolves at exactly one
revolution per minute with the help of
a Gran Torino engine; it’s accurate to
within 1/5000th of a minute.

Available in 30 or 60 Count Bottles

jaguaranimalhealth.com
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Mounted on a steel tetrahedron base
and 20-ton concrete platform,
the globe has been a permanent
symbol of WDE since 1967.
September 10, 2015

OVER 20 FEET HIGH

BACKED BY CLINICAL STUDIES
AND EASY TO USE
Talk with your veterinarian about adding
Neonorm Calf to the health regimen
of your newborn calves. The bolus is
given orally with or without the use of a
balling gun.

Pete Willoughby, a retired
UW-Madison agricultural
journalism professor, designed
and painted the globe. Continents
were painted GREEN if they had
adequate food supplies at the
time and ORANGE if they had a
food shortage.

INTRODUCING THE NEW Z2 NO-TEAR-TAGGING™ SYSTEM FROM Z TAGS.
It’s the biggest breakthrough in two-piece tagging since the 1950s. The
all-new Z2 No-Tear-Tagging™ System from Z Tags. With its dual-action
kickback jaw and ﬂip-out pin, the new Z2 No-Tear Tagger™ virtually eliminates
ripped and torn ears while promoting faster healing and improved tag retention.
So if you’re looking for a faster, easier and safer way to tag your cattle, get the
new Z2 No-Tear-Tagging™ System from Z Tags.
© 2015 DATAMARS, Inc. Trademarks of DATAMARS, Inc. All rights reserved. www.ztags.com
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Seven honored as Student Recognition winners
THE National Dairy Shrine is hon-

ored to present seven Student Recognition Awards this year. Selected from
across the nation for their accomplishments and passion for the dairy
industry, these students have proven
themselves as leaders amongst their
peers in the dairy industry.
Recent Penn State graduate,
Isaac Haagen of Howard, Pa., is
the top honoree and will be awarded
$2,000. You can
read more about
Haagen on page
572 of the September 10 issue.
The
secondplace award winner and recipient
Haagen
of $1,500 is South
Dakota
State
University graduate Chelsey Johnson of Heron Lake, Minn.
A December graduate, Johnson double majored in dairy production and
agriculture education, communication
and
leadership
with a communication specialization. She also
earned minors in
animal
science
and advertising.
She held many
Johnson
collegiate leadership roles in Agriculture Communicators of Tomorrow,
Sigma Alpha Agricultural Sorority,
dairy club and the Midwest American
Dairy Science Association.
Johnson earned many top honors as
a dairy cattle judge and competed in
the North American Intercollegiate
Dairy Challenge. She was awarded
the 2014 South Dakota State University Dairy Science Department
Forbes Leadership Award and was a
2011 Minnesota Princess Kay of the
Milky Way finalist.
She completed communications
internships with Hoard’s Dairyman,
Accelerated Genetics and Paulsen
Marketing. Upon graduation, Johnson accepted a position with Accelerated Genetics as the digital communications coordinator and strives to
provide customers with meaningful
genetic management digital tools.

The following students will receive
$1,000 awards: Hayley Potts, Purcellville, Va.; Cassandra Endres,
Waunakee, Wis.; Chad Horst, Newmanstown, Pa.; Maggie Seiler,
Valley Center, Kan.; and Michael
Schmitt, Rice, Minn.
Hayley Potts completed her
undergraduate degree in food science with a technology-science
option at Virginia Tech. She
is
currently
enrolled in the
graduate
program at Virginia
Tech with plans
of completing a
Potts
master’s degree
in food science
and technology. Her research focus
will be innovative packaging options
for fluid milk.
She was an active member of the
state and national Holstein Association, dairy club, Alpha Zeta Agricultural Honors Fraternity, Institute of
Food Technologists-Student Division
and American Dairy Science Association-Student Affiliate Division.
Growing up on her family’s dairy
farm, Pottsdale Holsteins, gave
her an appreciation for providing dairy product consumers with
a high-quality product. She completed internships in cheesemaking
and product development with Oak
Spring Dairy and Land O’Lakes.
Upon completion of her Master of
Science degree, Potts hopes to work
for a dairy product company in the
capacity of quality control or new
product development.
A double major in dairy science
and life sciences communication,
Cassandra Endres received her
degree from the
University
of
Wisconsin-Madison. Consistently
a Dean’s List
student, Endres
held leadership
roles in the BadEndres
ger Dairy Club
and competed in
dairy cattle judging, North American
Intercollegiate Dairy Challenge and

American Dairy Science AssociationStudent Affiliate Division quiz bowl.
Off campus, Endres has been
closely involved with the Wisconsin Junior Holstein Association
and Professional Dairy Producers
of Wisconsin. After graduation in
May, Endres was able to apply her
passion and knowledge of the dairy
industry in a marketing position
with Filament Marketing LLC. She
plans to still be closely involved with
her family’s dairy, Berryridge Holsteins, in order to maintain direct
contact with the industry she loves.
Chad Horst completed his college
career in May at Penn State with a
degree in animal science. A driven
individual, Horst
took advantage
of
numerous
opportunities to
advance his leadership skills and
applied
knowledge within the
Horst
dairy
industry.
He is past president of the Pennsylvania Junior Holstein Association, past president of the
Penn State Dairy Science Club and
past treasurer of the Penn State Alpha
Zeta Agricultural Honors Fraternity.
A skilled dairy cattle judge, he
earned All-American honors at the
2013 Intercollegiate Dairy Cattle
Judging Contest and was 8th individual in reasons.
Horst has accepted a position
with Alta Genetics in a sales and
consulting role where he will be
able to apply his experiences in
dairy cattle genetics and reproduction. His plan is to someday
return home to his family’s dairy,
Lynncrest Holsteins.
Maggie Seiler graduated from
Kansas State University in May with
a degree in agricultural communications and journalism with an
animal sciences
and
industry
emphasis. Seiler
earned numerous recognitions
as a collegiate
Seiler
dairy judge. She

was 9th high individual overall at
the 2012 North American International Livestock Exposition and
2nd high individual overall at the
Western National Intercollegiate
Contest. Other on campus activities
included leadership positions within
the National and K-State Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow, K-State College of Agriculture
Ambassadors, Alpha Zeta Agricultural Honors Fraternity and K-State
Dairy Club.
She has been an active member of
the Junior Holstein Association and
Kansas 4-H Dairy Action Team. She
completed several industry communications internships, including an
editorial internship with Hoard’s
Dairyman in 2014. Seiler has
accepted a full-time position with
Hoard’s Dairyman as the special
publications editor.
Michael Schmitt graduated in
May from the University of Minnesota.
He completed coursework in animal
science with a
dairy production
emphasis.
His
keen eye for dairy
cattle earned him
numerous dairy
judging honors.
He was 10th
Schmitt
place individual
overall at the
2014 National Intercollegiate Dairy
Cattle Judging Contest, 7th place
individual overall at the 2013 North
American International Livestock
Exposition and 11th place individual overall in the All-American
Dairy Show Collegiate Contest.
An active leader in the Gopher
Dairy Club, Schmitt is a past
president of the Minnesota Chapter of FarmHouse Fraternity and
advocated for agriculture literacy
through the Agriculture Education
Club. He also served as president
of the Minnesota Junior Holstein
Association and was a 2013 Holstein Association National Distinguished Junior Member finalist. He
is using his enthusiasm for dairy
cattle genetics in his current position as a genetic information analyst
at Accelerated Genetics.

Krause and McBath receive McCullough scholarships
MORGAN

Krause of Buffalo,
Minn., and Stephanie McBath
of Schuylerville, N.Y., have been
selected as winners of the 2015
Marshall E. McCullough Scholarships given in memory of Marshall
McCullough, the well-respected
nutrition researcher and educator
from Georgia. This scholarship is
presented to two high school seniors
planning to attend a four-year college or university to major in an
agricultural communications field.
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Receiving a $2,500 scholarship
is Morgan Krause. She plans to
use this scholarship as she continues her education at the University
of
Minnesota,
where she will
double major in
animal science
with an emphasis on dairy and
agricultural
education with
leadership
and
Krause

September 10, 2015

communications emphasis. Krause
grew up on her family’s sixth-generation, 200-cow dairy. She has also
exhibited her family’s cattle at the
county and state level for the past
12 years. Throughout high school,
Krause was active in 4-H, FFA and
her Church Bible School. She currently serves as the Wright County
Dairy Princess.
Stephanie McBath will receive a
$1,500 scholarship towards her education at Cornell University major-

ing in animal science. McBath did
not grow up on a dairy farm but has
worked at Welcome Stock Farm since
2009. In high school, she was active in
Student Council,
National Honor
Society,
FFA,
4-H and Junior
Holstein
Association. McBath
also served as the
New York State
McBath
Dairy Princess.
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Judges will choose
the cream of the crop

ARY Creek is the International Ayrshire Show judge. Creek
and her husband, Mike, own and
operate Palmyra
Farm LLC, along
with her brother
and sister-in-law,
Ralph and Terrie Shank. The
farm consists of
300 acres, 103
Creek
Ayrshires and 96
Holsteins. Over
the years, they have received over
130 All-American Ayrshire nominations. Creek has made history in the
judging arena as the first woman to
ever judge a national level show of
any breed at the Eastern National
Ayrshire Show in 1989.
Selwyn Donald, New Zealand, is
the associate Ayrshire judge.
Paul Trapp is the International
Brown Swiss Show judge. Trapp is a
regional sire analyst with ABS Global.
Trapp,
along
with his wife,
Sarah, and their
children,
own
an elite group of
registered Brown
Swiss,
Jerseys
and
Holsteins,
Trapp
where they have
received
AllAmerican nominations across all three
breeds. Trapp has judged shows in 20
states, nine countries, and has previously judged four shows at Expo.
Trapp also serves on the WDE Dairy
Cattle Exhibitor Committee.
Tom Foss, Cambridge, Minn., is
the associate Brown Swiss judge.
The International Guernsey
Show judge is Lynn Harbaugh.
Harbaugh works as an area sales
r epr e s ent at ive
with NorthStar
Select
Sires
in
Wisconsin.
Harbaugh
and
his wife, Sara,
along with their
three
children,
Harbaugh
own and operate
Bella-View
Holsteins. In 2011, Harbaugh was
the co-breeder of the International
Red and White Show Reserve Grand
Champion, Wilstar-RS Tlt LimitedRed. Harbaugh has served as judge
for four WDE shows.
Kevin Jorgensen, Waupun, Wis.,
is the associate Guernsey judge.
International Holstein Show
judge is Nathan Thomas. Thomas,
North Lewisburg, Ohio, owns and
operates Triple-T Holsteins and Jerseys. He and his wife, Jenny, and their
children,
have
been part of the
operation
since
its establishment
in 2006. Triple-T
has garnered over
80 All-American
and All-Canadian
Thomas
nominations.

Thomas is slated to judge the New
York Spring Dairy Carrousel, and the
Jersey Show at The Royal Agricultural Winter Fair.
Eddie Bue, Fithian, Ill., is the
associate Holstein judge.
International Junior Holstein
Show judge is Chad Ryan. Ryan
resides in Fond du Lac, Wis., with
his wife, Amy, and two sons. There,
he assists his parents on their family
farm, Ryan-Vu Holsteins. The family
has bred or developed 13 All-American nominees.
Jamie Black, Constable, N.Y., is
the associate junior Holstein judge.
International Jersey Show judge
is Michael Heath. Heath grew up on
Spring Valley Jersey Farm in Westminster, Md., and has made a living
as a cattle merchandiser
and
breeder.
Heath
developed
and
proved prominent
Jersey sire SV
Jade Hired Gun,
before
leasing
Heath
him to St. Jacobs
ABC. Heath has
served as judge for the International
Jersey Show, All American Jersey
Show, International Dairy Week and
at the Royal. He has also judged three
shows at WDE.
Wayne Stiles, Westminster, Md.,
is associate Jersey judge.
International Milking Shorthorn Show judge is Allyn Paulson.
Paulson is the owner and operator
of
Paule-View
Transport LLC
in Arlington, Wis.
He and his girlfriend,
Tammy
Voegeli, also specialize in boarding and developPaulson
ing show cattle
for
themselves
and partners. Paulson has bred or
developed seven 93-point cows in four
different breeds, including the 2013
International Ayrshire Show Junior
Champion and the 2014 International
Brown Swiss Junior Champion.
Mike Halpin, Kempton, Ill., is the
associate Milking Shorthorn judge.
The International Red and
White show judge is Pat Conroy.
Conroy, along with his wife, Jeannie,
and their two
children, reside
in Angola, Ind.,
where he works as
a cattle fitter and
markets
purebred dairy cattle.
Some of his most
Conroy
notable achievements
include
having owned and sold several World
Dairy Expo and Royal Agricultural
Winter Fair Junior Champion animals
and receiving the Al Hay Award at the
Western National in 2012.
Joël Lepage, Quebec, Can., is the
associate Red and White judge.
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Get up to 90 days of pest control
with Annihilator™ Polyzone®:
Outdoor and indoor use in/around
livestock facilities
■ Protects active ingredient with
Polyzone® technology
■ Effective knockdown
■

Learn more about
Annihilator™ Polyzone®
at Bayerlivestock.com
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AYS before World Dairy Expo
begins, trailers roll in to deliver
some of the best cattle in North
America to their home away from
home. Before they even enter the
barns, each animal is greeted by the
smiling face of a University of Wisconsin School of Veterinary Medicine student. Leading that team of
students is Sheila McGuirk, D.V.M.,
a longtime veterinarian and professor with the university.
McGuirk’s interest in World Dairy
Expo was sparked when she was
a college student and visited as a
member of the dairy judging team.
When she came to Madison to interview with the School of Veterinary
Medicine a few years later, it was
again World Dairy Expo time. She
went through the intense interview
process, gave a presentation and
then spent half a day on the grounds
watching the show.
That was in 1982, and Terry
Howard, who was lead superintendent at that time, asked her to help
with the dairy show the following
year. She was part of the check-in
crew and was assigned to assist
with the Holstein show.
Times change, as they always do,
and more attention was placed on
ethics in the showring. For a handful of years, McGuirk had some added
responsibilities to help fill this need.
She was basically on-call for showring
violations and unethical practices. For
example, she would palpate udders
after cows left the showring and age
heifers by evaluating their teeth to
see if the stated birthdate matched
the animal’s physical features.

In need of a facelift
When Mark Clarke was general
manager and Bob Kaiser was lead
superintendent, talk began that the
check-in procedure needed a facelift for added biosecurity. “It’s much
more appropriate for animals to
come off of the trailer already scrutinized for disease or anything that
could disrupt the biosecurity of the
show,” McGuirk noted.
“They knocked on my door to see if
I could help get cattle checked in on
the trailer before they entered the

barns,” she said. McGuirk was eager
to help because, as she saw it, they
could “create a win-win situation.”
She said, “I thought, if I could train
veterinary students, I’d not only get
the number of volunteers needed
but could also get them on-site and
working with cattle.”
It used to be, once trailers arrived,
exhibitors had to take their paperwork up to the veterinarian office
in the Arena Building. Department
of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer
Protection (DATCP) veterinarians
handled the health certificates and
other paperwork, but they were not
simultaneously looking at the animals while evaluating the papers.
“There wasn’t that validation step.
There wasn’t a very strong process
for comparing what the certificate
said and what the animal looked
like,” McGuirk explained.
McGuirk had an idea to make
the check-in procedure stronger, so
in September 2010, when students
came back to class, McGuirk posted
notes all around school and went to
each class to tell them about this
opportunity. She promoted it as a
great chance to see great cows and
learn new things.

Creating a team
To prep the students, the DATCP
veterinarians held an introductory
lecture, focusing on what a Certificate of Veterinary Inspection (CVI)
looks like, what a CVI requires and
what diseases are of concern (tuberculosis, for example). “It was so educational for me and the students,”
McGuirk said.
Each student volunteer worked
two eight-hour shifts, and “that
first year went amazingly smooth,”
McGuirk said. Since students were
putting in 16 hours of volunteer
time and attending two one-hour
lectures, McGuirk decided to turn
the opportunity into a one-credit
course the following year.
In 2010, there were 28 participants; the next year, 41; and the year
after that, well over 50. Last year,
there were 80 students in the course,
and another 15 to 20 who came back
from previous years as volunteers.

BEFORE AN ANIMAL
ENTERS THE BARNS,
its ear tag is read, the
Certificate of Veterinary
Inspection is checked
and the heifer or cow is
visually examined for any
signs of disease
or injury.
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Students who volunteer receive
meals, a jacket and a pass to World
Dairy Expo, but the benefits go well
beyond that, McGuirk believes. For
starters, they learn how to interpret
health certificates, and they recognize the importance of proper animal
identification. They get to problem
solve when challenges arise, and
they have the opportunity to communicate with the owners.
“Veterinarians need to know how
to meet and greet people and make
them feel welcome,” she said. World
Dairy Expo provides prime practice
for them in this area.
The students also get the chance
to interact with each other. McGuirk
will often see fourth-year students
helping first-year students learn
the ropes. These different class levels of students don’t get that many
chances to intermingle otherwise.
Over a three-day period, more than
2,000 animals will be checked in.
McGuirk spends at least two hours
with every shift, making sure the
students know what to do and to
observe them in action.
Overall, McGuirk is very pleased
with how the process has been working. “It’s been an extremely positive
experience for the students. I hear
the verbal comments, but even more
apparent is the number of students
who sign up every year,” she said.

Be prepared
Every animal that comes to World
Dairy Expo needs to have a Certificate of Veterinary Inspection.
A CVI is current for just 30 days,
so the inspection date must take
place within 30 days of World Dairy
Expo. If an animal does not have a
CVI, she must remain on the trailer
in the isolation area until the completed certificate arrives.
McGuirk encourages exhibitors
to make sure testing is done in the
proper time frame, that the certificate is signed and that the dates are
correct. If there are mistakes on the
paperwork upon arrival, the student
volunteers and World Dairy Expo
staff will work with the farms to fix
the problem while the cattle wait on
the trailer.

2015 WORLD DAIRY EXPO
Once the animals are validated with
their health certificates, the students
will watch them unload. Any animal
with a questionable health issue will
be flagged and further inspected. An
added bonus of having the veterinary
students present at check-in is that
they are there immediately in case
anything needs attention.
Besides the student volunteers,
technology has also helped make
check-in even smoother. Electronic
ear tags, digital reader wands and
the addition of handheld tablets last
year “really helped us out,” McGuirk
said. “No more late night check-ins
with a flashlight, trying to read
tattoos. It’s another facilitated procedure that keeps things running
smoothly,” she explained.
Since paperwork and identification requirements can change year
to year, exhibitors must read the
premium book closely for updates.
McGuirk feels that exhibitors have
been receptive to the changes made
thus far. “The exhibitors know it’s
the right thing to do for the show,”
she said.

Visit us at World Dairy Expo
Booth EH1804-1805 AND
get a FREE cheese sandwich

The Next
Generation
in Precision Feeding Technology
New AminoShure®-M for
higher milk protein yield and profitability

Year after year
Students only receive a credit the
first year they participate, but many
students still choose to be involved
year after year. Three such students
are Kallie Kapitanek, Steffani Koch
and Amanda Meagher, who have
helped for the past three years.
Meagher said, “We decided to come
back and volunteer again because we
love it. Plus, I like being around cows.”
“It’s a lot of fun,” Koch added.
Some of the volunteers have previous livestock experience, but many
do not. “Many of these students
are not dairy kids,” McGuirk said.
In fact, in a class of 87 students,
McGuirk estimates about 15 to 20
have an interest in mixed veterinary
practice, and even a smaller group
are looking to do large animal care.
For some, it’s their first experience
working with cattle. Sometimes that
experience stimulates an interest in
large animals, and when it comes
time to pick elective courses, those
students may choose production animal classes they would have never
even considered previously.
“I know it has affected people
because it’s not all dairy students who
sign up to volunteer,” McGuirk said.
As another World Dairy Expo
approaches, McGuirk and her student volunteers will be ready to
greet each animal and its owner
once again. These efforts benefit
both the show and the students.
“It’s impressive to see the students
in action and witness the impact
this opportunity has on them,” she
said. “They show up, do a great job
and come away with an experience
that is a win-win for all of us.”
McGuirk shared a few suggestions
to make the check-in process even
smoother. One is to be sure that the
official identification number is the
one that is written on the CVI. It’s
also helpful to have a photocopy of
the certificate made prior to arrival
so that you don’t have to go up to
the office to make one.

Maximize milk protein production with a new generation rumen protected
methionine product engineered to release its content gradually in the small
intestine to provide a sustained level of methionine to the milk protein-producing
cells. Visit anh.balchem.com/saycheese to see how new AminoShure® -M
can work in your herd.
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by Chelsey Johnson

A journey to another state
WHETHER it is relating to a simi-

lar situation or discovering a new idea,
dairymen often find visiting other
dairy operations both beneficial and
enjoyable. While not logistically possible, making a trip to visit eight different dairy farms across the U.S. and
Canada within one week would be an
incredible opportunity for any dairyman. Thanks to the Virtual Farm
Tours at World Dairy Expo, dairymen
are able to do just that from the comfort of the Exhibition Hall.
“The Virtual Farm Tours were
born out of an unfortunate situation,”
explained Liz Matzke, World Dairy
Expo marketing manager. “They were
developed as a response to biosecurity
concerns that came with the hoof-andmouth outbreak in 2001.”
Matzke said that, until that point,
tour busses took Expo attendees to
visit farms in the area. Although the
tours were brought to the grounds in
order to eliminate biosecurity risks,
this change also opened many doors.
Matzke said, “It is a program that
is really growing and something
people are adding to their ‘can’t
miss’ list at World Dairy Expo.”

Selected for variety
Glancing over the Virtual Farm
Tour schedule for 2015, you will see
that a diverse range of operation
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sizes and management styles will
be showcased. This year’s schedule
is highlighted by farms that excel
in different areas: cheesemaking,
sustainability, milk production,
genomic testing, automation, community involvement, organic dairying and technology. This variety
didn’t happen by accident.
A farm must be nominated by one of
the trade show exhibitors to be considered for a Virtual Farm Tour. One of
the farms selected this year was Prairieland Dairy, located near Firth, Neb.
“We put a call out to our field sales
force to identify operations that are
unique and doing things differently
so that attendees at World Dairy
Expo are really able to see some
cutting-edge technologies in practice,” said Carrie Jorgensen, marketing communications manager for
DuPont Pioneer. “Prairieland Dairy
was an excellent choice because of its
primary focus on sustainability and
testing new technologies.”
Like all other nominators, DuPont
Pioneer then completed an application with information about the
dairy and wrote a recommendation
for why Prairieland Dairy should
be highlighted as a virtual tour.
Then, an anonymous committee
reviewed their application and all of
the others. The top eight herds were
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selected as virtual tours.
“We are always looking for the best farms,”
VIRTUAL FARM TOURS,
presented daily Tuesday,
Matzke said. “No sponSeptember 29 through
sor has had a farm tour
Saturday, October 3, in
selected every year; that
the Exhibition Hall are
goes to show the quality
free to all attendees. To
see a complete schedule,
of farms that are nomisee page Expo 10.
nated. They come from
all points across the globe
and are outstanding in their
particular management field.”
Each year, the farm tours span
across a wide geographic area. This
year’s tours hail from farms in the
states of Wisconsin, Nebraska,
Oregon, Michigan and Minnesota.
A Canadian dairy will also be represented in a tour of Sunny Glade
Farm, near Blumenort, Manitoba.
“Lely’s customer base spans the
highlight of the tours is the peer-toglobe, but our Iowa-based office
peer learning they generate.
serves North America. We’re excited
“Last year, we averaged over 200
to showcase a dairy that hails from
people live and in person at the VirManitoba, Canada, to the global auditual Farm Tours. In the room itself,
ence at World Dairy Expo,” explained
there could be dozens of countries
Bellana Putz, customer sales suprepresented,” Matzke pointed out.
port manager of Lely North America,
“The attendees are looking to capwhich is sponsoring this tour.
ture that knowledge that comes
straight from the horse’s mouth.”
A win-win situation
While attendees benefit from learnSince implementing the Virtual
ing about each operation while viewFarm Tours 15 years ago, they have
ing the presentations, the host farms
continued to be a win-win for sponcan also learn from the attendees.
sors, host farms and attendees. A
“In most cases, we have a lot of

dairy producers who stay behind
after the presentations,” Jorgensen
said. “Our host families are exposed
to a lot of different ways of looking at
the industry while they are there.”
In addition, host dairies are given
the chance to display pride in their
own operation.
“I haven’t met a dairy producer
today who is not proud of what they
do and who doesn’t like to share their
story,” Putz said. “It gives them the
opportunity to share what they are
doing with other producers.”
The positive benefits of the Virtual
Farm Tours reach beyond the presentation room. They also generate
buzz and excitement throughout the
trade show.
“When our organization finds out
what day is our Virtual Farm Tour
day, everyone gets really excited
around that session,” Putz pointed
out. “We find people coming back to
our booth at the show to ask more
questions. The trickle down effect is
very positive.”

Foraging for a great deal?
Think BiG.

An interactive experience
“We tell people to give the presentations as if a bus just arrived
at your farm,” Matzke explained.
“When farms are nominated, we tell
them to lay it out however they feel
most comfortable.”
Growing advancements in technology have allowed the farms to
offer a more interactive view of their
operations. In addition to pictures,
now many of the tours show video.
“We take a camera crew to the
farm and video the family. We interview the family members,” Putz
explained. “We will spend about a
day and a half at the farm to bring
that farm to Madison. It really gives
those attendees a bird’s-eye view of
what the farm looks like.”
DuPont Pioneer has taken a different approach to make their tour
interactive. Rather than showing
a video, they will gather still photos. Prairieland Dairy will use the
photos to explain each aspect of the
dairy during the presentation.
“We will be going out to the farm
in August to shoot pictures of the
operation, so the attendees will be
able to see the technologies and
innovation they have incorporated,”
said Jorgensen. “While the images
are an important part of the virtual
tour, we find that the presentations
are more interactive if they explain
how the technology works to solve a
specific problem.”
Dairy producers continue to interact with these presentations even
after the five days of Expo are complete. Since 2011, videos of the Virtual Farm Tours have been made
available at www.worlddairyexpo.
com following the live presentation.
“We see a rise in online views of the
tours 60 to 90 days after Expo when
fall harvest is done,” Matzke said.
“The online videos allow World Dairy
Expo to live on a 365-day scenario.”
CHELSEY JOHNSON

The author is a former
Hoard’s Dair yman editorial
intern and grew up on a 90-cow
dairy in Minnesota. She now
serves as digital communications coordinator for a Wisconsin-based A.I. company.
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It’s DealMaker time. Now through December 31, 2015, you’ll save BiG on
the Krone® BiG X Self-Propelled Forage Harvester. See how our precision
German engineering helps chop forage, operating costs and downtime. There’s
never been a better time to buy, so call your Krone dealer today and put our
100+ years of hay and forage focus and expertise to work for you, for less.
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leading the transition.
Your Palatable, Protein-Rich
DCAD Supplement

Every producer wants to smoothly lead their
herd’s transition into lactation. SoyChlor, a
palatable dietary chloride source, is designed
for use in balancing dietary cation-anion
differences (DCAD). Supplementing pre-fresh
diets with a chloride product, like SoyChlor,
along with essential calcium and magnesium,
has been shown to improve a cow’s blood
calcium status at calving. In turn, reducing
incidences of retained placenta, displaced
abomasum, andmetritis and other sub-clinical
hypocalcemia symptoms.

· 800 843 4769 · DairyNutritionPlus.com

Dairy Nutrition Plus, a quality product by

15-WCO-0086

Join us in Booths 1911 & 1912 at the World Dairy Expo.

DELIVERY BOX
Supreme International’s all new 20’ & 24’ Delivery Box is the ultimate feed
delivery system. With features like 10GA Stainless Steel Floor & Wall Liner, Easy
Access Back End, and an ‘Auto Feed Floor Drive’ Selectable System for each
separate ration standard, the Supreme Delivery Box is the premium delivery
box on the market. Ask your local dealer how a Supreme Delivery Box can
make your feeding as precise and efficient as possible!

www.supremeinternational.com 1.800.563.2038
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HIS year, the Klussendorf Association and McKown Fund awarded
seven $1,500 scholarships to students in their freshman, sophomore
or junior year at a two-year or fouryear college or university. These
students are studying dairy science,
animal science, agricultural business or other majors that will cultivate the skills necessary for pursuing a career in the dairy industry.
One of three Klussendorf scholarship winners, Amber Gabel grew up
on her family’s Holstein and Jersey
farm in Newport,
Pa., where she is
now an assistant
herd
manager.
She is a sophomore at Penn
State, where she
is active in the
Gabel
Penn State Dairy
Science
Club
and Collegiate FFA. In high school,
she was president of her FFA chapter and her county’s dairy princess.
After college, Gabel wants to return
to the farm and direct market milk
to consumers by opening a dairy
store. In addition, she wants to pursue a career in dairy cattle genetics.
Sara Harn of Brooklyn, Wis., discovered a passion for cattle through
4-H and went on to start a herd of
elite Brown Swiss
show cattle. She
is a junior at the
University
of
Wisconsin-Madison
studying
dairy science and
agricultural busiHarn
ness, and will
be studying at
the University of Guelph in Ontario,
Canada, this fall. On campus, she is
a member of the UW-Madison Dairy
Judging Team and served as advertising chair of the Badger Invitational sale. After completing her
bachelor’s degree, she wants to go to
graduate school to study marketing
and communications.
Scott Rocha hails from Tillamook, Ore., and is a first-year student at Tillamook Bay Community
College studying
agriculture. He
was raised on his
family’s
dairy
and
oversees
herd health and
breeding for the
pr e dom i n a nt ly
Rocha
Jersey herd. He
was vice president and president of his FFA chapter and owns a herd of dairy goats
in addition to his dairy cattle. After
college, he would like to pursue a
career in the dairy industry and
own his own dairy farm.
Chelsea Abbott, a native of Enosburg, Vt., is one of four McKown
scholarship recipients. Abbott is a
junior at Virginia Tech, where she is

actively involved
in the Virginia
Tech Dairy Club
and serves as
the service chair
of Alpha Zeta.
She has succeeded in showAbbott
ing and judging dairy cattle,
having several Holsteins nominated
as All-American, and has been recognized for her dedication to helping others learn and succeed. Upon
graduation, she wants to work in
the dairy industry.
Anna Culbertson hails from Pine
Island, Minn., and is a sophomore at
the University of Minnesota majoring
in
agricultural
education
with
an emphasis in
leadership
and
communications.
On campus, she
is
a
member
of the Gopher
Dairy Club and
Culbertson
Lambda
Delta
Phi sorority. She is actively involved
in her family’s 45-cow dairy farm and
takes great pride in her accomplishments as a showman and dairy industry leader. After graduation, Culbertson wants to work at an agricultural
communications firm.
Karsen Haag recently earned a
degree in dairy herd management
from Southwest Wisconsin Technical College and
transferred
to
the University of
Wisconsin-Platteville to study
agricultural business with a dairy
science emphasis.
Haag
A native of Mount
Horeb,
Wis.,
Haag served as the Dane County
Holstein Queen for two years and is
actively involved on her family’s farm.
She has dreams of owning a registered Holstein farm after graduation.
A native of Corfu, N.Y., Andrew
Reynolds is a junior at Cornell University taking classes in business,
dairy
management and communications.
He grew up on a
1,000-cow
registered Holstein
dairy farm and
plans to return
Reynolds
to the farm after
graduation. He
has had success in showing and
judging dairy cattle, and in 2014
won Grand Champion at the Holstein International Spring Junior
Holstein Show. He is a member of the
Cornell University Dairy Club and
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity. Reynolds wants to work with his family to
manage and breed an outstanding
herd of Holstein dairy cattle.

Raise your expectations.

Dairying means bringing your best to the barn everyday. Estrumate® (cloprostenol sodium)
is here to help you do just that. Use AI more conveniently, control breeding and calving
intervals and schedule the entry of heifers into the milking herd.
And with Dairy Care365™, you have the value-added services, programs and advocacy
initiatives to help you achieve the next level of success. That’s our responsibility.
Talk to your veterinarian about Estrumate.

Estrumate®
(cloprostenol sodium)
Prostaglandin Analogue for Cattle
Equivalent to 250 mcg cloprostenol/mL
Estrumate® (cloprostenol sodium) is a synthetic prostaglandin analogue structurally related
to prostaglandin F2 α (PGF2 α). Each mL of the colorless aqueous solution contains
263 mcg of cloprostenol sodium (equivalent to 250 mcg of cloprostenol) in a sodium citrate,
anhydrous citric acid and sodium chloride buffer containing 0.1% w/v chlorocresol BP as a
bactericide. pH is adjusted, as necessary, with sodium hydroxide or citric acid.

2. Double Estrumate injections: prior to treatment, cattle should be examined rectally and
found to be anatomically normal, nonpregnant, and cycling (the presence of a mature
corpus luteum is not necessary when the first injection of a double injection regimen is
given). A second injection should be given 11 days after the first injection. In normal,
cycling cattle, estrus is expected 2 to 5 days following the second injection. Treated cattle
should be inseminated at the usual time following detection of estrus. If estrous detection
is not desirable or possible, treated animals may be inseminated either once at about
72 hours or twice at about 72 and 96 hours following the second Estrumate injection.
Many animals will come into estrus following the first injection; these animals can be
inseminated at the usual time following detected estrus. Animals not inseminated
should receive a second injection 11 days after the first injection. Animals receiving both
injections may be inseminated at the usual time following detection of estrus or may be
inseminated either once at about 72 hours or twice at about 72 and 96 hours post second injection.
Any controlled breeding program recommended should be completed by either:
• observing animals (especially during the third week after injection) and inseminating or
hand mating any animals returning to estrus,
or
• turning in clean-up bull(s) 5 to 7 days after the last injection of Estrumate to cover any
animals returning to estrus.

At 50 and 100 times the recommended dose, mild side effects may be detected in some cattle; these include increased uneasiness,
slight frothing, and milk let-down. For complete information on use, withdrawal period, contraindication, adverse reactions, refer to
product package insert below.
ACTION:
Estrumate causes functional and morphological regression of the corpus luteum (luteolysis)
in cattle. In normal, nonpregnant cycling animals, this effect on the life span of the corpus
luteum usually results in estrus 2 to 5 days after treatment. In animals with prolonged luteal
function (pyometra, mummified fetus, and luteal cysts), the induced luteolysis usually
results in resolution of the condition and return to cyclicity. Pregnant animals may abort
depending on the stage of gestation.

INDICATIONS:
For intramuscular use to induce luteolysis in beef and dairy cattle. The luteolytic action of
Estrumate can be utilized to manipulate the estrous cycle to better fit certain management
practices, to terminate pregnancies resulting from mismatings, and to treat certain conditions associated with prolonged luteal function.

2 Giralda Farms • Madison, NJ 07940 • merck-animal-health-usa.com • 800-521-5767Copyright © 2015 Intervet Inc., doing business as Merck Animal Health,
a subsidiary of Merck & Co., Inc. All rights reserved.
1/14 BV-EST-49509

Estrumate®

Estrumate®

Cows which are not detected in estrus, although ovarian cyclicity continues, can be treated with
Estrumate if a mature corpus luteum is present. Estrus is expected to occur 2 to 5 days following
injection, at which time animals may be inseminated. treated cattle should be inseminated at the
usual time following detection of estrus. If estrous detection is not desirable or possible, treated
animals may be inseminated twice at about 72 and 96 hours postinjection.

RECOMMENDED USES:
Unobserved or nondetected estrus
Cows which are not detected in estrus, although ovarian cyclicity continues, can be treated with Estrumate if a mature corpus luteum is present. Estrus is expected to occur 2 to
5 days following injection, at which time animals may be inseminated. Treated cattle
should be inseminated at the usual time following detection of estrus. If estrous detection
is not desirable or possible, treated animals may be inseminated twice at about 72 and
96 hours postinjection.
Pyometra or Chronic Endometritis
Damage to the reproductive tract at calving or postpartum retention of the placenta often
leads to infection and inflammation of the uterus (endometritis). Under certain circumstances, this may progress into chronic endometritis with the uterus becoming distended
with purulent matter. This condition, commonly referred to as pyometra, is characterized
by a lack of cyclical estrous behavior and the presence of a persistent corpus luteum.
Induction of luteolysis with Estrumate usually results in evacuation of the uterus and a
return to normal cyclical activity within 14 days after treatment. After 14 days posttreatment, recovery rate of treated animals will not be different than that of untreated cattle.
Mummified Fetus
Death of the conceptus during gestation may be followed by its degeneration and dehydration. Induction of luteolysis with Estrumate usually results in expulsion of the mummified fetus from the uterus. (Manual assistance may be necessary to remove the fetus from
theinvagina).
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Luteal Cysts
returning
to estrus.
A cow may be noncyclic due to the presence of a luteal cyst (a single, anovulatory follicle
with a thickened wall which is accompanied by no external signs and by no changes in palpable
consistency
of
the
uterus).
Treatment
with
Estrumate
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be bred. Estrumate can be incorporated into a controlled breeding program by the following methods:
1. Single Estrumate injection: only animals with a mature corpus luteum should be treated to obtain
maximum response to the single injection. However, not all cycling cattle should be treated since a
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Prior to treatment, cattle should be examined rectally and found to be anatomically normal, be
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practices, to terminate pregnancies resulting from mismatings, and to treat certain conditions associated with prolonged luteal function.

RECOMMENDED USES:
Unobserved or nondetected estrus
Cows which are not detected in estrus, although ovarian cyclicity continues, can be treated with Estrumate if a mature corpus luteum is present. Estrus is expected to occur 2 to
5 days following injection, at which time animals may be inseminated. Treated cattle

REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTROLLED BREEDING PROGRAMS:
A variety of programs can be designed to best meet the needs of individual management
systems. A controlled breeding program should be selected which is appropriate for the
existing circumstances and management practices.
Before a controlled breeding program is planned, the producer's objectives must be examined and he must be made aware of the projected results and limitations. The producer
and his consulting veterinarian should review the operation’s breeding history, herd
health, and nutritional status and agree that a controlled breeding program is practical in
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Industry drivers honored by Expo
I

T TAKES a special individual to
drive both breeds and an industry forward. World Dairy Expo will
honor four outstanding industry
members at the 2015 Dinner with
the Stars Banquet on Wednesday,
September 30.

A South African Ayrshire force
Kevin Lang of Grace Valley Ayrshires and Holsteins, the International Person of the Year, has
been the driving force behind
the
expansion
of the Ayrshire
breed in South
Africa; one of the
fastest growing
Ayrshire populations in the
Lang
world.
Though
his roots weren’t in the dairy industry, Lang seized the opportunity
to start his own dairy farm when
Woolworths, a local grocery chain,
launched an exclusive line of Ayrshire products in 1990.
Demand quickly grew, and Lang
expanded his business by processing milk from other local Ayrshire
producers. He also purchased a
1,500-head Holstein herd to create his own private label processing business. Fairfield Dairy now
processes 313,600 pounds of milk
per day into 15 different products.
Lang was an early innovator in
South African genetics, developing
one of the highest typed Ayrshire
herds in the world.

In the showring, he has exhibited
21 champion cows and received the
South African National Show Gold
Cup Trophy four times, an honor
no other South African breeder has
achieved. Lang has worked diligently to improve the South African dairy industry, founding the
Sengai Trust, which works to create strategic alliances between the
government and farmers to benefit
farm workers through skill transfer and land reform. Kevin and
his wife, Shannon, and their three
adult children reside in Howick,
KwaZulu-Natal.

Avid breeder and judge
With a keen eye for cattle and
dedication to the improvement of
the dairy cow,
Hank Van Exel,
Dairyman
of
the Year, is a
leader in the
global
dairy
industry.
The
Van Exel famVan Exel
ily farm, Exels
Holsteins
and
Jerseys in Lodi, Calif., consists of
2,150 cows and 2,200 acres of cropland. Van Exel focuses on breeding
for production, type and longevity. This philosophy has paid off,
impacting herds across the world
through semen, embryo and cattle
sales. When not on the farm, Van
Exel steps into the center of the
ring, serving as judge for shows
around the world including judging

the International Holstein and Jersey Shows at World Dairy Expo.
Van Exel is a leader in promoting the dairy industry, serving on
many boards and committees. He
has been very active with Holstein
Association USA, serving on the
National Holstein Board Executive Committee and as chairman
of the Show and Milk Marketing
committees. Van Exel has received
many accolades over the years for
his work, including the California
Holstein Association A.J. Quist
Memorial Breeder Award, California Senior Breeder Award, Al Hayes
Award and the California Jersey
Cattle Association Senior Breeder
Award. Hank and his wife, Carolyn,
have three children.

Penning dairy’s story
As one of agriculture’s leading journalists, Industry Person of the
Year Jim Dickrell’s voice is heard
and
respected
around
the
world. With more
than 35 years of
dairy
publication experience,
Dickrell
works
tirelessly to proDickrell
vide
insightful
and thought-provoking coverage of the dairy industry. He has served as editor of Dairy
Today magazine since 1989 and was
named associate publisher in 2007.
His award-winning “Dairy Talk”
column has been featured in the

As a responsible dairy producer, my job is to question everything.

MY SOLUTION IS ALWAYS GEA.
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magazine for more than 25 years.
He also contributes to Dairy Today’s
eUpdate, a bi-weekly e-newsletter,
writes content for dairytoday.com
and appears weekly on AgriTalk
Radio. Dickrell oversees the annual
publication of the World Dairy Expo
Official Program and Dairy Today’s
Expo Special Edition.
He has served in many roles with
the National Mastitis Council (NMC)
and was elected president in 1999.
Dickrell has been an active participant in the Minnesota Dairy Leaders
Roundtable and is a past president
of the American Agriculture Editors
Association. He was also recently
elected to the National Dairy Shrine
board of directors. Dickrell received
the Mid-American Dairymen’s Salute
Award for excellence in agriculture
communication,
Farm
Journal’s
Wilmer Atkinson Award and the
NMC Outstanding Service Award.
Jim and his wife, Mary Micke, reside
in Monticello, Minn.

A voice for dairy
Rosalie “Rosie” Geiger, Dairy
Woman of the Year, of Ran-Rose
Dairy Farm, Reedsville, Wis., has
been instrumental in positively
shaping
the
dairy
industry
through her leadership and passion for the dairy
cow. She has
Geiger
worked tirelessly
to help promote
Wisconsin’s dairy industry through
her involvement in the Wisconsin
Milk Marketing Board. Since 1994,
she has served on 10 different committees and was elected as the Board
of Directors Chair in 2004, the first
time a woman has held this position.
A leader in agriculture advocacy, Geiger was chosen to serve
as a member of the National Dairy
Board, speaking frequently on
national and state dairy matters.
Always looking to improve her
skills, Geiger graduated from the
Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation
Institute. She now serves on the
Wisconsin Farm Bureau board of
directors. On the local level, Geiger is active on the Manitowoc and
Calumet County Dairy Promotion
Committees, giving classroom presentations and volunteering with
the annual Career Day.
Focusing on production and longevity, the Ran-Rose herd, owned by
she and her husband, Randy, has 15
homebred cows with over 200,000
pounds lifetime milk production and
three with over 300,000. They also
bred one of the world’s only cow families with 1 million pounds of lifetime
milk in four consecutive generations.
They have maintained a high milk
quality status, receiving the Manitowoc County Dairy Herd Improvement
Association Udder Health Award for
19 straight years.

Curves Matter!
A HIGHER LACTATION CURVE GOES
HAND-IN-HAND WITH PROFITABILITY

Soy Best High Bypass Soybean Meal with Gums can help
keep production high, making your herd more profitable
long-term.
With its digestible bypass protein, elevated phosphatidylcholine (the natural methyl-donor) from added gums and
its great taste, Soy Best helps balance the ration like no
other rumen-protected protein product.
For rations in need of more lysine, use Soy Best PEARL®.
Soy Best PEARL is Soy Best fortified with rumenprotected lysine mixed right in.

Higher Peak
Milk (lbs./ cow/day)

Higher peak milk means more milk at lower cost later
in lactation — as much as 200 to 225 pounds for each
additional pound at peak.1

Means More
Milk at
Lower Cost

Days in Milk

Go to soybest.com
or call us at 1-800-422-4697.
1. Hutjens and Bath, Using DHI Records for Feeding Dairy Cows, NCDHIP Handbook
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by Amy Ryan

Their feat: To place the elite
E

XCITEMENT, anticipation, gratification . . . these are all feelings
that many dairy cattle exhibitors
experience during World Dairy Expo
(WDE). These emotions, however,
are magnified for the official judges
who are chosen to preside over the
seven breed shows throughout the
week. Whether it’s their first time
stepping onto the shavings in this
capacity or it’s old hat, judges agree
that having the opportunity to sort
through the best cattle in the world
is an experience to remember.

The journey begins
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Growing credibility
While the journey is different for
all who judge on the colored shavings, most began judging cattle at
a young age. Each of these judges
credit several mentors and supporters along the way who have contributed to their growth.
“I had a great 4-H coach in Peter
Coyne who taught me the basics of
judging and so much more about
looking at dairy cattle,” Trapp says.
“As I got older, I spent time watching, listening and talking with
judges and some of the best cow
people in the industry to learn from
them to better my judging skills.”
Trapp started with some local fairs,
and over time his judging opportunities grew to include several state
and national shows. In total, he has
judged in 20 states and 10 countries.
He has also served on numerous AllAmerican nominating panels.
While Trapp says that many individuals have helped him in his judging career, he did mention a few key
players. He credits ABS with being
very supportive of his judging career
through the years. He is also quick
to recognize his wife and family.
“I am very lucky to have an understanding wife who supports me
spending time away from home to
judge,” he says. “She has joined me
on a couple of the domestic and international trips, and as our boys get
older, I hope to include them as well.”

September 10, 2015

NEARLY EVERYONE WHO STEPS
INTO THE COLISEUM DURING WORLD
DAIRY EXPO will take a few moments
to experience the week’s cattle
shows. While most watch the show
from behind the barriers, a few individuals have earned the honor to view
the cattle from the center of the ring.

Sloan’s
days
of 4-H and collegiate
judging
have led her down
a similar path. To
date, she has judged over
80 shows in 14 states and five
countries. Some of these shows
include the Southern National Holstein and Jersey Shows, the Midwest National Spring Red and White
Holstein Show, the National Red
and White Convention Show, and
the Junior Jersey Show at the AllAmerican Dairy Show.
“My profession at Alta Genetics,
coupled with many judging opportunities worldwide, have played a
role in helping me achieve my goal
of judging on the colored shavings.
Many times I didn’t realize who was
watching the shows I judged and the
influence those individuals may have
had to pass my name along to judge
additional shows,” Sloan comments.
“I also give a lot of credit to my
husband, Matt, who has taught me
a lot about what it takes to have
cows ready to win a class,” she said.
Conroy’s judging career began with
a small county show and grew from
there. His résumé now includes the
Eastern States Expo Red and White
Show; the Dairy Congress in Alberta,
Canada; the Grand National Junior
Holstein Show; California State Fair;
Utah State Show; and the All American Jersey Show in Harrisburg.
“I am very particular when choosing cattle to own and develop, which
made my first few judging experiences challenging as the ring didn’t
always contain the kind of cattle I
prefer to own,” Conroy says. “However, those first experiences served
as a good stepping stone for future
judging assignments, and today I
have come to enjoy transitioning
from my traditionally showing role
to behind the microphone.”
Conroy credits two individuals
who have helped him immensely
when it comes to judging, and both
of them asked him to serve in their
associate judge role at World Dairy
Expo. “Chris Lahmers and Paul
Trapp are two people to whom I owe

a lot of credit,”
Conroy says. “It
was an honor to
be asked, and I
gained a lot of experience. It was a great way
for me to see the center of the
ring from a judge’s perspective.”

Keys to success
The opportunity that each of
these judges had to serve as an official WDE judge is a goal that they
worked toward. They offer the following bits of advice for those individuals
who aspire to do the same.
“I feel honesty, integrity and professionalism are key priorities to
being a successful judge,” says Trapp.
“Judge the cattle on how they look the
day you see them, not on how they
placed at previous shows. If the placing is close, go with your gut feeling.
Finally, always do your best . . . you
will be surprised who is watching.”
Sloan breaks her recommendations into the five C’s. “Be courageous to do what is right when
judging, not what is popular; be
confident, meaning be clear in your
reasons and bold in your demeanor;
be consistent in finding a pattern in
your class winners and stick to it; be
cultured by watching other judges
and shows to stay current; and be
courteous as judging is a privilege,
not an entitlement,” she states.
For Conroy, it again comes down to
personal preference. “I believe knowing the kind of cattle you like and
following that pattern while you
judge is very important,” he says.
“While there may be political aspects
of judging shows, the best policy is to
know what you like and go with it.”
My favorite part of judging, though,
is when a cow or heifer walks into the
ring and she is 100 percent the kind I
like — it’s a feeling I don’t forget.”

The author farms with her
husband and his parents at
Ryan-Vu Holsteins, an 80-cow
dairy in Fond du Lac, Wis.

AMY RYAN

As a four-time lead judge for four
different breeds at World Dairy
Expo, Paul Trapp of Taylor, Wis.,
has been chosen by his peers to
judge the International Milking
Shorthorn Show, the International
Ayrshire Show, the International
Holstein Show and the Central
National Brown Swiss Show. He
was also the associate judge for the
International Guernsey Show.
“I have attended WDE almost
every year since 1980, and in 1981
my calf, Sky-Vu Ultimate Lestwood,
was named Reserve Junior Champion of the Holstein Show,” says
Trapp. “In 1989, I participated in the
National 4-H Dairy Judging Contest,
where my team was third overall. In
college, I clipped animals and judged
the college contest in 1993, when my
team finished second.”
Trapp’s involvement at World
Dairy Expo evolved when he took
a position as a regional sire analyst with ABS Global in January
of 1994. Since then, he has worked
in their booth and escorted many
international tour guests during the
week. He also served five years on
the WDE Show Committee and as
an official for 12 years for the Intercollegiate Judging Contest.
He and his wife, Sarah, and two
sons own Hostein, Jersey and Brown
Swiss cattle with various patnerships
and have received All-American nominations across all three breeds.
Meanwhile, Molly Sloan, last year’s
International Junior Holstein Show
judge, has attended WDE for the
past 20 years, where she has exhibited her own animals and worked for
several breeders. She also competed
in the National 4-H Dairy Judging
Contest, the FFA Judging Contest
and Intercollegiate Dairy Judging
Contest. She served as an official
judge for the National 4-H Dairy
Judging Contest for three years.
Sloan, who lives in Columbus,
Wis., has been employed with Alta
Genetics for the past nine years and
currently works as Global Training
Program Manager. In addition, she
owns a few elite show heifers that
she looks forward to developing.
“I started judging in 4-H when
I was 10. I went on to compete on
the winning dairy judging teams at
World Dairy Expo, the North American International Livestock Exposition and the Fort Worth Stock Show
when I attended the University of

Wisconsin-Madison. I was high
individual in reasons at all three
contests,” Sloan says. “After college,
I started judging local shows and
slowly gained credibility.”
After attending the National Holstein Association’s Judges Conference in 2011, she earned a spot on
the Qualified Judges List, which
opened many doors for her to judge
larger shows throughout the country.
Hailing from Angola, Ind., is
Pat Conroy, who will be serving
as a lead judge for the second time
at World Dairy Expo. As an avid,
well-known cattle fitter and showman, Conroy traded in his white
pants for a tuxedo for the first time
in 2012 when he was the associate
judge for the International Junior
Holstein Show. The next year, he
went on to serve as the lead judge
for the International Junior Holstein Show and will be the lead
judge for the International Red and
White Holstein Show this fall. He
was also the associate judge for the
2014 International Holstein Show.
“I started attending World Dairy
Expo in the mid-1990s and have
been there every year since either
fitting cattle for other people or
exhibiting my own cattle, most of
which are owned in partnerships,”
Conroy states. “I’ve spent many
years as a professional fitter but
am now more focused on marketing
of type-oriented cattle. I generally
own about 40 head of cattle that are
scattered across the U.S. and five
other countries.”
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site, the percentage of successes in cattle treated with ZACTRAN on Day
10 was statistically significantly higher than the percentage of successes
in the cattle treated with saline (74.4% vs. 24% [p <0.001], and 67.4%
vs. 46.2% [p = 0.002]). In addition, in the group of calves treated with
gamithromycin that were confirmed positive for M. bovis (pre-treatment
nasopharyngeal swabs), there were more calves at each site (45 of 57
calves, and 5 of 6 calves) classified as successes than as failures.
The effectiveness of ZACTRAN for the control of respiratory disease
in cattle at high risk of developing BRD associated with Mannheimia
haemolytica and Pasteurella multocida was demonstrated in two
independent studies conducted in the United States. A total of 467
crossbred beef cattle at high risk of developing BRD were enrolled in the
study. ZACTRAN (6 mg/kg BW) or an equivalent volume of sterile saline
was administered as a single subcutaneous injection within one day
after arrival. Cattle were observed daily for clinical signs of BRD and were
evaluated for clinical success on Day 10 post-treatment. In each of the two
studies, the percentage of successes in the cattle treated with ZACTRAN
(86% and 78%) was statistically significantly higher (p = 0.0019 and p =
0.0016) than the percentage of successes in the cattle treated with saline
(36% and 58%).
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All in 1 Easy, Economical Injection.
BRD can have a significant impact on lifetime
productivity, including reduced fertility,
decreased milk production and lower weight
gain.3 Reach for ZACTRAN. In field trials,
clinically ill cattle given ZACTRAN showed a
significant improvement within 24 hours.1 And

most cattle treated with ZACTRAN stayed healthy
for the full 10-day study.2,4 ZACTRAN is in the
same drug class as DRAXXIN® (tulathromycin),
but costs significantly less.2,5† When profitability
is on the line, talk to your veterinarian about
rapid, long-acting ZACTRAN.
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Collegiate juniors feted
THE

National Dairy Shrine is
proud to honor six outstanding students with Junior Merit Scholarships. Undergraduate, junior class
standing students who have declared
strong future career interest in the
dairy industry following graduation
are recognized based on leadership
activities, academic ability and overall interest in a dairy related career.
Bethany Dado attends the University of Wisconsin-Madison as a dairy
science and genetics double major.
At the University of WisconsinMadison, Dado
has had a wide
variety of internships, including
working at the
on-campus dairy
farm,
Endres
Jazzy
Jerseys,
Dado
and the UWMadison
dairy
nutrition lab and USDA Dairy Forage Research Center as an undergraduate lab assistant. Dado is also
receiving a Kildee Scholarship. Read
more about her on page Expo 64.
Mary Liebenstein is currently a
student at the University of Minnesota majoring in animal science with
an emphasis in preveterinary medicine. On campus, Liebenstein has

been active in
many organizations, including
Gopher
Dairy
Club, Block and
Bridle and Collegiate
AgriWomen. In addiLiebenstein
tion to academics
and campus organizations, Liebenstein has consistently placed in the top 10 individually and for reasons in dairy judging.
Liebenstein was the 7th individual
overall at the 2014 National Collegiate Contest at World Dairy Expo
and 2nd overall individual at the
2014 All-American Collegiate Contest. After finishing her undergraduate education, Liebenstein plans to
attend veterinary school.
Jessica Currie is a student at Morrisville State College (MSC) where she
is majoring in agricultural business
development and animal science.
Currie
has
taken
many
oppor tu n ities
to learn more
about the dairy
industry, including working in
cheese production,
product
Currie
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ucts. After graduation, Schmitt
plans to continue to stay in
the agriculture
industry, specifically focusing on
communications.
Schmitt
Schmitt is also
the recipient of a
DMI Scholarship. Read more on page
Expo 62.
Kyle Sollenberger, a student at
Penn State, is majoring in animal
science. Sollenberger is active in various organizations, including Penn
State Dairy Science Club, Penn
State Berks Ag
Club, Penn State
Dairy
Judging Team, Penn
State
Dairy
Quiz Bowl team
and
American
Sollenberger
Guernsey Youth
Association.
While growing up in the dairy industry, Sollenberger took particular interest in the Guernsey and Jersey breeds
and wants to continue to be a part of
those organizations. After graduation,
Sollenberger plans to work in either
dairy nutrition or genetics.

development, communications, marketing and dairy farming. Currie is
also receiving a DMI Scholarship.
Read more on page Expo 62.
Kara Maxwell attends Iowa State
University majoring in dairy science.
Maxwell has made an impact during her time on campus taking an
active role in the Dairy Science Club,
Supplemental
Instruction Leadership
Team,
College of Ag
and Life Sciences
Honors Program,
and Iowa State
University HonMaxwell
ors Program.
To continue to
gain experience in the industry and
a diversified education, Maxwell will
be going to France and Italy on an
agricultural study abroad program.
Maxwell plans to continue to work
in the dairy industry and eventually
return to the family farm.
Mariah Schmitt is also studying at Iowa State University where
she is majoring in dairy science and
agriculture and society.
Schmitt has studied abroad in
France, Italy and Switzerland while
learning about livestock, production
and processing of agriculture prod-
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by Karen Bohnert

A recipe for victory
S

INCE its inception in 2003, the
World Dairy Expo Championship
Dairy Products Contest has continued to grow. Sponsored by the Wisconsin Dairy Products Association,
this contest is the only one of its kind
in North America. With 71 product
classes and 1,080 entries in 2014, this
contest is of no small magnitude. Of
the select few that have made their
way into the winner’s circle, Gifford’s Famous Ice Cream and Westby
Creamery talk about their winnings
and their recipe for success.

LAST YEAR, 38 JUDGES FROM
AROUND THE U.S. PARTICIPATED in
the World Dairy Expo Champion Dairy
Products Contest. The contest continued on its growth trajectory with 1,080
entries in 2014.

A sweet treat
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According
to
Brad
Legreid,
executive director of the Wisconsin Dairy Products
Association, “Many in the
industry liken our annual competition to the Academy Awards
of Dairy, and as a five-time Grand
Champion, Gifford’s Famous Ice
Cream is our Meryl Streep. This is
the first time a company has ever
won the Grand Champion title five
years in a row. It’s impressive, and
it speaks to the superior product
quality,” says Legreid.

Dip into perfection
Scoring a perfect 100, Westby
Creamery took home Grand Champion with their Grade A, cultured
French onion dip last year.
“Every industry award that we
receive is recognition of our product
quality; which begins with Grade A
milk produced by our member dairy
farms, to processing at our modern
facility by experienced and dedicated
employees,” says Pete Kondrup, general manager of Westby Creamery.
“We celebrated our 110th anniversary in 2013 and began 2015
with these first-place awards. On
behalf of our dairy farm families,
our creamery employees and numerous business partners, we are very
delighted by this industry recognition,” says Kondrup.
Each product category is initially
judged for a first-place winner, which
then moves on to overall Grade A
Grand Champion judging.
“The judging is just like Olympics
scoring,” says Legreid. “With product scoring, that can be in tenths of a
point. For a product to earn a perfect
score is rare, especially when competition is broad across the Grade A product categories, and our judges are so
experienced and knowledgeable.”
While this is the first Grand
Champion win for Westby Creamery at the World Dairy Expo Dairy
Products Contest, Westby previously won first place for their cottage cheese and sour cream in
2012. Most recently, they took

home first place
for their 4 percent small curd
cottage
cheese
and low-fat strawberry yogurt at the
United States Championship
Cheese Contest.
Westby Cooperative Creamery has
187 local dairy farms located in Wisconsin and Minnesota that produce
145 million pounds of milk annually.
“We pride ourselves in starting
with fresh milk delivered daily by
our member-owners to produce the
highest quality and best-tasting
dairy food products,” says Kondrup.
All Westby members produce rBSTfree milk, some of which is also
certified organic. From these two
milk sources, their creamery has
the flexibility and creativity to produce dairy food products that meet
the needs of a diverse and changing
food industry.
Kondrup says that the memberowners take pride in the cooperative’s recent wins. “Winning awards
over the years, including World
Dairy Expo’s Dairy Products Contest last year, has helped us to gain
exposure and elevate sales.” Westby
Creamery wholeheartedly believes
their quality of milk and small
batch products aid their success.
“We could not do it without highquality milk from our dairy farms
and our dedicated group of experienced employees,” says Kondrup.
“Westby Cooperative Creamery
is a very successful company which
manufactures high-quality dairy
products,” says Legreid. “There’s
a lot of competition in the Grade
A product categories, so when a
company is selected as the Grade
A Grand Champion, that’s a direct
reflection on the quality of that
company’s products.”

The author and her husband
work in partnership with family on a 350-cow dairy in East
Moline, Ill.

KAREN BOHNERT

D187 Rev0613

Gifford’s Famous Ice Cream won
the World Dairy Expo Championship Dairy Products Contest in 2014,
marking the fifth consecutive time
they’ve taken home the top prize.
“It was a huge surprise and a tremendous honor that our ice cream
was awarded Grand Champion for a
fifth consecutive year,” says Lindsay
Gifford-Skilling, general manager of
Gifford’s Famous Ice Cream located
in Maine. “Our employees deserve
the credit for this honor — they get
up each morning, head to the factory
and make our ice cream the old-fashioned way. This award would not be
possible without them.”
Each ice cream entry is judged in
a blind taste test, based on flavor,
body and texture, melting quality,
color and appearance.
Additionally, three Gifford’s flavors — old-fashioned vanilla, French
vanilla and vanilla bean, the base
for many of the company’s unique
flavors — swept first place in their
individual categories. Other World
Dairy Expo awards received by Gifford’s include World’s Best Chocolate
and World’s Best Orange Sherbet.
The family’s Black Raspberry
Chocolate Chip frozen yogurt was
named Best New Flavor by the
National Ice Cream Retailer’s Association in 2007. They have also
received recognition from the Maine
Institute for Family-Owned Businesses (2008), and the Maine Governor’s Award (2010).
Gifford’s family recipes, the secret
to their award-winning company’s
success, were created in part by
Lindsay’s great-grandparents, Chester and Fayolyn Main, and have
been carefully passed down from
one generation to the next.
The Gifford’s team of ice cream
makers craft 90 percent of their flavors from scratch, using the freshest
ingredients and steam kettles. Gifford’s also use a special blend of fresh
milk and cream from local farms
delivered to the ice cream plant several times per week. The cream sets
the stage for the creation of Gifford’s
Famous Ice Cream flavors.
“Every ice cream flavor is unique
— and it’s not just what’s in it but
how it’s made that makes the difference,” says Gifford-Skilling. “Each
flavor is made on a single production line in a small yellow clapboard
factory in the rural town of Skowhegan, Maine.”

Affordable fertility?
That’s conceivable.
ProstaMate® (dinoprost tromethamine) Sterile Solution is
indicated for unobserved (silent) estrus in lactating dairy
cows with a corpus luteum. And the approved formulation
of ProstaMate has the same concentration of active
ingredient as Lutalyse®.
Ask your veterinarian about adding ProstaMate or
its sister product Ovacyst® (gonadorelin diacetate
tetrahydrate) Injection to your breeding program. For
more information, contact your AI technician or Bayer
Customer Service at 1-800-633-3796.

Federal law restricts ProstaMate and OvaCyst to use by or on the order of a
licensed veterinarian. Not for use in humans. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs may inhibit prostaglandin synthesis; therefore this class of drugs should
not be administered concurrently.

Products you know
from a name you trust.
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by Chelsey Johnson

Each coach takes a different approach
FROM year to year, a core group of

judging coaches makes their presence known. While the team members change annually, the coaches’
names are synonymous with the
collegiate and 4-H teams they’ve
brought to compete. Looking at the
top teams over the past decade, the
4-H, post-secondary and intercollegiate levels all have one team with
more titles than anyone else.
In the 4-H contest, Jeff Semler
is one of a number of coaches who
have joined Maryland 4-H teams in
the winner’s circle. In the post-secondary category, SUNY-Cobleskill,
coached by John Tryon, has earned
top team honors three times in the
past decade. In the intercollegiate
category, the coaching duo of Katharine Knowlton and Mike Barnes
have led Virginia Tech to victory
four times in the past decade.
These coaches have demonstrated
that performing well at this level of
cattle judging is more than showing up on the day of the contest.
Whether it be finding what motivates younger competitors or creating an environment that minimizes
distractions for older judges, each
coach reflected on their program’s
recipe for success.

Growing up and giving back
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All about attitude
When John Tryon began coaching
the SUNY-Cobleskill team 33 years
ago, he did not have any collegiate
judging experience of his own.
“The first week of classes in my
first year of teaching at the college,
some students came up to me wanting to know if I would help coach
them at the Eastern States Exposition,” Tryon explained. “I said sure.
I didn’t participate on a college judging team, but I worked hard to stay
a step ahead of the kids.”
Having his own collegiate judging experience didn’t prove to be a
necessity to coaching a successful
team, as his first team won that
contest. Now, he guides his program
with that mentality. For Tryon, he
is less concerned about his students
having past judging experience and
more concerned about finding students who have an attitude of working hard and trying to improve.
“For years, I was the assistant
men’s basketball coach at the college,” Tryon explained. “I probably
learned as much from the head coach
on the basketball team as anybody
in terms of the things to look for in
a team and what you need to do to
compete. He got me thinking that
it is about the desire of the kids to
improve and work hard.”
In addition, Tryon approaches
coaching with an attitude of respecting his students. Tryon praised that
his teams are always made up of
students who are great individuals as people. He keeps track of his
students after they are done with
the judging team, and he is proud
of where many of their paths have
led. Some of the students Tryon has
coached have become lifelong friends.
“We work hard when we are practicing, but we also have a good time
and have fun doing it, too. For me,
there is no big secret to success, but
the key is that the students need to
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EACH FALL, HUNDREDS OF STUDENTS
DESCEND ON MADISON aiming to take
home judging honors. Whether it’s finding
their motivation, fostering continual improvement or creating an environment of
consistency and simplicity, the nation’s
best dairy judging coaches have prepared
them to rise to the occasion.

have the right attitude, a drive to
improve and the motivation to succeed,” Tryon explained. “As long as
they are willing to listen, work hard
and try to improve, we can get some
good things done.”

Consistent and simple
Under Paul Reaves, Jim Nichols
and Bill Etgen, Virginia Tech’s reputation for strong judging teams goes
back decades. Barnes joined Etgen
as coach in the early 1980s and took
over after Etgen’s death. In 1997,
Knowlton joined in; the coaching
team of Barnes and Knowlton has
since built on its university’s long
history of successful judging teams.
“I came into coaching hair on
fire. In grad school and even once
I started at Virginia Tech, if I felt
passionately about a placing and
didn’t agree with the head coach, I’d
argue that my placing was ‘right,’”
Knowlton reflected. “Now I have
learned it is more about having a
consistent voice to the students.
Today, Barnes and I always make
sure we have a consistent message
for the students.”
Knowlton also noted that coaching
judging teams has taught her to set
priorities. Knowlton takes the commitment she has made to her students seriously and works to make
the judging team her first priority
during judging season. This is a lesson she strives to teach each of her
students as well.
“When they are on the team in
the fall, they miss football games,”
Knowlton explained. “They alter
their course schedule; it cuts into
the hours they can work. In life,
you’ve got to make choices, and
committing to a judging team is an
example of that.”
Even though Knowlton and
Barnes ask their students to make
sacrifices for the judging team, they
realize what a leap forward this
involvement can be for their profes-

sional development. She explained
that her students are quick to realize the importance of that commitment and value the system.
“The discipline with which our
team practices and competes is a
big part of why we have been successful. The expectations are really
high, and the students buy into
that,” Knowlton pointed out. “If you
set expectations high, most people
rise to those expectations.”
Knowlton teaches a judging class
in the spring. From this class, tryouts are held, and an A team and B
team are selected. Once the teams
are selected, their preparation for
fall contests begins.
“We try to help our students find
an internship during the summer
where they can improve their judging,” Knowlton explained. “They
also send me sound files on reasons
once a week, every Monday.”
For Virginia Tech, their judging
season officially starts the week
before classes begin. At this time,
they take a trip to a number of
farms. Throughout this process, the
coaches aim to keep things as consistent and worry free for the students
as possible. Knowlton jokes that her
students even know which McDonalds or gas station they are going to
stop at. Joking aside, it is clear that
the Virginia Tech system works.
“We take care of the details so that
our students don’t have to worry
about anything but focusing on judging cows. We are consistent in our priorities and our decisions,” Knowlton
preached. “It strips everything away.
It makes everything simple.”

The author is a former
Hoard’s Dair yman editorial
intern and grew up on a 90-cow
dairy in Minnesota. She now
serves as digital communications coordinator for a Wisconsin-based A.I. company.

CHELSEY JOHNSON

Jeff Semler has had the opportunity to coach many teams since he
began working for Maryland Extension in 1988. However, he is quick to
credit the success of the program to
a team effort.
“Maryland 4-H’s success has not
been in any single coach but rather
the personal commitment and dedication of the Maryland dairy industry,”
Semler explained.
Since the team that competes at
the national contest is made up of
students from counties throughout
the state, much of the preparation
occurs at the county level. Semler
noted that, throughout the summer,
around 100 farms welcome county
judging teams to practice.
In addition to county practices,
Maryland also holds a number of
statewide
practices
throughout
the year. The collaboration allows
county coaches to learn from each
other and ensures that all youth
throughout the state will have an
opportunity to see and judge all of
the major dairy breeds.
“We are fortunate with our state
practices that we are able to judge
all breeds,” Semler said. “We also
have a geographic advantage. We
are not as big as some of the other
states. You can’t have statewide
practices in other states at a location that everyone can travel to in
the same day.”
By the end of the Maryland State
Fair, a group of students is selected
to compete at the national contest.
“Our state contest is part of our
State Fair. It is sort of the first
cut. We take the top 10 to 14 youth
and put them through an intensive
workout over the Labor Day weekend,” Semler described. “At the con-

clusion of that workout, we select a
team that will compete at Harrisburg and Madison, and a team that
will compete in Louisville.”
Semler noted that, when he comes
in to play coach for the national
contest team, the hard work has
already been done. His role becomes
guiding and polishing students to
bring their skills to the next level.
“I have found that a lot of it falls
into finding how to motivate each
individual youth,” Semler said. “I
am not a psychologist by any stretch
of the imagination, but I have found
what motivates one doesn’t motivate
the other.”
With 31 team titles over the years,
it is clear that Maryland 4-H has a
system that works.
“I think the key to success is that
we take pride in dairy judging. We
give back. We have a lot of people who
are invested in it from the time they
are 8 years old to the time they are
80,” Semler said. “For me, the most
rewarding part is the opportunity to
work with young people and watch
them grow then see them give back.”
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Four selected as Core recipients
THE

National Dairy Shrine
awarded the 2015 Maurice Core
Scholarships to Tony Lopes from
Gustine, Calif.; Ethan Haywood
from Hastings, Mich.; Gabriella Sorg
from Hastings, Minn.; and Laura
Jensen from Comstock, Wis. Each
of the $1,000 awards are given in
honor of Maurice Core, the longtime
executive secretary of the American
Jersey Cattle Association and executive director of the National Dairy
Shrine. The scholarship is awarded
to a freshman student working
towards a degree in dairy or related
fields with an emphasis on leadership and volunteerism.
Tony Lopes recently completed his
first year at California Polytechnic
State University, where he is pursuing a degree in dairy science. Lopes
is a very active student, taking part
in the Los Lecheros Dairy Club, Cal

Poly Ag Ambassadors, Cal Poly
Investing Club,
Maxine
Lewis
Memorial Shelter, and he is an
agriculture facility tour guide.
Lopes
Upon graduation,
Lopes would like
to return to the family farm.
Ethan Haywood will be a sophomore at Michigan State University
where he is majoring in animal science
with
a
dairy
management emphasis.
Haywood is very
involved in the
Michigan State
Dairy Club, participating in the
Haywood
Michigan State

Dairy Day at the Rock and MSU
Spartan Spectacular Calf Sale. As
the 2014 to 2015 Michigan FFA State
vice president, Haywood plans to
return to the family farm and artisan cheese business.
Gabriella Sorg just finished her
first year at the University of Minnesota. Pursuing a degree in animal
science and agricultural and food
business
management,
Sorg
is very active
on campus. She
dedicates much
of her time to
Sorg
several organizations, including
the Gopher Dairy Club, Block and
Bridle, Beta of Clovia Sorority, Agriculture Education Club and Alpine
Ski Team. Prior to her time at the

university, Sorg was a Princess Kay
of the Milky Way finalist.
Laura Jensen will be a sophomore at the University of Minnesota
where she is majoring in animal science with a dairy production emphasis. Staying very
active on campus,
Jensen is a member of the Gopher
Dairy Club, Beta
of Clovia Sorority, Animal Science
Academic
Jensen
Quadrathlon
team and is a
Collegiate Ambassador. Jensen also
participated in a spring break trip to
Switzerland and Germany where she
met with researchers of genetically
modified organism crops and biotechnology. Jensen plans to work in the
dairy genetics industry.

Jean and Hershberger selected as Iager recipients
THE

National Dairy Shrine is
pleased to announce Chelsea Jean
and Leah Hershberger as recipients
of the 2015 Iager Dairy Scholarship. This scholarship was created
by an endowment from the Charles
and Judy Iager family of Fulton,
Md. These $1,000 scholarships are
awarded annually to second-year
students enrolled in a two-year
agricultural school and pursuing a
career in the dairy industry.
Chelsea Jean is a recent graduate of Kaskaskia College where she
majored in dairy science. Her interest and involvement in the industry

began at an early
age growing up
around dairy cattle and working
in the industry.
Jean has taken
a very active role
in extracurricuJean
lar activities as
the vice president of the Cissna Park FFA Chapter
and vice president of the Fountain
Creek 4-H Club. In college, Jean has
taken an active role in the agriculture club, Phi Theta Kappa and the
dairy judging team. Jean plans to

continue her education at the University of Illinois majoring in animal
science, with an emphasis in dairy
science and minors in agribusiness
and agriculture communications.
Leah Hershberger is a recent
graduate of Potomac State College where she
majored in agriculture resource
management.
Hershberger credits her passion for
the dairy industry as well as her
strong work ethic
Hershberger

to growing up on her family’s dairy.
Extracurriculars play a large role
in Hershberger’s life as she was
involved with the Southern Cove
Dairy 4-H Club, Bedford County
Dairy Judging Team, various high
school sports and served as the Bedford County Dairy Princess. After
graduation, Hershberger plans to
return to the family farm and focus
on improving the genetics of the
herd. She has many goals for the
dairy, including greater use of A.I,
starting classification on the farm
as well as improving the productivity of the herd.

Sophomore Merit Scholarship recipients announced
F

OUR National Dairy Shrine
Sophomore Merit Scholarships
were awarded to Johanna Knorr,
Pelican Rapids, Minn.; Trevor
Otte, Randolph, Minn.; Amber
Gabel, Newport, Pa.; and Elizabeth Endres, Waunakee, Wis.
Knorr received a $1,500 award,
while the other three winners
received $1,000 awards. The scholarship is awarded to sophomore undergraduate students interested in a
dairy career, while demonstrating
leadership abilities.
Johanna Knorr recently finished
her second year
at the University
of
Minnesota.
She is pursuing
a double major in
animal science
and agricultural
and food busiKnorr
ness
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ment. On campus, she is active in
Gopher Dairy Club, Beta of Clovia
Sorority, Collegiate Ambassadors
and CFANS Policy Engagement
Program. Knorr has completed two
study abroad programs in Ireland
and England learning about dairy
farms and environmental communication. Knorr plans to return to the
farm upon graduation.
Trevor Otte also completed his
sophomore year at the University
of
Minnesota.
Otte is currently
enrolled in the
animal science
program with a
preveter ina r y
emphasis.
At
the University of
Otte
Minnesota, Otte
is involved in
the Gopher Dairy Club, Delta Theta
Sigma Fraternity and the Collegiate
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Dairy Judging team. This summer,
Otte interned at Riverview Dairy
LLP in South Dakota to gain further experience in the dairy industry. Upon graduation, Otte plans to
attend veterinary school.
Amber Gabel attends Penn State
and majors in animal science. Gabel
is very active on campus as she is
involved in the
Penn State Dairy
Science
Club,
Penn State Collegiate
FFA,
Penn State Dairy
A mbassadors,
Gamma Sigma
Gabel
Delta
Agricultural
Honor
Society, Coaly Society and Schreyer
Honors College. Gabel has pursued
her passions academically, focusing
her coursework in livestock production, while gaining experience in

an undergraduate lab experience
studying milk production traits and
genomics. After graduation, Gabel
plans to return to the family farm.
Elizabeth Endres is entering her
third year at the University of Wisconsin-Madison where she is majoring in
dairy science. On
campus, Endres
is involved in
Badger
Dairy
Club and the
Association
of
Women in Agriculture. Endres
Endres
was just recently
selected for the
highly competitive Food Animal Veterinary Medicine Scholars Program,
an early acceptance program in the
School of Veterinary Medicine at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Endres plans to specialize in embryo
transfer and in vitro fertilization.

2015 WORLD DAIRY EXPO

by Hoard’s Dairyman staff

Sculpting the next champion
A

SUBTLE hum fills the air as
you enter the pavilions. There’s the
low murmur of voices as spectators
stroll through the aisles in search
of the next champion. Beyond that,
there’s the buzz of clippers, the hiss
of an aerosol can and the clink of a
show halter as another cow is readied to step onto the colored shavings.
At this stage in the game, many of
the fitters tasked with prepping North
America’s elite are veterans. Yet, for
the attentive youth determined to
fit cattle in the future, World Dairy
Expo offers a veritable gold mine of fitting knowledge if they’re prepared to
observe and learn from the best.

Be a student
We’ve all heard the quote, “Good,
better, best. Never let it rest. Until
your good is better and your better
is best.” When it comes to fitting, the
only way to improve is through repetition and hard work.
“Over the clippers, blowers and
blades, the best tool for a young person getting started is to keep their
eyes and ears open; be a student of it
at first. The clip job has to be good,
but feeding, bagging and overall
care are more important,” said Joel
Kietzman, a Wisconsin native who
began fitting as a young 4-H’er.
Too often, though, it’s easy to get
caught up in a virtual realm. “A young
fitter needs to stay alert, keep their
eyes open and watch the cattle in case
they have a job to do. They can make
it if they are willing to put in the time,
pay attention to details and stay off
their phones. That’s starting to become
the biggest problem,” continued the

2011 Klussendorf winner.
Evan Creek, Hagerstown, Md.,
echoed that sentiment, “When you
have the opportunity to watch,
watch, ask questions and then do it.
It’s the only way you’ll get better.”
A willingness to work hard will
make or break a fitter’s career. “You
can go far in this business if you
work hard,” said Jason Danhof of
Waukon, Iowa. “I wasn’t the most
talented fitter as a kid, but I worked
hard at it,” he continued.
“There are a few up and coming
fitters who may not have been the
most talented initially, but they’re
well accepted and have gotten really
great jobs that enabled them to travel
because they are incredibly hard
working. Anyone who works hard and
doesn’t overcharge, especially when
they’re young, can go a long way,”
stated Danhof, the 2013 A.C. “Whitie”
Thomson Award winner.
“The young guys who are the best
at it now were in the same spot I was;
they worked hard at it. You don’t just
pick up a set of clippers and be great.
You pick up different techniques from
different people. In each fitter, you
can see a bit of what they learned
from someone they have worked with.
You can tell which fitters had more
influence on the young ones coming
up today,” said Kietzman.
The equipment and tools of the
trade are secondary to the right
attitude and a strong work ethic but
still essential. “A lot of this is about
having the right equipment. If you
don’t have reliable clippers with the
right kind of thin blades, it’s hard
to get the same look that everyone

“PREPARATION TECHNIQUES HAVE
REALLY CHANGED. When I was younger, you didn’t really body clip anything.
Eventually, you started body clipping
everything with thick blades. Now, everybody clips with really thin blades.
We went from leaving a lot of hair everywhere to clipping them really tight
because that’s what everybody does,”
explained Danhof.

else has. If you don’t have the right
blower, you don’t stand a chance at
doing a good topline,” Danhof stated.
At a young age, though, the right
blades, clippers and blowers come at
a cost that’s hard to justify. “You can’t
just go pick up a $30 blow dryer. You
need to get one that costs between
$60 and $100. The cheap $250 clippers don’t hold up very well, but the
$500 clippers will work forever if you
take care of them. For a young kid, it’s
pretty expensive and difficult to justify some of those items,” said Danhof.

Mimic those around you
When it comes to watching others,
Kietzman, Danhof and Creek aren’t
offering empty advice. Each got
their start watching those around
them fit cattle.
Kietzman, who now consults with
MilkSource Genetics, grew up with
registered Brown Swiss and began
fitting when he was about 8 years
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old. “My brother disliked clipping, so
I used to clip his show calves for $5
a head,” noted Kietzman. Through
high school he clipped for some of
Brown Swiss Enterprises’ sales and
started clipping more cattle when
he got to shows.
“At shows, I would clip my own
cattle and some for other people,
and that just kept expanding.
Growing up near Sunshine Genetics,
I ended up helping them quite a bit,”
added Kietzman.
“When I first had clippers in my
hand and would show at the Wisconsin State Fair, Pinehurst would
be there with 20 to 30 animals and
would win everything. As a little
kid, that was quite a deal. Then,
when I was 17, I started helping
with its show string, where I got
to work with some of the older fitters, including Terry Lee and David
Brown,” noted Kietzman.
“More than anything, repetition is
what made me better,” he added.
Unlike Kietzman, Danhof wasn’t
raised on a farm, but he, too,
gained dairy and fitting experience
through his 4-H project animals. “I
started with registered Guernseys
because that is what my dad had
growing up,” noted Danhof.
Early on, Danhof primarily showed
locally and would try to learn the
basics from area showmen who did
an above-average job. “As I got older,
I started going to more state- and
national-level shows. We never hired
anyone to clip our animals, and I
was competitive; I didn’t like getting
beat. I started to realize which herds
were more successful at the time and
who was helping them fit. I’d watch
what they were doing and try to keep
up with them,” he added.
“I worked with a lot of color breed
cattle at first. By working hard, people who are involved in more prominent circles start to notice you. So
much of this is who you know; a lot
of people do the same basic thing,
and it comes down to who gets along
with whom or who you’re connected
to,” noted Danhof.
Danhof began clipping more
frequently while attending
the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and with the
connections he’d already
established, it seemed like

a natural fit to continue clipping
after graduation. “When I finished
school I wanted to travel, and fitting
was a way to do so right away,” said
Danhof, who has worked in more
than a dozen countries.
“At first, I was only going to do it
for the summer and then get a ‘real
job’ because there wasn’t going to be
anything to do during the winter.
But I found out I could do a lot during the winter months and make a
lot of money. I just never looked for
another job after that,” he noted.
In addition to providing steady
winter work, Danhof’s travel provided a great opportunity to meet a
lot of different people and see different types of cows.
Creek, meanwhile, began fitting
full time in 2002. As a youth, he
started out fitting his own cattle
and then started clipping animals
for other showmen during the summer and fall. “I started clipping
with Justin Burdette at sales; he
and Chris Hill were the first people
who helped me find work. When I
was younger, they were the ones
who got to clip the best cows, and I
looked up to them,” noted Creek.
“Once I started doing it and got
better at it, I realized I enjoyed fitting; I enjoy trying to make an
animal look her best to go into the
ring,” said Creek, who has fitted at
the National Ayrshire and Holstein
Shows in South Africa.

Time is of the essence
“I teach youth the same way I was
taught. I hand them the clippers
and let them start doing it, or I’ll
show them on one animal and have
them do the next,” noted Creek.
“When someone offers to teach you
something, listen, learn it and then
apply it,” Creek continued.
Practice and repetition are the
keys to developing the quality and
speed needed to thrive as a fitter.
“You have to keep moving and do
a nice job in a timely fashion. The
more you practice, the faster you’ll
get,” noted Danhof.
“When I start working with
younger guys, I teach them how I
like to clip. With the really young
kids, you try to get them started with
the right blades and such. I think it’s
important that they learn the basics,
like the legs and head first. If they
can’t do that right, it doesn’t matter
how great the topline is because it
will look rough,” added Danhof.

Eventually, you started body clipping everything with thick blades.
Now, everybody clips with really
thin blades,” continued Danhof.
While fitting styles have evolved
with time, they vary little worldwide. “There isn’t much difference
from country to country,” noted
Kietzman. “A lot of the people who
are good fitters in Europe now were
in the States and worked as trainees at some point,” he continued.
“Anywhere you go you almost
always run into the same core group
of people who travel a lot. There are
more regional fitters, but I don’t know
if there are many more than 25 or 30
people who do this day in and day out
and travel a lot,” added Danhof.
While the opportunity to travel
is appealing at first, the shine of
globe-trotting dulls with time. “Fitting enables you to travel, meet
people and see new places. But that
travel comes with long hours, clipping in inclement weather and at
the expense of spending time on the
home farm,” noted Creek.
“Meeting people, seeing different setups and seeing how different
types of cattle work in other parts of
the country or world are some of the
great aspects of this career. While
traveling was great at first, it’s gotten harder,” said Danhof.
“The cost of travel is steep, and
while people pay, I’ve always been
big on them getting something for
their investment. What people have
to pay to show in other countries is
unbelievable. Fitting supplies can
easily cost double what they do in
the States. To show in Europe, you
have to be dedicated to developing
your brand,” added Danhof.
“But as a fitter, you aren’t at shows
every day — and shows aren’t necessarily the most profitable jobs. You
pick up work, like picturing young
sire daughters, to fill in the time.
Some of these jobs can be really
great, and others are incredibly challenging. You can fill in time and pay
a lot of bills doing that work, but it’s
not always fun,” he continued.
“As a career, fitting isn’t the most
well thought of. I think a lot of people feel it’s not profitable either, but
that’s a misconception for those who
are willing to work hard. If you do
that, you can work almost every day
once you start to meet the right people. The longer you’re in it, the more
you realize that this business comes
down to relationships,” he added.
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its 50th anniversary next year, and
to recognize this milestone journalists have collaborated to create a
historical book reminiscing on 50
years of Expo memories. The limited edition commemorative book,
We need a Show, goes on sale at this
year’s Expo.
“The show’s growth and development into the world’s most respected
and renowned dairy event is, indeed,
a success story,” said Corey Geiger,
Hoard’s Dairyman managing editor
and 50th Anniversary Book Committee co-chair. “We need a Show is the
story of that successful journey.”
The project spanned three years
and was a collaboration between
dozens of volunteer writers who put
in hundreds of hours of research,
writing and editing. In all, 40 writers contributed to the book, bringing 50 years of insight and memories
to life. Those writers spanned the
entire gamut . . . from dairy industry leaders who attended every one
of the first 48 shows to student writers just starting to make their mark.
That variety of perspectives helped
develop the eight-chapter, hardcover book. We need a Show includes
over 200 iconic images and features
interviews with Expo legends.
Throughout the book, readers will
learn about what led up to the need
for a new show. The book shares
insight into Expo’s early struggles
and how it found solid footing. As
the story unfolds, readers will come
to appreciate how the fabled event
established high standards as a
cattle show and trade show. Additionally, the book documents how
Expo continued to innovate and
adapt to a changing industry. Over-

all, the story is told in terms of the
key aspects of World Dairy Expo . . .
the cows, the trade show, the events
and the people. And we look ahead
to the challenges and opportunities
in Expo’s future.
“While not every story could be told
on these pages,” said Geiger, “we hope
we have captured the spirit of the
world’s greatest dairy show.”
The book’s title and cover image
below hint at the origins of World
Dairy Expo, when Wisconsin dairyman Allen Hetts had the idea that the
dairy industry needed a grand show.
“It provides the theme for the book
as the rallying cry of ‘we need a show’
was the first step of the 50-year journey that led to World Dairy Expo as
we know it today,” said Geiger.
“Scores of people deserve credit for
being the driving forces that launched
what was the World Food and Agricultural Foundation in 1967,” noted
Geiger who coordinated the threeyear research effort on the book along
with We need a Show co-chair Steve
Larson. “Hetts was probably the most
responsible for bringing the show
to life because of his volunteerism,
energy, contacts and unwavering
determination,” said the co-chair.
It’s those intrinsic qualities
that gathered like-minded people
to breathe life into the fledgling
show, and that collective spirit has
propelled World Dairy Expo to its
year-long 50th anniversary celebration,” said Geiger.
We need a Show will be for sale
exclusively during Expo, starting Tuesday, September 29, 2015.
Books will sell for $25 plus tax and
can be purchased in the Purple Cow
Gift Shop and in the west lobby of
the Coliseum.
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ANY young and old dairy enthusiasts alike dream of watching their
cow walk across the colored shavings of World Dairy Expo Saturday
evening as the Supreme Champion
selection is made. Having an animal
make the trip a single time is incredible. Repeating the feat multiple
times with a single animal is legendary. The owners of the renowned Old
Mill E Snickerdoodle, Westlynn Tom
Dee and Brookview Tony Charity are
familiar with the feeling.
These three cows left their mark
in the history books of their respective breeds by repeatedly appearing
in the World Dairy Expo Parade of
Champions to defend their titles
and build legacies. Combined, they
revisited the colored shavings on
Saturday evening an astounding 14
times and were tapped as Supreme
Champion five times and Reserve
Supreme three times. They became
foundation cows for breeding programs, household names and international All-Stars.
Their illustrious tanbark careers
leave many wondering how a cow
can be that good. Some will argue
genetics, while others will say management. Most would agree the
best answer lies somewhere in the
combination of the two.
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Allen Bassler, owner of Old Mill E
Snickerdoodle, said her six appearances on Saturday night were a testament to the cow’s strength, conformation, extreme dairyness and
well-attached udder. Although those
features can all be credited to genetics, Snickerdoodle also responded
well to Bassler’s management style.
“Anything I have asked her to
do, from milking long lactations
to producing embryos, she did it,”
Bassler said.
Snickerdoodle debuted at World
Dairy Expo as a milking cow in
2001, winning the Senior 2-year-old
Class and being named Best Udder
of the Brown Swiss show. During the
next nine years, the cow dominated
the tanbark of World Dairy Expo.
Snickerdoodle is the only cow to
win every milking class, which was
done on the way to being named
Grand Champion of the Brown
Swiss show in 2002, 2003, 2004,
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the industry with scholarships,
awards and outreach programs.
All for a $50 lifetime membership.
To join now, call (920) 863-6333
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IN THE 49 YEARS OF CATTLE
EXHIBITION AT WORLD DAIRY
EXPO, a number of cows have
paraded across the tanbark. As
Snickerdoodle, Tom Dee and
Charity proved, the blueprint of
a champion is a combination of
both nature and nurture.
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2005, 2008 and 2009. In 2003, the
cow became the third Brown Swiss
to be named Supreme Champion of
World Dairy Expo, and in 2008 and
2009, it took home Reserve Supreme
Champion honors.
“It has been cool to see the amount
of people who respect her and keep
following her,” Bassler noted.

Generations of success
The combination of genetics and
management also played a significant role in Westlynn Tom Dee’s
four consecutive Parade of Champions’ appearances in 1993 through
1996. The cow was named Reserve
Supreme Champion in 1996. Tom
Dee’s legacy proves its genetic prowess in the Guernsey breed as the
cow now has a daughter and granddaughter that were also named
Grand Champion of the Guernsey
show at World Dairy Expo.
Four Winds Magicman Delight,
Tom Dee’s daughter, was selected
as Grand Champion in 2002 and
2003, and in 2005 and 2008, her
granddaughter Four Winds Destiny
Child took home the honors. Four
Winds Showtime contributed to the
family reputation by being named
Premier Sire of the Guernsey show
in 2010 and 2011. No doubt, genetics played a huge role in this family’s successes, and the accolades of
Tom Dee and progeny make it one
of the most decorated brood cows of
World Dairy Expo. “She was a oncein-a-lifetime cow,” Clark Vilter, one
of Tom Dee’s owners, said of the cow.
Again, the management of Tom Dee
and offspring played a role in their
success. Since 1978, Clark and Joy
Vilter have amassed 11 Grand Cham-

pion titles with five different cows, 15
Premier Breeder banners and 13 Premier Exhibitor banners in the Guernsey breed. The breeder and exhibitor banners held by Vilters are more
than any other farm of any breed.

One of a kind
When discussing outstanding
cows that have walked the colored
shavings of World Dairy Expo, there
is only one that has been named
Supreme Champion four times. And
Charity was figuratively the leader
on Expo’s colored shavings as she
won her second Supreme Champion
title in 1984, the very first time colored shavings appeared on the Expo
showring floor. Brookview Tony
Charity epitomized the importance
of both good genetics and a strong
management team. The cow’s four
Supreme Champion recognitions
came over the span of six years,
and she only improved with age.
The first title was won in 1982 as a
4-year-old, and the run came to an
end with the final title in 1987 as a
9-year-old. Perhaps her correctness,
dairyness and udder attachments
were that of a cow a few years ahead
of its time, but the comments of
one of her owners, Ken Trevena of
Hanover Hill Farms, also ring true,
“Getting cows ready for the show
takes more than a few weeks. It
takes every day of the year.”
Hanover Hill Farms excelled in
both management and genetic selection. In the many years the syndicate attended World Dairy Expo, its
cows stood as Supreme Champion six
times, it was named Premier Breeder
six years and it was recognized as
Premier Exhibitor three times.
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by Amy Ryan

It’s more than a trade show
E

ACH year, more than 77,000
domestic and international attendees flock to Madison for World Dairy
Expo. And that number continues
to grow. As one of the 830-plus commercial exhibitors from around the
globe, companies must develop a
marketing plan to maximize exposure and attendee interaction beyond
the booth. For many companies, that
plan involves multiple vehicles for
reaching those potential customers.

Customer interaction
A commercial exhibitor since the
introduction of the trade show, Select
Sires Inc., of Plain City, Ohio, has
incorporated various tactics during
their many years of exhibition.
“We started with a booth in
the Coliseum and over time have
expanded our presence to multiple
exhibits. We now have a larger
space in the Exhibition Hall, and
last year we added an additional
Coliseum space for Select’s newest
product line, GenerVations,” says
Terri Smith, sales and marketing
specialist with Select Sires.
Select Sires is a five-star sponsor of
the show, and members of their staff
and member cooperative personnel
serve on the board of directors, act as
committee members and show superintendents, and serve as volunteers
in facilitation of the different breed
shows and judging contests.
“Our staff members truly care
about the success of their customers
and enjoy working alongside them to
help them achieve their goals. Most
were raised on dairies and enjoy
maintaining their connection to the
dairy industry by volunteering their
time with Expo’s events, as well as

ideal meeting spot that allows
quality time with customers, where they can sit
down, relax and enjoy WITH OVER 800 EXHIBITORS, it can be hard to stand
refreshments.
out in Expo’s commercial
“We value this show crowd. Through sponsorships,
as it offers the ability tours and event hosting, dairy
to network, educate, companies can garner name
obtain sales leads and recognition, booth traffic and,
ultimately, sales.
strengthen our company’s brand presence,”
Jackson says. “What makes
Expo different from other shows is
the combination of the largest trade
show with the world’s most prestigious cattle show. It draws dairy
producers of all ages with a variety
of farm sizes and influencers such as
veterinarians, nutritionists and consultants from around the world.”
An international company based
in Israel, Afimilk is a newcomer
milk classification service and how
to the commercial scene at World
to manage your cows in the future.”
Dairy Expo and began exhibiting
in 2011. However, they are making
Launches and promotions
the most of their investment, having been a Four Star Sponsor for the
Select Sires has done various prolast four years and doing a TV sponmotions and product launches that
sorship four of the last five years.
coincided with Expo. Some of those
Noa Yonish, their marketing comproducts and services have included
munications manager, states they
gender SELECTed semen, microbisee Expo as one of the most imporals, heat detection products, teat
tant shows in the industry, and as
dips and the Select Reproductive
such, Afimilk puts a lot of value in
Solution (SRS) program.
this show.
Most recently, they partnered
“It is important to us that people
with Agis Automatisering to introwho come to visit the show notice
duce CowManager, a cow monitorand remember us — being a sponing system. The simplicity of the ear
sor gives us that exposure,” Yonish
tag device has generated significant
says. “In addition to our sponsorinterest in dairy and beef operations.
ships, we have launched new prodSmith says this type of launch
ucts and done special promotions
was a logical fit for Expo. “Along
around them. Also, last year we
with the large audience present at
hosted our first seminar, where we
World Dairy Expo, all cow monitorpromoted two subjects: Real time
ing systems on the market were represented for easy comparison,” she
states. “We welcomed the comparison and opportunity to help customers and potential customers center
in on a system that would complement each dairy’s needs and goals.”
To assist with the launch, Select
Sires had the developer of CowManager, Gerard Griffioen and his staff,
present in their Exhibition Hall display to detail the system and answer
questions. They also took advantage
of the opportunity to provide indepth training and on-farm tours for
the many Select Sires staff members
attending Expo.
Over the past few years, Purina
Research shows that the most
has launched multiple nutrition
proﬁtable response to feeding sugar
technologies for the calf and heifer
and the transition/lactating cow
is a total diet level of 5-7%
segments. Some of the products and
of ration dry matter.
programs included Rally Dairy Feed;
WarmFront and ColdFront, the seasonal formulas of Cow’s Match calf
milk replacer; HeiferSmart Dairy
Program and Propel Energy Plus.
When launching these products and
services, Lindemann states that
Visit us in booth 4329,
Purina employs year-round marketSwissLane Dairy Farms
ing approaches with advertising and
4330 in the Exhibition Hall
Alto, MI
direct mailings to attract attendees
to their booth.
World Dairy Expo
“Most recently, we employed a
Virtual Farm Tour
multi-year promotion where we
Friday, October 2nd 12:00 pm
offered a sweepstakes to win a gift
certificate to purchase a Holstein

sponsoring awards,” Smith states.
“World Dairy Expo serves as the
industry’s meeting place, and the
opportunity it presents to meet with
current customers or introduce our
company and products to potential
customers is invaluable,” she adds.
Purina Animal Nutrition is
another
long-time
commercial
exhibitor. Elena Lindemann, dairy
feed marketing manager with
Purina Animal Nutrition, describes
World Dairy Expo as a fantastic
opportunity to highlight their company’s dairy nutrition expertise and
technologies. All in all, Lindemann
says Purina aspires to provide dairy
producers with full access to their
nutrition experts at the show.
“We greatly appreciate the opportunity to interact with producers
and industry representatives to gain
valuable insights into their needs
and feedback about our products,”
Lindemann says. “To make contact
with these attendees, we have a
booth in the Exhibition Hall, sponsor a virtual dairy tour and provide
a guest speaker to inspire those
attending the annual FFA event.”
This year, they are sponsoring a
virtual farm tour of Meadow Brook
Dairy Farms LLC in Manitowoc, Wis.
A third long-time exhibitor and
Four Star Sponsor of World Dairy
Expo, Merck Animal Health has
sponsored various events throughout the years, including the Estrumate Sales Pavilion and Dairy Cattle Exhibitor’s Welcome Barbeque.
More recently, the company added
a hospitality tent to its exhibitor
activities. According to Rick Jackson, dairy marketing manager with
Merck Animal Health, this tent is an

Did You Know . . .
Adding sugar via a liquid supplement to a
corn based diet improves milk eﬃciency
and production.

www.qlf.com • 800.236.2345
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heifer raised on Cow’s Match milk
replacer and AMPLI-Calf Starter,”
Lindemann says. “This promotion
was well received, and many producers stopped by the booth to sign up
and also discuss their herd’s nutrition needs. Having that additional
promotion supported our plan to
communicate information about
a new product or technology to as
many Expo visitors as possible.”
Last year, Afimilk launched their
new heat detection AfiAct II in
a similar way through a special
drawing which they promoted two
months prior to the show through
social media and also during the
show with TV commercials and a
live broadcast draw for the winner.
Merck Animal Health launched
their Dairy C.A.R.E. Initiative at the
2014 World Dairy Expo. An extension
of the Dairy Care365 program, the
Dairy C.A.R.E. Initiative focuses on
providing resources on animal husbandry practices and hiring employees. Along with hosting a media luncheon detailing the program and its
components, Merck Animal Health
held one-on-one interviews with
the media throughout the week to
describe the initiative.

Sharing the message
Smith deems the Select Sires’
launches successful. After their
launch of CowManager during Expo
week, 96 herds requested a follow-up
visit to their farm, and another 12
contacted Select Sires through their
website to schedule an on-farm consultation. “Producers are looking for the
latest technologies and advancements
to make their lives easier and operations more successful,” Smith says.
Approximately 1,500 dairy producers responded to the Purina
announcement about the heifer calf
sweepstakes and visited their booth.
Lindemann notes, “Our industryleading research has resulted in significant advances in calf and heifer,
transition cow and lactating herd
nutrition — advances that we are
proud to share with the dairy producers and the industry.”
Jackson also values the opportunity to share Merck’s advancements
with the industry and information
about programs like Dairy Care365.
“Expo attracts all major dairy media
outlets and offers a fast track to get
the word out quickly,” states Jackson. They then carried the message
of Dairy C.A.R.E to dairy producers.”
Yonish agrees with the philosophy
of sharing their company knowledge
and information. “We feel that, if we
reach one farmer who never knew
us or what we can offer, we reached
our target,” she concludes. “We see
Expo as a great stage to launch, promote and expose a new product and/
or service. It is one of the few shows
that targets only dairy farmers. For
that reason, we know the people who
attend this show and that makes it a
good fit for us.”

AMY RYAN

The author farms with her
husband and his parents at
Ryan-Vu Holsteins, an 80-cow
dairy in Fond du Lac, Wis.

U.S. Holsteins

More Milk • More Cheese • More Choice • More Money

Dairy producers
who want the
most profit choose
U.S. Registered
Holsteins®. Holstein
cattle produce more
pounds of milk, fat,
and protein than any
other breed of cow.
Components are critical in
milk pricing today, and
DHI statistics show the
Holstein’s superiority.
The actual combined pounds
of fat and protein, according
to 2014 statistics for herds on
official test:
• Holstein cows—1,691 pounds
• Jersey cows—1,527 pounds
• Brown Swiss cows—1,418
pounds

THE BOTTOM LINE:

more milk
equals
more money

Come visit us at WDE
in booths MC 29-31!
Find more information on
U.S. Registered Holsteins and
the most up-to-date genetic information
at www.holsteinusa.com.

Holstein Association USA

800.952.5200
www.holsteinusa.com
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A place in history
by Andrea Haines

A

MONG all of the vivacity, there
are certain people who don’t always
come to the forefront of our cherished memories. Many of them can
be found on the sidelines and in the
barns, behind a broom, donning a
set of clippers or covered in shavings.
All the same, if you look closely, you
will notice a happy twinkle in their
eyes, a sense of pride among their
peers. These are the people who work
behind the scenes alongside their
friends to make the show go on.
John Galgowski, the 24th honoree
of the Klussendorf-MacKenzie Award
given in memory of the 1961 Klussendorf winner, is a humble recipient who
exemplifies the character of the late
Duncan MacKenzie. “The recognition
is very astounding,” explained Galgowski. “The outpouring of congratulations has been overwhelming. It’s great
to be part of a group of exceptional
industry people.”

A 40-year veteran
Galgowski began attending World
Dairy Expo in 1971, only four years
after its inception in 1967, and hasn’t
missed a show since. “I’ve been going
to the show for a long time,” commented Galgowski. “The trade show
and barns have grown, but cow people are cow people, that remains the
same . . . there’s just more of them
now. I love being around the awesome cattle, it’s so inspiring to me.”
Galgowski grew up on a Connecticut Guernsey farm where he enjoyed
participating in FFA and 4-H activities. “I was in seventh grade when my
father retired the farm, but we always
had a few show animals,” he said. “I
later moved to Wisconsin to pursue
a dairy science degree at University
of Wisconsin-River Falls. I graduated and began my career as the herd

manager for the school.” Galgowski
recently retired after serving 35 years
with his manager title.
He recalls the special bonds he’s
made with co-workers, students and
industry people, and through these
bonds, he’s been a valuable consultant for the campus.
“Working at the college always
allowed me to meet cow people from
around the world. Managing a farm
that is most often in the public eye
proved valuable for me when it came
to showing,” he explained.
For Galgowski, the UW-River
Falls position also allowed him time
to participate in cattle shows and
dairy events. It’s a job that worked
hand-in-hand with his duties for the
Vilter family.

THE KLUSSENDORF-MACKENZIE AWARD is passed on from year to year to honor those
who’ve exhibited the character and enthusiasm for the showring and its overall theme.
John Galgowski, often working behind the scenes, exemplifies the character of the late
Duncan MacKenzie.

Part of Four Winds’ legacy
You see, Galgowski met Clark and
Joy Vilter at the Minnesota State Fair
where he began his path to a forever
friendship. “I was at the show with
some dairy cattle, when, believe it or
not, through a mutual friend I was
asked to lend a hand in group classes
for a sheep show. The Vilters were
showing Shropshires, so I helped out,
and the rest was history,” he said.
Clark and Joy have had the privilege of Galgowski’s company at
World Dairy Expo for the greater
part of 35 years. “The Four Winds
herd was in good hands,” shared
Joy. “He will help with anything,
he’s very talented and treated our
animals just like he would his own.”
Galgowski and Clark thrive on the
work and the fun they have with one
another and can recall some good
stories. One in particular has become
a tradition during morning chores.
“We like to give each other a hard
time,” explained Galgowski with a

chuckle. “We sort of have a competition to see who can get under each
other’s skin, but in a fun way,” he
quickly added.
Joy recalls some mornings where
she’s had to “step in” when things
got a little louder than necessary.
Galgowski describes the situation as
being very similar to a Laurel and
Hardy act. “All silliness aside, John
is a true example of what this award
is about. He’s deserved it for years,”
expressed Clark.
Galgowski has worked with more
Guernsey grand champions at World
Dairy Expo than any herdsman
by operating with the Four Winds
string. “He’s called the ‘master
banker’ because he fixes up a (straw
bedding) pack like nobody else,”
shared Joy. Galgowski remembers
many inspirational cattle that have
graced the showring, but there are a
few that stand out in his mind.
One of those cows, of course, being

Tom Dee and a personal favorite,
Veronica. “I was able to visit Arethusa with my family, most notably
my father as he’s less able to make
many trips,” explained Galgowski.
“It was a memorable trip, and it’s all
because of my friendships I’ve made
over the years.”
World Dairy Expo is like “old home
week” for Galgowski. He describes
it as a big family reunion each year.
Galgowski and his wife, Vicki, have
three adult children, two sons and a
daughter. His eldest son, Tony, has
followed in his footsteps and has
had the opportunity to work with
some major show herds.
Galgowski hopes his son has the
privilege to earn a spot among his
peers. “To be honest, I’ve been so
very lucky to meet a lot of good
people,” he shared. “It’s nice to be
able to be remembered as a part of
the history this award has provided
many others.”

A lifetime of memories
by Andrea Haines

J

UST one year ago, a man sat in
the stands of the World Dairy Expo
Coliseum watching the Holstein
show, waiting in suspense as he
gazed at the group of Klussendorf
winners gracing the showring. As
he looked on, they took their place
in the lineup, preparing to welcome
their newest member. The California dairyman poked curiously
at his friend who usually seems to
know the title holder’s name before
it’s announced.
The revealing began, and the
announcer said, “Gilbert Teixeira of
Turlock, Calif., is the 73rd winner of
the Klussendorf Trophy.” The man,
in his surprised state, rose from his
seat and made his way down to the
ring to join his industry colleagues.
Teixeira was truly surprised at
the announcement of his name that
day. “I felt like I was in a dream,”
he explained. “These people are
EXPO 60
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legends in our business, people I’ve
always looked up to as mentors. It’s
a humbling experience to realize the
award is voted on by my peers.” The
Klussendorf honor, first awarded
in 1937, is the highest recognition
given to a dairy cattle showman in
the United States.
This family man, now owner
of Gil-Tex Holsteins, was a hard
worker from a very young age. He
remembers the 25 head his father
farmed until he was 8 years old; then
he accepted a grade show heifer at
the age of 9. It wasn’t until he was 11
years old that he purchased a purebred, registered Holstein.
“She was just an ordinary calf,”
shared Teixeira. “However, she
had papers, and that’s what was
important!”
By the following year, Teixeira
found a job as a relief milker for his
neighbor. “I got paid a dollar an hour
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CALIFORNIA DAIRYMAN GILBERT TEIXEIRA WAS SELECTED by members of the Klussendorf Memorial Association, formed in 1937 to honor the late Arthur B. Klussendorf, as the
2014 Klussendorf winner. His high standards of honesty and integrity have made him a role
model for others.
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Determined from the start

ing, I love winning just like the
next person, but I never put myself
in moral jeopardy because I have to
go home and live with my cows and
my conscience.”
For his efforts, Teixeira has been
well rewarded with a list of exceptional cattle. The Gil-Tex herd stands
second in California’s history with
six grand champions at the California Holstein Show. A favorite,
Queen N-Rosa-Line G-V Tidy, 1985
All-American 5-year-old and 1986
Reserve All-American Aged Cow
is a stand-alone cow he developed

within his herd. Gil-Tex is known for
breeding or developing many Excellent cows, including six at EX-95 and
EX-96 points — one of the most in
the western U.S.
“One of our more exciting events
was hosting our sale series, ‘The GilTex Stampede’ sale,” he said. “Our
first sale in March of 2005 boasted
an $8,475 average and a $1,025,450
gross total on 80 consignments from
across the U.S. and 40 of our very
best from Gil-Tex.”
The California dairyman has had
many mentors and friends along

“I remember as a teenager going
to the bank and discussing my
future,” he said. “I was determined
to make this venture work for me. I
didn’t want to give up.”
He’s always looked to his parents
for support and has cherished something his father once shared with
him, “He wasn’t a person who had
a lot of money to offer, but he would
always be there to emotionally support me in my endeavors.”
The herd blossomed, and decades
later he owns nearly 1,500 Holstein
cattle. “My wife, Linda, and I have
two children, Robert and Lindsey,”
he shared. Robert owns 100 head
and has plans to one day own the
Gil-Tex herd.

his journey. “There are so many
to mention I don’t want to leave
anyone out,” he said. “I’m happy
to share this title with the many
before and after me.” His peers certainly chose a worthy honoree to
receive the silver trophy.
ANDREA HAINES

milking and working odd jobs around
the farm. The job grew into partial
ownership. I was milking my own
herd (three cows) at my grandmother’s place, and my neighbor convinced
me to house them with his herd. I
continued to work for him, gained a
portion of the milk check and later
went on to partner with him.”
In 1977, the partnership dissolved
and Teixeira moved 30 miles down
the road with his 110 milk cows and
80 heifers.

The author is a freelance
writer based in Union Bridge, Md.

2016 Calendar

Only
$11.95

Began in the classroom
Teixeira’s love of show cattle flourished thanks to a former ag teacher,
Buck Clausen. “Buck traveled all
over the East Coast selecting calves
to bring back home and sell as show
calves,” he explained. At age 17, Teixeira was invited to travel with Buck
for the summer. “We flew into Dulles
airport,” laughed Teixeira. “It’s a trip
I will never forget. I can’t remember the last time I was so scared. It
was my first time on a plane; when
we reached (Washington) D.C., there
was only room for me to ride in the
back of a rickety old pickup truck
with calf crates on the sides, a feat
unimaginable in today’s traffic.”
They visited a herd in Pennsylvania where he had to sleep in the top
of a loft while the worst lightning
storm of his life proceeded throughout the night. “The next morning I
went to the tie stall barn where the
host’s wife was milking. She shared a
story with me about lightning storms
and cattle under trees that made my
mouth drop. She then nicknamed me
‘Tex’ and it stuck,” he said.
“The trip was an eye-opener where
I learned a lot about cattle and met
many industry people. Some of those
calves we sent back home were
related to Ivanhoe’s Uno, Elevation
and the Kingpin herd.”

Honesty a foundation
Along with Teixeira’s knowledge
of the industry, his high standards
of honesty and integrity are what
made him lovable to others.
“I shared before that my father
wasn’t the wealthiest; when I was
starting out I never had the flashy
heifer. He said that I could still succeed by excelling in the showring
as a showman,” shared Teixeira. “I
made it my mission to work hard
for showmanship titles. I love show-
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Future milk
marketers honored

2660

THE National Dairy Shrine (NDS)

THIS HAYMAKER
PACKS A PUNCH.
“GOLDENBOY”
AKA: THE 2660
BALEBUSTER

Find us on Facebook and
view products in action on
our YouTube channel!

2660 BALEBUSTER
• Save 30%

of your hay and straw

• Shredder chamber handles bales in any condition
• 1300 rpm rotor speed, which throws straw farther
and processes faster

• Heavier conveyor table chains and drive
shafts
• R epositioned loader for easy bale loading
• Heavier rotor shafts
• O ptional containment kit

Call today or visit us online to learn more.
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and Dairy Management Inc. (DMI)
are pleased to announce that $6,500
in scholarships have been given to
college students in dairy product
development, milk marketing or
related fields. One $1,500 scholarship
and five $1,000 scholarships were
awarded. The NDS/DMI scholarships
encourage students to pursue careers
in a dairy product field or milk marketing. Award recipients include:
Mariah Schmitt, the $1,500
recipient, is a student at Iowa State
University studying dairy science
and
agriculture and society. Schmitt is
a member of the
Iowa State University
Dairy
Science
Club,
Agriculture
Schmitt
and
Society
Club, Block and
Bridle, Midwest Dairy Challenge
Social Media Corps field reporter,
Iowa State University Study Abroad
Program and Iowa Dairy Princess.
Upon graduation, Schmitt hopes to
work in communications and marketing. “I want to ensure consumer
confidence in the dairy industry and
promote dairy products across the
globe,” Schmitt said.
Johanna Knorr, at the University of Minnesota, studies animal
science and agricultural and food
business
management. Knorr
is involved in the
Gopher
Dairy
Club, Beta of
Clovia
Sorority,
Collegiate
A mbassadors,
Knorr
Collegiate Mentor
Program,
Study Abroad Program, University
Honors Program and Collegiate
Policy Engagement Program. After
obtaining her degree, Knorr plans
to return to the family farm and
continue her passion of dairy product promotion. “I would like to combine my interests and skills to continue to develop new, practical ways
for families to incorporate dairy into
their recipes,” Knorr explained.
Jenifer Haler, also at the University of Minnesota, is studying animal
science and Spanish and Portuguese
studies, with a
minor in mass
communication.
Haler is involved
in the Gopher
Dairy
Club,
Inter national
Agriculture
Haler
Club,
Agricultural Education
Club, Beta of Clovia Sorority, as
well as the Spanish and Portuguese

Across Cultures Organization. Haler
is the current Princess Kay of the
Milky Way. Haler is interested in
working and continuing her education to eventually work in international agriculture communication
and promotion. “I will strive to promote dairy, inform the public and
bring new perspectives about dairy
foods and farming,” Haler said.
Crystal
Siemers-Peterman,
University of Minnesota, is majoring in agricultural and food business
management.
Siemers-Pet erman is also active
in National AgriMarketing Association, National
Grocers Association Marketing
Team, Collegiate Siemers-Peterman
A g r i-Wome n ,
Gopher Dairy Club and the Collegiate
Dairy Judging Team. After graduation, Siemers-Peterman would like to
combine her interests in public relations and her family farm. “Bringing marketing and communication
knowledge back to my family’s farm
in northeast Wisconsin to start a
creamery of our own would be an
amazing opportunity,” she explained.
Simon Itle is majoring in food science at Penn State. Itle is involved
in Delta Theta Sigma Agriculture
Fraternity, Food
Science
Club,
Dairy
Products Evaluation
Team, Dairy Science Club, Penn
State Altoona Ag
Club and ColleItle
giate FFA. After
graduation, Itle
plans to gain experience at a large
processing facility before returning
to the family business. “My career
plan is to eventually take over as
the manager of the processing plant
and become an owner of the business,” Itle said.
Jessica Currie, Morrisville State
College (MSC), is obtaining a bachelor’s degree in agricultural business
development.
Currie is active
on campus in
many organizations, including
Morrisville Fresh
LLC, MSC Dairy
Club, MSC LiveCurrie
stock Club, MSC
Collegiate
FFA
and New York Junior Holstein Association. After graduation, Currie plans
to gain experience in the industry
before returning to the family farm.
“I plan to start an agri-tourism business on our dairy farm as well as
work to produce products for the local
community,” Currie explained.
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Haagen, Kraus and Dado earn Kildee scholarships
I

SAAC Haagen and Amy Kraus
have been selected as the recipients
of the National Dairy Shrine Kildee
Graduate Scholarships, while Bethany Dado has earned the Kildee
Undergraduate Scholarship. All were
selected based on academic success,
dairy activities, leadership ability
and experience in the dairy industry,
as well as future goals.
The Kildee scholarship was
started in honor of H.H. Kildee,
dean emeritus at Iowa State University. The scholarships, two for students pursuing graduate studies and
one awarded to an undergraduate,
are given to exceptional students in
his name.
Isaac Haagen of Howard, Pa.,
just finished his bachelor’s degree
program and will be continuing on
to a Ph.D. program at Penn
State. He completed his undergraduate degree
at Penn State in
animal science
with minors in
Haagen
agribusiness
management
and poultry and avian sciences.

Haagen has been incredibly active
at Penn State through the Penn
State Dairy Science Club, Penn
State Coaly Honor Society and
Penn State Poultry Science Club.
Haagen was also involved in dairyrelated undergraduate research and
served as a teaching assistant. He
has excelled in dairy judging, Dairy
Challenge and poultry judging.
Haagen was the first-place individual in the 2012 National Intercollegiate Contest at World Dairy Expo.
Haagen’s involvement in the dairy
industry began at a young age when
he became heavily involved in 4-H
and the dairy project. These experiences and educational opportunities
inspired Haagen to pursue a career
as a professor of dairy cattle genetics.
Also receiving
a graduate studies scholarship
is Amy Kraus
of Aliquippa, Pa.
Kraus is pursuing a professional
degree
in food animal
Kraus
medicine at the
University of Pennsylvania’s School
of Veterinary Medicine. She com-

pleted her undergraduate degree in
animal science at Penn State.
Kraus has been very active on
campus through organizations like
Ag Advocates, Coaly Honor Society,
Penn State Equine Research Team,
Pre-Vet Club and Penn State Ag
Day. While staying active on campus and in the classroom, Kraus has
been recognized for her outstanding
work. Kraus has just been honored
with the prestigious Commonwealth
One Health Scholarship, a four-year
scholarship offered to students who
demonstrate a strong commitment
to production agriculture in the
state of Pennsylvania.
A strong commitment to the dairy
industry and veterinary medicine
started when Kraus worked at a
90-cow dairy operation. While in
college, Kraus worked at the university dairy farm and in an undergraduate lab. She would like to work
at a veterinary practice for a few
years before returning to academia
to complete a Ph.D. or residency in
veterinary medicine. “My decision
to become a dairy veterinarian is
equally based on my passion for
serving the dairy industry and my
interest in dairy cattle,” Kraus said.
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All day, every day.

Bethany Dado, Amery, Wis., is
the recipient of the Kildee Undergraduate Studies Scholarship.
Dado is currently a dairy science and genetics
major at the University of Wisconsin-Madison with
future plans to
work in livestock
Dado
genetics research.
“I would love to
be a professor someday, as I have had
the privilege to study under some
brilliant professors at school, and I
would be honored to follow in their
footsteps,” Dado explained.
At the University of WisconsinMadison, Dado is extremely active on
campus in the Association of Women
in Agriculture, Badger Dairy Club,
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences Ambassadors, and the UW
Marching Band.
Dado has excelled in many dairy
judging contests through FFA, 4-H
and collegiate competitions. She
has consistently placed high in various competitions, recently placing
7th high individual at the NAILE
Collegiate Contest.

YOUR PARTNER FOR GENERATIONS.
Dairy farmers trust Lely for industry-leading advancements in automated
milking and feeding equipment — for today and for generations. The Lely
team partners with you to offer automated robotic milking, feeding and
barn product solutions for cow comfort, backed by 24-hour local support.
Turn to Lely to improve your financial and social well-being — all day,
every day. Contact your local Lely center for more information.
Hear from the Sunny Glade family during the World Dairy Expo virtual
farm tour series on Thursday, Oct. 1, 2:00 PM. Scan the QR code and get
a sneak peak of their Lely experience! Or go to http://bit.ly/1Ph9wHu

www.lely.com 1-888-245-4684

LELY_0550_2015_Hoards_WDE_Guide_Ad_9.125x6.5_REVISED.indd 1
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World Dairy Expo Product Preview
HUBBARD’S
NEXT GENERATION
CALF FEEDING PROGRAM

OPEN ENROLLMENT
IS ALMOST HERE!
November 1– January 31

Bigger Calves
Excellent Starter Intake
Cost Effective
Research Proven

Call us to schedule an appointment
to review your health insurance today.

agri-servicesagency.com
1.877.466.9089
Circle No. 1

The new VSL 200 Series mixers feature
a low-profile design for quick and easy
loading. Redesigned augers provide
quicker mixing and processing with
more complete cleanout. The rugged,
dependable drive system helps ensure
a reliable, long life. An optional 2-speed
gearbox with an electric shift upgrade
reduces necessary horsepower.
Multiple discharge and a variety of
conveyor choices are available to match
most feeding situations.

SERIOUS
COMFORLY
DAIRY B TABLE
OOTS.
WWW.S
KELLERU
PFO

OTWEAR
.US

www.KuhnNorthAmerica.com
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FIGHT BAC COWS
STAY IN THE
HERD LONGER.

LASTING
COMFORT FOR
YOUR COWS

Minimize mastitis, reduce
involuntary culling and celebrate
more birthdays. Fight Bac is
research proven to control mastitis
better than teat dips.

Satisfaction
guaranteed or
your money back!

Fight Bac®
The smart way to
disinfect teats.

For more information
contact FutureCow dealer today
or visit futurecow.com

1-800-656-6007
www.FightBac.com
#MoreCandles

www.futurecow.com

Learn more at booth
EH 1609 — FREE sample.
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© FutureCow All rights Reserved.
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FLEX
FEED

her comfort is
your profit

(800) 800-5824
www.agromatic.net
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World Dairy Expo Product Preview

Maximize potential
Everything you’ve
ever wanted
in a low-slip liner.

KEEPING YOU CLEAN AND DRY SINCE 1994!

QuadriCal Calcium Boluses

186M Merger from RCI

®

for POST-CALVING transition

WATERPROOF
VETERINARY GOWN
WITH SHORT OR
LONGER SLEEVES

High levels of
calcium with
immediate and
sustained delivery
for post-calving
demands.

• Cost effective merger for clean
merging of up to 18’ swaths into a
triple windrow

• Hydraulically driven pickup and
belts for the toughest of conditions
• 8’ 6” Pickup Width with folding
extension and reversing belt
See you at the 2015 World Dairy Expo
September 29 through October 3
NEW LOCATION: Booths EH1503 and EH1504

Bio-Vet, Inc.
300 Ernie Drive
Barneveld, WI 53507
800-246-8381
www.bio-vet.com
September2015

BIO
VET

NEW PRODUCTS

• Handles the toughest crops
and conditions
Come see us at World Dairy Expo
Booth: TM O

®

Microbes
at Work™

UDDERTECHINC.COM

888.438.8683

Visit your local John Deere dealer or
www.rciengineering.com for more information
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And less!
Introducing

Evolution® XLO
by Conewango

NEW!

ASK ABOUT
WEIGHING CAF-CART

• Less squawking
• Less milk back-up
• Fewer fall-offs and kick-offs
• Twist-resistant from

• Load and unload from ground level
• Large, pneumatic tires take bumps in stride!
• Optional foam filled tires will not deflate
• Counter balanced design for easy maneuvering
• 42” Weighing Caf-Cart provides accurate weights

top to bottom

Call for more information

A Conewango Division

(800) 828-9258
www.evolution-liners.com

544 Gristmill Road • Ephrata, PA 17522

Toll Free: (877) 800-2500

©2015 Conewango, Inc.
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World Dairy Expo Product Preview

Biofix

®

Proven protection
… throughout the entire production cycle.
www.biomin.net

Naturally ahead

Circle No. 25
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Free Stall Bedding Management Tools

HEALTHIER COWS
PREGNANT SOONER...

Circle No. 28

Dependable!

AWARD WINNING

SANDMAN

BEDDING
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EXTRACTO

Monitors animal
well-being and
reproductive performance
625 Vertical Mixers

Visit us at WORLD DAIRY EXPO

Twin Single Flighted Augers.
• Loading height 104"
• Operates with 110 hp tractor
• 620 cu. ft. mixing capacity
• 42" wide conveyor

SEMINAR - Booth No: EH 2111B-2315
“A discussion on improving pregnancy
rates and cow health using the latest
cow sensing technology.”

29th Sept & 1st Oct @ 3pm
• Increase your herd average
• Reduce mastitis cases
• Lower somatic cell count
• Save on bedding cost
• Improve cow comfort
www.superiorattachments.com
800-450-7292 • 906-864-1708
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Presented by Conor Beirne,
Senior Veterinarian, Dairymaster

Call us now 1-877-340-MILK(6455)
E: usa@dairymaster.com
www.dairymaster.com

620.225.1142
www.rotomix.com

Milking - Sort Gates - Feeding - Manure Scrapers
- Health & Fertility Monitoring
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S CO U R I N G C ALVE S
REQUIRE RAPID RESPONSE

PMS 1 8 0 7

“Customer Service is Our Goal”
C 0 / M1 0 0 / Y9 6 / K 2 8

n

TARGETS HARMFUL PATHOGENS

n

FORTIFIES IMMUNE SYSTEM

n

HELPS JUMPSTART RECOVERY

n

ALL NATURAL – NO WITHDRAWAL

USE AT THE FIRST SIGNS OF
SCOURS OR TO HELP SAVE
A SICK CALF

Wholesale Distributor of
replacement milking equipment and
NuPulse products.
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These companies and products can also be viewed on the H

For more information contact us at
800‐233‐6878 or info@ezmilking.com
www.ezmilking.com

DBCAGPRODUCTS.COM
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World Dairy Expo Product Preview
FIRST & STILL THE
LEADER IN INNOVATION

Practical Feed
Management
P R E C I S E LY.

•
•
•
•

Elite Parallel
SS Curbs
Herringbone
Low Profile Stalls

PBI

PARLOR SYSTEMS

www.pbiparlorsystems.com
575-356-8785 or 1-800-295-5677
email: pbiparlorsys@yucca.net

The MM 700 merger is designed to
maximize productivity in varying
field si es and crop volumes. ith
2
of pickup in a single pass,
Farm
the MM 700 canNasco
merge crop
to the& Ranch
left, right, split, Hoard’s
or with either
wing
Dairyman
in the raised position. ue to its ultraSept
2015 does
short wheelbase,
the MM
HD1509
not require steering,
even on steep
sidehills. The simple folding design
allows quick transition from field to
road. Transport is an ultra-narrow
wide. ts 2-point hitch allows quick
and easy hookup to your tractor.

MegaMag™
New Location World Dairy
Expo Booth #1501-1502 EH
Reduce Shrink • Save Time
Improve Employee Management

TOPCON POSITIONING GROUP

www.KuhnNorthAmerica.com
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REDUCE MASTITIS &
LOWER SOMATIC
CELL COUNT (SCC)

The Calf Housing Specialist

By properly cleaning the towels
you use to prepare udders for
milking, dairy farms can reduce
Mastitis and lower SCC in milk—
leading to larger premiums from
milk processors.

Group Hutch
• ol e in one piece
•Swin - p-Rear-Be in Door
•Inte rate
oly S i
•Ri e op Vent

• No BoltDown
Required
• Automatic
Detergent
Injection

1. BoviDrops® 3. CalCaps®
2. RumaStart® 4. Fresh Cow Drench®

• 5/3-Year
Warranty

www.continentalgirbau.com/dairyfarms

800-256-1073
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“This
stuf
must
have
been
rak’d
with a
DARF .”

www.daritech.com

From 20
gallon to
800 gallon
capacity,
we have a
pasteurizer to
fit your dairy!

The DARF hay rake delivers more
nutritious, higher quality forage
because DARF is gentle. But it’s
also fast and built to deliver years
of proven performance.

With capacities from 30 bottles to
150 bottles, we have a model to fit
your need!

NikkelIronWorks.com

Sold thru your local dairy
equipment dealer

800-342-9222
These companies and products can also be viewed on the H
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Make the BEST
BEST	

T
Silage and Hay
Hay	


	


Starts working
g Day
y 1	


	


- Eliminating Oxygen
Oxygen	


- Starting Fermentation
Sooner	

Sooner
- Preventing mold and
yeast growth
growth	


Also check out
our selection of
bottle washers!

Call today to learn more about the
DARF 1017.
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Booth #EH 5005
5005	

www.isfglobal.com
www.isfglobal.com	

800-497-4243	
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THE National Dairy Shrine (NDS)

FarmHouse Fraternity. Dado, the
2014 to 2015 Wisconsin State FFA
Parliamentarian, plans to work in
education as a high school agriculture teacher.
Anna Culbertson, also at the
University of Minnesota, is studying
agricultural education and leadership
and communications.
Culbertson is a member
of the Lambda
Delta Phi Sorority, Gopher Dairy
Club,
Agricultural Education
Culbertson
Club and the
National
AgriMarketing Association. Culbertson
has also stayed very active on personal social media accounts to further
promote the dairy industry. “After
graduation, I would like to work for
an agricultural marketing or communications firm to have a career
informing consumers about the
industry that I love,” she explains.
Sydney Endres, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, is majoring in
dairy science and life sciences communications.
Endres is very
active on campus
in various organizations, including
the Association of
Women in Agriculture, National
Endres
Agri-Marketing
Association, Collegiate Farm Bureau, Badger Dairy
Club, UW Nordic Ski Club, and she
is also a Wisconsin admissions volunteer. A past National Jersey Queen,
Endres has always wanted to have
a career within the dairy industry.
“After gaining experience, my goal is
to return to my home farm that milks
700 cows and start an agritourism
business,” Endres said.
Caroline Warns is studying dairy
science at Virginia Tech. Warns is
active on campus through the dairy
club and Collegiate FFA. She
is also a member of the Division of Student
Affairs Advisory
Committee. This
summer, Warns
Warns
interned on a
combined dairy
and agritourism operation near
Washington D.C. After graduation,
Warns plans to stay in education.
“Education and communication are
truly my passion, so I am pursing a
career in agriculture education.”

Be apart of the dairy
industry’s future.

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!
855-400-dcha
info@calfandheifer.org
www.calfandheifer.org
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Progressive by Nature. Safety by Design.
Since 1995, dedicated volunteers and generous sponsor
organizations have been getting together to support
the Progressive Agriculture Safety Day® program.
They’re doing their part to realize our common mission:
providing education and training to make farm, ranch
and rural life safer and healthier for children and their
communities. It’s easy to get involved. Contact us to
find out how you, your organization or your community can join the effort to make that vision a reality at
1-888-257-3529 or www.progressiveag.org.

THANKS TO THESE FARM SAFETY DAY
CORPORATE SPONSORS:
Bunge North America
Crop Production
Services
Agrium Inc.
Hoard’s Dairyman

CHS & CHS Foundation
Monsanto Company
John Deere
Farm Credit

Archer Daniels
Midland Company
TransCanada
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and Dairy Management Inc. (DMI)
are pleased to announce that $6,500
in scholarships have been awarded
to college students in education,
communication or related fields.
One $1,500 scholarship and five
$1,000 scholarships will be given to
students pursuing careers in dairy
communication or education. Award
recipients include:
Sarabeth Royer, Penn State, is
majoring in agricultural and extension education and has minors in
animal science
and
international
agriculture. Royer, the
$1,500
award
winner,
is
involved with the
Penn State Dairy
Royer
Science
Club,
Penn State Poultry Science Club, Penn State Teach
Ag! Society, Penn State Poultry
Judging Team and the Penn State
Navigators Christian Organization.
Upon graduation, Royer hopes to
teach secondary agriculture education. “It excites me to believe that I
can teach others about the agriculture industry,” she explains.
Christine Reitsma, University
of Minnesota, is studying agriculture education and agricultural
food
business
management.
Reitsma,
the
59th
Princess Kay of the
Milky Way, has
always believed
in
promoting
Reitsma
the dairy industry. On campus,
she is a very active member of both
the Gopher Dairy Club and Beta
of Clovia Sorority. After graduation, Reitsma hopes to work in the
dairy industry. “I hope to continue
to assist the industry by working
within marketing communications
to help better understand and meet
the needs of not only farmers but
the consumers they serve,” she said.
Ethan Dado, University of Minnesota, is majoring in agricultural
education and animal science with
a dairy production emphasis. Dado
is very involved
on campus taking active roles
in the Gopher
Dairy
Club,
Ag ricultural
Education Club,
Gopher
Pep
Band and the
Dado

There is one industry-leading
source of networking, education,
and improvement for the raising
of dairy calves and heifers. The
Dairy Calf and Heifer Association
has a renewed commitment to
their vision to be just that.

20t
h

Education and communication
scholarships awarded

World Dairy Expo Product Preview

2015

©2015 Progressive Agriculture Foundation
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Your new
confidence in
scours recovery.

INTRODUCING THE 5275,
A MINI-MIXER THAT CAN
PROCESS 4'X5' BALES.

• Low at 79" tall, easily handled
with smallest skid steers
• 275ft3 (7.8m3 ), needs only
45 HP to operate

Convenient liquid, buffered calf
electrolyte formulated for the
scouring calf.

• Equipped with Jaylor’s patented
Square-Cut augers

Watch the 5275 in action at

www.jaylor.com/5275

techmixglobal.com • 877-466-6455

1.800.809.8224
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Gregoire named Graduate Production awardee
A

MASSACHUSETTS native,
Heather Gregoire is the National
Dairy Shrine’s Graduate Production Award winner. The $2,500
award, sponsored by Elanco, is
designed to recognize and encourage those who have graduated from
college within the past nine years
to pursue careers in commercial
dairying and to gain ownership of
dairy cattle with the intent of growing the size of their dairy herd. The
award will be presented to Gregoire
at the annual National Dairy Shrine
Awards Banquet in Madison, Wis.
Although Gregoire did not grow
up on a dairy farm, she was actively
involved in 4-H before attending
college at Virginia Tech where she
graduated with a degree in dairy
science, a focus in dairy manage-

ment enterprise, and a minor in
agriculture and applied economics.
While at Virginia Tech, where she
was a part of the dairy judging team
and dairy club, Gregoire interned as
an assistant herdsman on two farms
during her summer breaks.
After graduation, Gregoire was
the herd manager of a 500-cow registered Holstein herd. She addressed
the long-standing mastitis problem
by starting an on-farm mastitis
lab that involved pulling and plating samples as well as reading the
cultures to determine the correct
treatment protocols.
In April 2012, Gregoire moved
herself and cows to her boyfriend’s
family’s seasonal grazing dairy herd
of 48 lactating cows where they are
currently transitioning ownership.

Gregoire continues to give back to
the community by working with 4-H
and junior dairy programs, such as
being a coach for the Massachusetts
Dairy Bowl team.
In addition to working at the family’s farm, she is the heifer manager at
Jordan Dairy Farms Inc., overseeing
250 heifers.
Brian Jordan, vice president of
Jordan Dairy Farms Inc., says,
“Gregoire displays a tremendous
amount of knowledge in the field of
dairy husbandry (such as employee
management, dairy finance and
genetic selection). She is very
astute to details and is a master of reproduction on our facility.
Heather would be extremely successful owning and operating her
own dairy business.”

Gregoire

International Marketplace
For more information on the advertisement below, circle number 60 on the reader service card found between pages 68 and 69.
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AL 2

Through his quotes, W.D. Hoard left an ever-lengthening shadow of
service on the dairy industry. This beautiful hardcover book documents
Hoard’s insightfulness, along with the timeline of our evolving dairy
industry as captured in restored historical photographs.
• 96-pages, 8” x 8”
• premium dust jacket
• elegant double foil stamped hardcover
• signature quotes from the father of modern dairying
Don’t miss out on this chance to own the first of two volumes
for only $19.95. Order online at hoards.com/bookstore
Hoard · Leadership: Qty._____________
Add shipping: $3.50 for one book. Call for quantity shipping and for orders outside the U.S.
Add sales tax: CA - 7.5%, IL - 6.25%, MN - 6.875%, WI - 5.5%

Name

Telephone

Address
City

State

Email

Signature

Payment by credit card: VISA/MC/DISC
Exp date

CVV

Hoard’s Dairyman Books · hoards.com/bookstore
P.O. Box 801 · Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0801 · 1-920-563-5551

Zip
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Walkers named McKown Master Breeder
by Brittany Statz

THE

seventh annual Robert
“Whitey” McKown Master Breeder
Award is awarded to the Walker family of Walk-Era Holsteins, Wisconsin
Dells, Wis. The honor will be presented at the 49th World Dairy Expo
in Madison, Wis. This prestigious
award recognizes a well-managed

The author was the 2015 Hoard’s Dairyman
editorial intern and is a senior at the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls.

breeder herd that has been successful
at showing and judging and emphasizes all qualities of the Klussendorf
Award, including ability, character,
endeavor and sportsmanship.
In 1936, Erwin and Ella Walker
established the family farm that
has grown to a position of excellence
within the B:7.875”
Holstein breed. Their
T:7.375” his wife, Dori,
son Dean married
in 1957 and took
S:7.375”over the farm that

same year. These days, Dean and
Dori, along with their three sons
and daughters-in-law — John and
Marci, Tim and Tracy, and Tom and
Jackie — are actively involved with
the farm. The entire family enjoys
showing cattle, including Dean and
Dori’s seven grandchildren.
John’s wife, Marci, has served the
Wisconsin Holstein Association as
president, vice president and secre-

GROWING A STRONG STAND DEPENDS
ON THE SEED IT’S GROWN FROM.
We put more into our seed because you demand more out of it.

B:11.25”

T:10.75”

S:10.75”

tary. Meanwhile, Tom has been a
longtime director at Allied Cooperative, based in Adams, Wis., serving in
the capacities of chair, vice chair and
secretary. John is currently serving on
the Columbia County Farm Bureau
board and previously served on the
DHI board. Both John and Tim have
been local Holstein board officers.
Over the years, Dean has chaired the
boards of Badgerland Farm Credit
and Alto Co-op Creamery.
Walk-Era Holsteins’ slogan, “Where
Dreams of Excellence Are Bred,” has
never rang more true. At this point
in time, the farm has bred 108 Excellent cows. With a breed age average
(BAA) of 110.1 percent, the current 96
percent homebred herd has 27 Excellent, 60 Very Good and 8 Good Plus
cows. They are nine-time qualifiers
for the Progressive Breeders Registry
Award and five-time Premier Breeder
or Premier Exhibitor winners at the
Wisconsin District 5 Holstein Show.
Walk-Era cows not only look good, but
they are productive as well. The farm’s
rolling herd average with 100 milking
cows is 23,684 pounds with 4.04 percent fat and 3.21 percent protein.
The family has also bred six AllAmerican nominees. Most recently,
Walk-Era Dundee Annelise – one of
the most prominent cows with the
Walk-Era prefix – was chosen as a
Junior All-American in 2014 as a
junior 2-year-old. She also was nominated All-American and was Honorable Mention All-Canadian the same
year. Winter yearling Walk-Era Champion Matrix and junior 3-year-old
Walk-Era Roy Renita were All-American nominees in 2005. Spring yearling
Walk-Era Dundee Oreo and summer
yearling Walk-Era Pronto Monty were
nominated All-American and Junior
All-American, respectively, in 2009.
Walk-Era Holsteins prides themselves on developing strong cow families that can stand the test of time.
They are also proud of the area they
call home. Their 825-acre farm made
the perfect location for the 2014
Columbia County Dairy Breakfast.
In addition, they deeply care about
the future of the Holstein breed and
dairy farming, which is shown by
their involvement in the community.
The Walker family is a prime
example of what it means to be
named a McKown Master Breeder.
They are driven by passion, determination and, above all, love of farming
and of family.

WL 354HQ
WL 356HQ.RR
WL 372HQ.RR

Learn more at wlbetterseed.com

Do not export Genuity® Roundup Ready® Alfalfa seed or crop, including hay or hay products, to China pending import approval. In addition, due to the unique
cropping practices do not plant Genuity® Roundup Ready® Alfalfa in Imperial County, California, pending import approvals and until Monsanto grants express
permission for such planting. Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized in accordance with
ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity
Crops. Commercialized products have been approved for import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from this
product can only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted. It is a violation of national and
international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations where import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain handler or
product purchaser to confirm their buying position for this product. ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Roundup Ready ® crops contain
genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate, the active ingredient in Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides. Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides will kill crops that are
not tolerant to glyphosate. Genuity Design®, Genuity Icons, Genuity ®, Roundup Ready ® and Roundup® are trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. © 2015 W-L Research.

WALK-ERA HOLSTEINS of Wisconsin Dells,
Wis., has been named as the 2015 McKown
Master Breeder award winner. Standing, (L to
R): John, Marci, Nora, Tom, Jackie, Nash, Tracy and Tim. Sitting, (L to R): Brett, Alli, Dean,
Dori, Gracie, Libby and Emmy.

HEAT DETECTION THAT DELIVERS

GREATER IMPACT

For more than a decade, ESTROTECT™
Heat Detectors have established a
legacy as the proven rub-off heat
detector that best determines when cows
are at the Maximum Opportunity for
Pregnancy. This is a fact that has been
verified on more farms and in more
university trials than any product of its kind.

BREED

Need more convincing?
SCAN HERE or
visit www.estrotect.com/asgoodasabull

DON’T BREED

Mounting Evidence™ As Good as a BULL™
Visit World Dairy Expo
I N N OVAT I VE

Booth EH-3504

and meet your reproduction partner.

H e r d M a n a g e m e n t To o l s

Learn more about our complete line of herd management tools.

ID by ESTROTECT™ Animal Identification Bands are a highlyvisible alternative to mark your cows.
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AccuBreed™ wireless heat detectors feature state-of-the-art
wireless technology to capture every mounting event as it happens.

WE’VE DEVELOPED A FORMULA TO
HELP MANAGE DIGITAL DERMATITIS.
IT STARTS WITH SCIENCE.
Digital dermatitis is an infectious hoof disease that can lead to lameness and a
decrease in milk production and fertility. To ﬁght it, you need a management strategy
grounded in science. At Zinpro Corporation, we’re leading the way with Availa®Plus,
a research-proven nutritional solution to help manage lameness and digital dermatitis*.
To learn more, talk to your Zinpro rep or visit zinpro.com/dairy.
*When fed according to specific recommendations. See your Zinpro representative for details.
Availa®Plus and Performance Minerals® are registered trademarks of Zinpro Corporation.
©2015 Zinpro Corp. All rights reserved.
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